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ABSTRACT 

Landmines are the epitome of the perfect soldier: always ready, never tiring. Landmines also 

do not choose their victims - it may very well be an armed and protected soldier or an innocent 

civilian who activates the detonator. As such, land mines have reached epidemic proportions in 

the Third World, affecting both combatants and civilians, whether they are on foot or in a 

vehicle. When stepping on an anti-personnel land mine, traumatic amputation of the foot, lower 

leg or upper leg is generally expected. However, an anti-vehicle landmine detonating 

underneath a vehicle can have equally as detrimental results, as the occupants of the vehicle 

are bound to sustain serious injuries to the lower extremities. These injuries can vary from being 

less life threatening to being fatal in some extreme cases. Anthropomorphic test devices have 

been developed and refined over the years to represent the occupant exposed to simulated 

land mine detonation and then to retrieve valuable technical information from the test data. 

In the present investigation a simplified aluminium surrogate lower leg was designed, 

manufactured and subjected to axial blast testing. In addition, a rubber layer representing the 

sole of a standard army combat boot was placed below the foot model in a separate series of 

blast tests. The main factors investigated in this study were the effect of varying the amount and 

positioning of the explosives and the attenuation produced by including the rubber sole layer. 

The blast tests were conducted using a horizontal ballistic pendulum, with the foot model 

placed axially in the pendulum. The disc shaped explosives of different mass was placed in the 

centre of the detonation plate and axially in line with the heel respectively to draw a comparison 

between the respective stresses induced in the lower leg. As expected, the stress recorded by 

the strain gauges placed on the lower leg was significantly higher when the explosives were 

positioned in line with the heel than when placed in the centre of the detonation plate. 

The same series of blast tests were performed with the rubber sole being included in the test 

setup. Alternating the positioning of the explosives did not yield a significant difference in 

induced stress. Investigation of the blast attenuation provided by the rubber layer showed that 

the peak stress is mitigated by approximately 70%, which was much greater than expected. 

An elementary analytical solution was performed as a preliminary validation of the 

experimental test results. Furthermore, a finite element model of the aluminium surrogate foot 

and the rubber layer was created and a numerical simulation of each blast test was executed. 

Material data for the aluminium and rubber obtained via Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar testing 
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were employed to construct the material models used in the finite element model. The results 

from the numerical simulations compare well to the experimental test results for the blast 

loading conditions where the rubber layer was excluded from the test setup. In the case where 

the rubber layer was included in the testing, the trend and shape of the stress graphs obtained 

from the numerical simulation results agrees with the stress curves recorded during the actual 

blast tests. However, the peak stresses recorded during the experimental blast tests are found 

to be significantly higher than the peak stresses yielded by the numerical simulations. 

Ultimately it was concluded that the blast testing performed during this study can be 

classified as "non-injurious", that detonating the explosives in line with the heel increases the 

peak stress experienced by the tibia, that placing a rubber layer underneath the foot provides a 

certain amount of blast attenuation and that the numerical modelling of the rubber requires more 

detailed attention. 
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Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Samoa, San Marino, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, 

Serbia (Republic of), Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Slovakia, Slovenia, Solomon Islands, South 

Africa, Spain, Sudan, Suriname, Swaziland, Sweden, Switzerland, Tajikistan, Tanzania (United 

Republic of), Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Uganda, 

United Kingdom, Uruguay, Vanuatu, Venezuela, Yemen, Zambia, Zimbabwe. 

Countries that have not joined the Ottawa Treaty (as of 17 August 2007) [2]: 
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antipersonnel landmines. 

Anti-personnel mine (AP mine) 

(Definition according to the Ottawa Treaty [2]) 

A mine designed to be exploded by the presence, proximity or contact of a person that will 

incapacitate, injure or kill one or more persons. 

Anti-vehicular I Anti-tank mine (A V I A T mine) 

(Definition according to the Ottawa Treaty [2]) 

A mine designed to be detonated by the presence, proximity or contact of a vehicle as 

opposed to a person, which is equipped with an anti-handling device. An anti-handling device 

means a device intended to protect a mine and which is part of, linked to, attached to or placed 

under the mine and which activates when an attempt is made to tamper with or otherwise 

intentionally disturb the mine. 
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NA TO Task Group HFM-089/TG-024 

This particular NATO Task Group was initiated with these chief goals in mind [3]: 

• Investigate and review the various test methods currently in use for analysing protective 

footwear. 

• Identify the benefits and limitations of the various test methods. 

• Define testing guidelines that would ensure test results from different nations are 

meaningful and comparable. 

Canadian Centre for Mine Action Technologies (CCMA T) 

The CCMA T was established in 1998 to develop low cost, sustainable technologies for mine 

action and to work towards their successful deployment in the field[4]. This goal is accomplished 

through a comprehensive program of Research and Development, test and evaluation, and 

active communication with the user community. Funding for the CCMAT is provided through the 

Canadian Landmine Fund. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 SUBJECT OF THIS REPORT 

This report concerns the investigation into the degree of attenuation provided by introducing 

a layer of rubber underneath an aluminium surrogate leg when exposed to axial blast impact. 

1.2 BACKGROUND TO THE INVESTIGATION 

Not only do anti-personnel (AP) landmines pose a serious threat to humanity, but anti

vehicle (A V) landmines present detrimental consequences as well. It is well understood that 

the landmine does not choose its victim, and as such the dangers of a hidden landmine 

extend from soldiers to peacekeepers and civilians alike. 

Injuries sustained due to the detonation of AP and AV landmines differ in characteristics, as 

the injury mechanisms of the two types are inherently different: 

• Detonation of AP landmines cause burn injuries due to the thermal effect at the centre 

of the blast, damage to the hollow organs caused by the intense overpressure wave 

originating from the blast, and ballistic injuries due to sharp fragments propelled radially 

outwards from the landmine[5]. The extent of these injuries is evaluated according to 

the Mine Trauma Score (MTS) system, which was generated during the Lower 

Extremity Assessment Program (LEAP) [6]. Depending on the size of the landmine, 

wearing civilian shoes or standard army combat boots do not provide sufficient 

protection against the effect of the landmine blast, which normally results in the 

traumatic amputation of a portion or the whole of the lower limb[7]. Trial testing using 

cadaver lower legs and frangible lower leg models has proved that wearing specifically 

designed land mine protective footwear may drastically decrease the degree of injury 

induced upon the lower extremities due to the detonation of an AP landmine[6]. 

• AV landmines on the other hand are designed to damage and immobilise vehicles. The 

occupants of a soft-skin vehicle exposed to an exploding landmine stand little chance 

of survival. As such, landmine protected vehicles are carefully designed and tested 

according to strict standards in order to ensure occupant safety during a landmine 

blast. Despite the excessive measures of protection provided by an armoured vehicle, 

the detonation of AV landmines is known to induce floor acceleration and velocity 

typically exceeding 100g and 12m/s respectively, which in turn causes injury to the 
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lower extremities of the occupants of the vehicle[8]. Floorboard intrusion is deemed to 

be the principle cause of lower leg injuries, ranging from less life threatening injuries 

(e.g. calcaneous, tibia and/or femur fracture), injuries with long term effects (e.g. 

traumatic amputation of one or both of the lower legs or on the upper legs) to fatal 

injuries[8]. Instrumented mechanical human surrogate models (such as the Hybrid-III 

dummy) are generally employed in the testing of landmine protected vehicles, allowing 

the forces and accelerations exerted upon the occupants to be measured and stUdied. 

Load limits predicting a 25% and 50% possibility of a moderate to severe injury 

occurring in the lower limb is assigned to each type of instrumented dummy[9]. 

Various test methods have been developed and successfully used to delineate blast related 

injuries in a controlled setting. These test methods comprise either a vertical setup (as used in 

the TROSS rig[8]) or a horizontal setup (e.g. the linear impactor used by Bir et al.[8] and the 

horizontal pendulum used by the Medical College of Wisconsin[10]). Notwithstanding, the 

axial impact test methods essentially operate on the same principle: Impact is applied axially 

in line with the tibial axis via an impactor plate that transmits the impact through the base of 

the foot of the surrogate leg. 

The blast laboratory of the Blast Impact and Survivability Research Unit (BISRU) at the 

University of Cape Town has the facility to accommodate a horizontal ballistic pendulum to 

conduct blast tests on test specimens of different sorts. The ballistic pendulum operates on a 

similar principle as mentioned above; because the explosives placed against the detonation 

plate exerts impact on the surrogate foot by transmitting the impulse through the detonation 

plate, through the base of the surrogate foot and along the remainder of the leg. A project was 

therefore launched to develop, manufacture and test an economically viable surrogate lower 

leg which can be utilised for blast testing using the horizontal ballistic pendulum. The blast test 

results would thereafter be compared to existing results from previous successful blast test 

investigations to comment on the feasibility of the surrogate leg design. In addition to the 

original project outline, it was decided to investigate the effect on the stress wave passing 

through the surrogate leg when a layer of rubber, acting as a sole, is placed underneath the 

base of the foot. 

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THIS REPORT 

The key objectives of this thesis are as follows: 

• Based on the original surrogate foot designed as part of a previous undergraduate 

project, modify the ankle region to provide the surrogate lower leg with better biofidelic 

characteristics. 
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• Retrieve results from the blast tests which would illustrate the stress wave propagation 

through the modified lower leg model, using a horizontal ballistic pendulum rig specially 

constructed to accommodate the surrogate lower leg while providing axial sliding 

movement for the leg model. 

• Construct a finite element model of the surrogate lower leg and retrieve results from the 

simulations of each of the different experimental blast tests. The numerical results are 

compared to the experimental results in order to validate the relevance and accuracy of 

the finite element model. 

• Investigate the amount of attenuation provided by the rubber sole placed underneath 

the foot of the lower leg model. Use the numerical model to study the mechanism by 

which the rubber layer is perceived to provide attenuation to the stress transmitted to 

the surrogate leg. 

• Compare the experimental results to the results provided by previous successful 

investigations. In doing so, the blast tests conducted in the present study can be 

categorised according to the level of injury estimated to be induced in the surrogate 

lower leg. 

1.4 PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE REPORT 

The report starts off with a Literature Review (Chapter 2) in which background into blast 

loading is provided, the human lower leg anatomy is briefly explained, and existing 

representations of the human lower leg, related test methods and injury criteria is discussed. 

The details regarding material characterisation of rubber-like materials using the Split 

Hopkinson Pressure Bar is also discussed in the Literature Review. 

Chapter 3 details the material characterisation performed of the solid aluminium used to 

construct the foot and ankle complex, also of the rubber used to represent a sole underneath 

the base of the surrogate foot. Chapter 4 gives the experimental details and results of the 

blast tests performed with the rubber sole excluded from and included in the test setup, while 

changing the positioning of the explosives from the centre of the foot to being in line with the 

heel. The stress wave propagation along the lower leg is modelled analytically in Chapter 5. 

Details concerning the construction of the finite element model are provided in Chapter 6, as 

well as the results retrieved from the simulations. 

The analytical, experimental and numerical results are summarised and compared in 

Chapter 7, after which coherent conclusions are drawn and documented in Chapter 8. 

Chapter 9 lists recommendations which are made in order to aid the future research into blast 

impact of the lower extremities conducted at BISRU. 
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Chapter 2 - Literature Survey 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Anti-personnel landmines in particular pose a significant threat to both military personnel and 

civilians of many countries throughout the world, as there are 110 million uncleared anti

personnel landmines around the world, scattered through more than 70 countries[11]. Clinical 

history shows that the foot, ankle and tibia are injured primarily during a landmine 

explosion[8; 12]. Trauma to the lower extremities are however not limited to anti-personnel 

landmine explosions only. It is documented that occupants of a vehicle experiencing an anti

vehicle or anti-tank mine blast also exhibit primary injuries to the lower limbs, with the injuries 

ranging from fracture of the calcaneous to traumatic amputation of the upper legs[8]. As such, 

the assessment of protective equipment became of great importance. Although a vast variety of 

test protocols are currently in use, three basic approaches to blast testing can be defined 

according to the type of surrogate leg being used. 

Surrogate legs can be divided into three main groups: mechanical, frangible and cadaver 

models of the human leg[ 13]. The selection of the appropriate test methodology is mainly 

determined by two factors. Firstly, the test procedure is dependent on the level of detail and 

information obtainable from the test. Secondly, the test method must be practical and able to be 

implemented by various users and countries with differing preferences and ethical regulations. 

The NATO Task Group HFM-089/TG-024 categorised the test approaches such that simple 

mechanical legs are employed for screening, complex frangible leg models for proofing and 

human cadaver legs for validation purposes[13]. To simulate exposure to a landmine blast, all of 

these test approaches include explosive testing in a controlled environment. 
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Whether a mechanical, frangible or cadaver leg model is being used, every blast test 

procedure consists of the following basic elements: 

/ 
Leg model 

Figure 2.1- Schematic representation of typical test for protective footwear[13] 

• Threat definition - Anti-personnel, anti-vehicle or anti-tank landmine. 

• Representation of human body region - Whole body or singular limb being analysed. 

• Representation of the protective wear 

• Means of evaluating the effectiveness of the protection 

This literature review discusses the threat definition, anatomy of the human ankle-foot 

complex, various surrogate leg models and the test protocols used when employing these leg 

models in blast testing. Injury criteria pertaining to mine blast effects and existing lower leg 

protective equipment is also overviewed. Thereafter the investigation of the stress versus strain 

behaviour of rubber materials is briefly duscussed and the theory behind material 

characterisation using the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar is explained. 
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2.2 THE BLAST EVENT 

2.2.1 Defining an explosive material and an explosion 

An explosion can be defined as the generation of a pressure wave of finite amplitude in air by 

a rapid release of energy[14], due to an explosive material being either chemically or 

energetically unstable. With a sudden expansion of the explosive material, heat and large 

pressure changes are produced upon initiation (which is typically accompanied by a flash andlor 

loud noise). This process is termed the explosion. 

Chemical explosive materials are categorised according to their rate of decomposition[15]: 

• A low explosive is typically a mixture of a combustible substance and an oxidant that 

decomposes rapidly (also known as deflagration). Deflagration occurs at rates varying 

from a few cmls to approximately 400 m/s. 

• A high explosive is a chemical compound which undergoes detonation that produces a 

shock-wave with a velocity ranging from 1000 mls to 9000 m/s. 

Plastic explosive is a specialised form of chemical explosive material which is soft and hand 

malleable and has the benefit of being usable over a wide range of temperature[ 15]. 

2.2.1.1 TNT (Trinitrotoluene) 

TNT is a chemical compound which is 99% TNT and 1 % DNT (Dinitroluene), and has an 

initial shock-wave velocity of 6800m/s to 6950m/s [16;17]. Crystalline and light yellow in colour, 

TNT is known as a useful explosive material that is safe to handle. TNT is the most common 

explosive for both military and industrial purposes, as its insensitivity to shock and friction 

reduces the risk of unexpected detonations. The low sensitivity also allows the compound to be 

melted and cast into casings. 

2.2.1.2 RDX 

RDX is a high explosive compound also known as Cyclonite, Hexagon and T 4 [17; 18]. RDX is 

white and crystalline in appearance, and as an explosive it is generally used mixed with other 

explosives and plasticizers. RDX is considered to be one of the most powerful and brisant of the 

military high explosives, boasting an initial shock-wave velocity of approximately 8500 m/s. 
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2.2.1.3 PE4 

British Military plastic explosive is referred to as PE4 [19]. The explosive characteristics of 

PE4 are similar to that of C-4, the only difference between PE4 and C-4 being the type and 

proportion of plasticizer used. PE4 compound consists of 88% RDX and 12% plasticizer. The 

detonation velocity of PE4 is also approximately 8100 m/s. 

2.2.1.4 C-4 (Composition C-4) 

The term "composition" is used for any stable explosive. C-4 is a high explosive compound 

made up of 91% RDX and 9% non-explosive plasticizer, and detonates at approximately 8100 

m/s [18]. The explosive output of C-4 is found to be roughly 1.4 times that of TNT. One of the 

main advantages of C-4 is that it can be easily moulded into any shape or form desired. Other 

advantages of using C-4 are its durability, reliability and safety, as it will only detonate when 

both heat and pressure is applied. 

2.2.1.5 Plasticizer 

The main functions of the plasticizer in explosives are[20]: 

• Soften the explosives (make it more malleable). 

• Increase the stability of the explosive by increasing the temperature at which it burns 

and/or the pressure at which it detonates. 

2.2.2 Detonation and blast waves 

When an explosive material is detonated, a stable chemical reaction rapidly propagates 

through the un-reacted portion of the explosive material which in turn causes a detonation wave 

that travels at supersonic speed. The detonation velocity varies for different explosive materials 

as the detonation velocity depends on the composition and density of the specific explosive 

material (information is provided in the above section). In the process of detonation the 

explosive material is converted into an extremely hot, dense and high pressure gas. The gas 

formed by the chemical reaction of the explosive material during detonation is the source of the 

strong blast waves in the air. The velocity of the blast wave is much slower than the velocity of 

the detonation wave[21]. 

2.2.3 Describing the blast load 

The blast load is typically described by the nature of its pressure-time history. Referring to 

Figure 2.2 it is noticed that the blast load comprises an over-pressure region and an under

pressure region. Only the effect of the peak over-pressure is considered as it is much larger 

than the peak under-pressure. 
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The impulse of the blast load is represented by the area under the over-pressure portion of 

the pressure-time graph. Hence the impulse imparted by the blast load depends on the 

magnitude of the peak over-pressure, the duration of the over-pressure and the rate of decay. 

ta +T 

10 = f p(t)lit 
Eq.2.1 

ta 

P. - - - - Over· pressure 

Po ..... ---'- __________ ~t~osph.rlc pressure 

, 
t. Under· pressure 

Time 

Figure 2.2 - Pressure-time history describing the blast load[22] 

2.2.4 Scaling of blast overpressure waves 

The blast overpressure wave decays exponentially with increasing distance from the 

explosive source, providing a safety standoff distance to be a possible solution in protective 

footwear[7]. The charge masses WI and W2 consisting of the same explosive is calculated by 

the following equation, where p is the density of the particular explosive: 

1r 3 
Wz = p.-.dz 

6 

Eq.2.2 

Eq.2.3 

It is known that the explosive diameter d is directly proportional to the distance R away from 

the centre of the volume of explosive. As such, if the same overpressure Ps is to be produced by 

the two different charge masses, the ranges at which that specific overpressure is generated 

can be determined from the relationship given by Eq. 2.4 [14;23]: 

Eq.2.4 
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The relationship given in Eq.2.4 yields a constant of proportionality Z which can be used as a 

scale factor. 

Eq.2.5 

The expected peak overpressure Ps in the near field (Ps >10Bar) is demonstrated to be 

calculated by[24]: 
P _ 6.7 1 

S - + Z3 Eq.2.6 

If the same charge mass is used, i.e. ~ = W2 , the peak overpressure occurs at the same 

distance Rs. In order to determine the overpressure Px experienced at a different range in the 

near field, the new scale factor Zx is used with respect to the reference scale factor Zs, as 

shown in Eq. 2.7 and illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

Eq.2.7 

Rs 

Time 

Rx 

Time 

Figure 2.3 - Illustration of blast wave scaling 
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2.3 THREAT DEFINITION 

In real landmines the amount of explosive may vary extensively and there always exists the 

possibil~y of defiagra\ion instead of detonation of the explosives in the mine(131· As such. the 

~onslstency of any real landmine may vary significantly in terms of explosive output. which 

makes the threat defimtion difficult to assess. Accessing reallandmines to use as test devices is 

also made d iffi~ult after the Ottowa treaty limited the availability and transport of real 

mines[3;131. Despite these setbacks. the types of landmines can be examined by using 

surrogate mines in "n attempt to understand the expected threat 

Landmines are categorised according to their operational purpose and mechanism of 

injury[25] According to oper"tional purpose land mines are classified as anti-personnel and anti

tank landmines. Subsequently landmines can then be grouped according to their injury 

mechanism as either blast mines or fragmentation mines!131. as depicted in Figure 2.4. 

Table 2 1 shows a lew examples 01 anti-personnel and anti-tank landmines and the amount 01 

explosives it comprises. The high explosive main-charges commonly used in mines are TNT. 

RDX. tetryl. picric add. plasti~ explosive and nitromethane(1 7]. 

lAHDMINES 

~ 
Blast 

l- t- BI<lst 

, r- '-
, , 

, , r- I-
Stake Ir6lgmentat ior> I- '- Shaped charge 

Figure 2.4 - Landminu categorised as antl.p",sonn,,1 and anti·tank landmines [26] 
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APmine '"'' Explosives Mass ATmine Type Explosives .. ~ 
"" blast relryl ,", 58·81 b/",I RDXITNT 2.2kg 

PMA·] biast Telf}< '" TM·72 .<hapoo clJarge RDXiTNT 2.5kg 

VS·50 blast RDX '" Mk·5 bias! ,m 3.7 kg 

TS·50 "'" RDX W, TMRp·6 bias! ,m 5.1 kg 

MI DV 59 "'" m, w, TMA-'I biasl m, 5.5Kg 

PMR·2A fragmenl,,(ion m, "'" , TCI6 b/"sl RDXITNT 5.0kg 

PMA·2 blast m, '00, TMK·2 .<haped clJarge RDXiTNT 6.5kg 

PMA·1 "'" m, '00, PM-60 bias! m, 7.5Kg 

."U bias! m, 240g Mk·7 bl<>sl m, 89kg 

MON·50 fragmenl"(ion RDXfTNT '00, "" bl"sl RDXITNT 10.3 kg 

Table 2.1 Examples of landmlne types and the amounl of explosIves [17] 

2.3.1 Antl'personnellandmines (APLs) 

Anti·personnel mines are ger1erally used in static mir1e fields along borders Or as a manr1er of 

defence of strategic positions. APLs are however also deployed in small numbers or singularly 

to lay an ambush, protect a temporary base, protect equipment Or evade pursuit 

Anti·personr1ellandmines ger1eralty contain 28 grams to 500 grams of explosives[27] and are 

typIcally buried under soil (st depths of 10mm - 40mm) or plsced strategically on the surface 

(hidden by leaves Or rocks). The APLs sre sctivsted by pressure wh ich csn be from s person 

stepping on them or a vehicle driving over them. Impulse resulting from the blast mme explosion 

is considersbly influenced by the soil conditions, burial depth and explosive confinement 

Generally deeper buria l depth and soi l WIth a higher moisture content and density will result in 

grester er1ergy trsnsfer from the Isndmine to the tsrget[27]. 

2.3.1 1 Biasi anli·personnellandmines 

Bisst APLs are the cheapest snd most common form of landmine, 

which rely on the overpressure waves (or sonic shock waves) from 

the detonation of s high explosive to msim the victim, causing 

physicsl snd psychologicsl trsums[61. Although blsst APLs are 

designed to injure the victIm, mir1eS with Isrger charges csn be 

lethsl[6]. 

Figure 2.5 _ AP landmine, French MI AP DV 59 [28] 
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An AP Dlast mine consists of four main compOr1€nts[27]: 

• Mine casing - The casing houses and protects the components of the laildmine. Early 

landmines had casings made of steel. but in order to prevent detection by electronic 

mIne detectors most anti-personnel mines today are encased in plastic housings. 

• Pressure plate - The pressure ptate acts as a detonation ITl€cIlanism that sets off the 

detonation charge. G€nerally a spring-loaded detonation mechanism strikes the 

delonator charge with a firing pin or an electric charge is pilssed Ihrough it 10 detonate 

the landmine 

• Detonator charge - The detonation charge consists of a highly sensitive explosive that 

would easily explode when an electric charge or sudden pressure is applied to it 

• Main charge - The main charge is a stilble explosive that is detonated by the explosion 

of the detonator charge. TNT or tetryl is used in most AP blast mines, where a US. M-14 

contaIns On average 31 grams of tetryl and in a Russian PMN anti-personnel landmine 

up to 200 grams of TNT is used. 

Pressure PI~te 

Figure 2.6 - Composition of a blast anti-personnel landmlne [27] 
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!",,<,,'iga'lng Ih< use of rubber 10 IfIlenuaie the effect of biBs! Ioild appli<K! to a .",rogale Iownr I"') 

2.3,1,2 Fragmentation anli-personnellandmines 

Fragmentation mines are designed to spread shrapnel fragments , varying in shspe, size, 

composition and initial velocity, to cause ballistic injuries[5] The ultimate aim of the 

fragmentation APL is to kill the victim, maximising the mortality damage to the opposing 

forces[6]. Fragmentation APLs include stake mines. directional mines and bounding mines[27]. 

As the name suggests, stske mines 

are mounted on a stake at an 

appropriate height above the ground, 

camouflaged by vegetation or rubbish . 

The hollow cytindrical sleeve is filled with 

a small explosive charge and the sleeve 

IS packed with fragments that will shoot 

out radially when the tripwire triggers the 

detonator 

Figure 2.7 -AP slake mounted mine. Yugoslav PMR·2A [27[ 

A bounding mine IS 

buried and when triggered. 

lifting charge 

detonated that throws the 

body of the mine up in the 

air where the main charge 

explodes and fragments 

are spread at waste level 

Directional mines are designed to spray fragments in a 

restricted arc. These mines are generally used to protect the 

combatants, by placing the mines such that the blast is 

directed towards the enemy, 

Figure 2.8 _ AP directional minft, Russian MON·5O [U[ 

.- · . 
" • • . " · • 

1 

Figu,,, 2.9 _ AP bounding minft, USA "Bouncing Belty" [29[ 
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2.3, j ,3 Injury mechanisms related 10 AP landmines 

Blast and fragmentation anti-personnel mines are designed with the intention of using two 

inheren~y different injury mechanisms to produce dIstInctly different types of injury to the victIm, 

as explaIned in Table 2.2 Where 8 fragmentation mine causes ballistic injury to the victIm by 

shooting fragments radially outward, a blast mine mainly employs the powerful overpressure 

shock wave to impart injury onto the victim[51. However, Figure 2 10 shows how the type and 

probability of injury caused by the detonation of a blast AP mine changes as the victim's 

distance from the centre of the btast incre8ses 

• Thermal effects are caused by the combustion of the explosives, which causes bum 

wounds to the body part(s} of the victim positioned at the epicentre of the detonating 

explosives, 

• Detonation of the explosive material causes a detonation wave which travels at a 

supersonic speed and rapidly converts the explosive material into an extremely hot 

dense and high pressure gas. as such resulting in strong blast waves in the air, 

Therefore, the victim or the body regJons of the victim situated further away from the 

epicentre of the blast would experience the intense blast overpressure wave , The 

periphery of the overpressure wave is relative to the size and mass of the explosive. as 

briefly discussed in Section 2,2.4. The blast overpressure wave mainly caUses damage 

to the hollow organs and the blast wind created by the explosion can throw the victim 

against scHid objects, causing blunt trauma 

• Fragments (of varying shape, size and composHion) produced by the exploding tandmine 

are propelled radialty outwards. which causes ballistic injuries to the victim when the 

victim is positioned beyond the effect of the blast overpressure wave, 

P'ooa M ty 
0' 

InlU e, 

Eh st 
Thermal 

Figure 2,10 - Mechanisms of injury of btast mines [5] 
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Type of APL Blast APL Fragmentation APL Ref. 

'rn Injure victim Kill victim {o1 

Meth-od Intense overpressure s/}()ck wave Shocts frflflm[Jllts radially 
1'1 outwards 

Injury oriteria Ears. lungs. g~stminreslinaltr&ct 
Extem~1 balli;stic Injuries 1'1 hollow organs 

Table 2.2 Comparison of blast and fragmentation APLs 

2.3.2 Anti-tanklanli-vehicle landmines (ATIAV mines) 

Anti-tank mirles are specifically clesigrled 10 immobilise or destroy lanks and armoured 

vehicles and were first improvised dUring the First World War as a counter meaSure against the 

first tanks introduced by the British[301 AT mines evolved significantly from simply being a high 

explosive shell or mortar bomb buried with the fuse upright to the modern anti-tank mines used 

today. 

Modern AT mines have plastic material casings to avoid easy detection and contain a much 

larger explosive charge (up to 10kg of explosives) than anti-personnel mines[30] The 

explosives are more powerful and the detonation trigge~ are more sophisticated. enabling the 

explosives to be directed to either the tank tracks, anywhere on the tank body or the top or side 

01 the vehicle The detonator can be triggered by pressure or seismic effects caused by the 

vehicle. remote detonation or by using a combination of the triggering effects. AT landmines are 

general", buried under the ground surface to be exploded underneath the vehide. 

2.3.2. 1 Self-forging fragmentation anti-vehicle landmines 

Self-forging fragmentation ATIAV landmines employ two methods In order to damage. 

penetrate or destroy the target[261. Either a shaped charge (SC) or an explosive'" formed 

penetrator (EFP) is used in these fragmentation mines 

~ •. .., .. 
f"" •• \ ~ .. ~,:. '.~, 

"~h;i.:" 
~' '.;;i" \:: .. : . ." . .. 
• • 

• .. 

A shaped charge (SC) is an explosive charge shaped in such a way 

as to focus the effect of the blast energy in order to penetrate 

armour[311. Modern cone shaped explosive charges are metal-lined 

and the detonation of the explosives collapses the conical liner by 

force into a jet of metal. This metal jet can penetrate armour steel up to 

a depth of 10 times the diameter of the charge cone 

. . Figure 2.11 _ Photograph of AT self-forging fragmentation tandmine with 

shaped charge, Russian TMK_2 [26] 
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Explosively farmed penetrator (EFP) charges (also known as explosively formed projectile) 

exploits the explosive's detonation wave to deform a plate or dish of ductile metal, such as 

copper, into a compact high-velocity mlssile[32] , This prOJectile's 

final shape is typically a bailor rod and is commonly termed the 

"slug", The slug is aimed and projected at the target at velocities 

reaching 2kmJsecond, which makes an EFP much more effective 

over large standoff distances than a conventional shaped charge 

Figure 2.12 - Ph<>tograph <>1 AT self.f<>rging Iragmentati<>n landmine with expl<>sively f<>rmed 

penetrat<>r, Russian TMPR-6 [32) 

2.3.2.2 BiasI anti-vehicle landmines 

,._" . ,««~, 
.'!:.. , 

. '~ ... -.-- , 
........ .~ ...... 

Blast ATIAV landmines are essentially larger and more powerful 

versions of the AP blast mines and their composition and 

functionality are similar to AP blast mines Blast mines usually 

contains 2kg - 10kg of explosives TNT or RDX being the 

explosives most commonly used[33]. 

Figure 2.13 - Ph<>t<>graph <>1 AT blast landmine, ttatian lel6 [33[ 

2.3.2.3 ·Off-roufe mines" 

However not all anti-tank mines can be buried if the ground or surface is unSUitable. "Off

route mines' are useful in this case as they are designed to be effective when detonated ne>ct to 

the vehicle instead of undemeath[30], Off-route mineS employ either a 

SC or EFP to focus the effect of the explOSion such that the vehicle 

armour is penetrated. Although the term ·off-route mine'" refers to 

specifically manulactured AT mines, most improvised explosNe 

devices (IEDs) are "home built' according to the same principles[32]. 

IEDs are proVlr19 to be the novel enemy of armoured vehicles. 

becoming increasingly popular in urban wat1are, 

Figure 2.14 - Photograph 01 a hom .. built lED c<>mposed <>1 an EFP [32] 
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2.3.2.4 Injury mechimisms relatfJd to AV landmines 

During the fJvent of an anti-vfJhicle landmine blast it is possible for the average acceleration 

of a medium-sized armoured vehicle fioor to exceed 1009 and the vfJlocity of thfJ fioor to fJxceed 

12m!s [8]. Owing to such high accelerations of the vehicle. the occupants of the vehicle will 

subsequently be affected by the overpressure shock wave resultIng Irom the explOSIon as well 

as the movement of thfJ yehicle . Most common illJunes arfJ closed fractures of the uppfJr 

fJxtremities and especiatty the lower extremities[8]. as depicted in Figure 215 

2.8"1 • 

... 13.3.6"" 

Figure 2.15 - IltuslraliDn D/ Ihe dislributlDn Df fracture sites ~ u5tained by occupant of armoured 

vehiclft that dfttonated a landmine [8] 

Injuries sustained by occupants of an armoured yehicle during a mine blast are due to four 

main effects of the explosion, which is illustrated in FigurfJ 2 16 The four effects creatfJd by the 

explosion undfJrnfJath thfJ YfJhiclfJ include(8]: 

" the blast overpressure, 

" missiles from the landmine and fragments from the elastic deformation of the yehicle . 

" translational blast injuries caused by the movement of the vehicle and the occupants 

" toxic fumes released by combustion of Teflon coated interior of certain armoured 

vehicles 

The injuries imposed upon the occupants 01 an armoured vehiclfJ experiencing a mine blast 

are classified according to the critfJria given in Table 2.3. 
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Figure 2.16 - Illustration of injuries sustained as a result of defeated armour [8] 

Classification Duration after 
Reason Body regions affected 

of injury detonatio" 

Primary 
Blast overpressure w~\'e i 

5-40ms E~rs. lur>gs, hollow 
SllOC" Wave gastrointestinal organs 

Socondary 
Elastic deformatioll 10-35ms Skin penetration , blullt traum~ to 
(missiles.l projoclilos) M, 

TerTiary Vehicle 8. occup~nt 15-100ms 
Lowar eiCIramities, spine, n&ek 

movement am;! head 

Table 2.3 ClassIficatIon of injuries [8.26] 

The nature of the injuries Induced upon the occupants of an armoured vellicle subjected to a 

landmine blast is explained ~s follows[8;26] 

• Primary injuries ~re induced by the overpressure shoc~ wave ~nd impulse caused by 

the detonation of the explosives, Usually the injuries ioclude rupture of the middle ear 

and dam~ge to the lungs, trache~, I~rynx and ~bdomin~1 cavity . 

• Secondary injuries result from projectiles dispersed from the landmine itself These 

projectiles may cause I~ceration or penetr~tion of the skin and blunt tr~uma to the body 

• Tertiary injuries usually occur after the deton~tion 01 the landmlne caused the vehicle to 

travel upwards and hit the ground at high velocity . The dram~tic vehicle movement 

c~uses whole body movement and distinct impact of the occupants, which causes most 

damage to the body, 
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2.4 HUMAN LOWER LEG ANATOMY 

The human foot and ankle consists of 26 borles, 33 joints, more than 100 muscles, tendons 

and ligaments and a vast network of blood vessels, nerveS, skin and soft tissue[34l These 

complex components are designed with the structural intent to provide the rest of the body with 

mobility, support and balance The foot is flexible, yet resilient and able to sustain high pressure 

loads, whereas the ankle essentially acts as a shock absorber 

2.4.1 Foot bones 

HindfoOT 
AnaTOmY/n,;.~~ 

I 

Calcaneus 

Figura 2.17 _ IIIu5tration of the anatomy of the human foot. showing the hindfool and forefoot [34] 

The structure of the foot can be divided into three main sections, the forefoot, midfoot and 

hindfoot[34j . The forefoot consists of the five toes (phalanges) which are connected to the long 

bones (melatarsals) at the ball of the foot The midloot is composed of five tarsal bones which 

locks and unlocks to support the loot under different types of load conditions The hindfoot 

comprises of Ihe ankle bone (talus) and the heel bone (calcaneus), The calcaneus connects to 

the talus at the subtalar joint, which allows the foot to ~ex inwards and outwards. Finally, the top 

of the talus is connected to the tibia and fibula (the two long bones of the lower leg) to work like 

a hinge, allowing upwardS and downwards flexion of the loot 
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The design of the ankle joint is similar to a mortise 

and tenon construction typically used by craftsmen to 

make structurally strong items[35]. In normal stance 

body weight is essentially distributed evenly between 

the hindfoot and forefoot. w,th the pressure being 

balanced on the heel arld the ball of the foot. 

Figure 2.18 -Illustration of the human ankle represented by mortise & tenon joint [35) 

2.4.2 Foot tendons, ligaments and muscles 

A collectwn of tendons. ligaments and fTl(Jsctes are arranged in the foot to hold the bones 

together while also enabling movement of the loot[34] ligaments attach bones to bones arld 

tendons attach muscle to bone The large Achilles tendon connects the calf muscle to the 

calcaneus and is the most important tendon for physical actions such as walking. running arld 

Jumping. Various other smaller tendons attach to the layers of muscle in the foot to support the 

loot arches and to allow movement of the ankle. foot and toes. 

" 

Plantar surface Dorsal surface 

Flgur .. 2.19 _ !/Iustration of the muscles in the human foct [34) 
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Tibialis 

Medial view Dorsal view 

Figure 2.20 - illustration of the tendons in the human fact [34] 

Front view Side view 

Figure 2.21 _ IIlustraticn of the bcnes ccmprising the human ankle [35] 

Lateral view Medial view 

Figure 2.22 -Illustration cftheligaments present In the human ankle [35] 
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2.4.3 Movement of the foot 

The human foot is capable of five main motions{34;35] 

• Movement 01 the toes - The metatarsal phalangeal joint lorms the ball 01 the loot and 

also allows lor movement 01 the toes. Numerous small muscles layered on the sole of 

the foot work together with the tendons around the toes to move the toes up and down. 

• Dorsiflexio~ and plantarflexio~ - The strong muscles in the lower leg a~d the anterior 

tibi~ tendon allows the loot to be flexed upward (termed dorsiflexion) by approximately 

30" and downwards (termed plantarflexoon) by approximately 50'. Up a~d down fiexio~ IS 

made possible by the lalus fitting in between the lower ends of the tibia and fibula, 

forming a hinge 

• Eversion a~d inversion - Two tendons run behind the outer bump of the ankle and 

attach to the outside of the foot, enabling the foot to be turned outwards by about 15 0 

(termed evers ion) . The pOsterior tibial attaches the calf muscle to the underside 01 the 

foot enabling the foot to turn inwards by about 20' (termed inversion). The talus 

connects to the calcaneus at the subtalar joint allowing inversion and eversion of the 

foot 

30
0 

Dorsiflexion 

" 20 Inversion 

500 Plantarflexion 

15~ Eversion 

Figure 2.23 -Illustration 01 the planes of rotation of the human ankle joint 
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2.5 EXISTING REPRESENTATIONS OF THE HUMAN LOWER LEG ANO TEST PROTOCOLS 

Human data for mine loading conditions are not available, therefore experrmental and 

numerical studies using different lower leg moclels aim towards improved confidence in mine 

protection research In order to test and examine protective footwear effectively. it is necessary 

to have specific evaluation criteria[13] Most importantly. the threat/protection combination 

together with the chosen test procedure used must r~ate to the expected medical outcomes or 

severity of injury, VYhether the victim steps directly o~ an AP land mine or is seated inside a 

vehicle exposed to an AVIAT mine blast, the lower extremities are bound to experience primary 

injury during the landmine explosion It is therefore essential that the test model employed must 

be able to evaluate the response in the lower leg 

Surrogate test models can be mechanical, frangible or cadaver models of the human 

body[13] Mecha~ical models are reusable and used for initial testing. frar.gible models for more 

detailed analysis and human cadaver models are used to validate the results of the prior testing 

procedures, Each of these surrogate models has a specific test method to extract the desired 

information from the test 

2.5.1 Mechanical/ower leg models 

Mechanical legs are reusable test devices that primarily represent the dimensions and mass 

of the human leg[13] Blast testing result in aggressive loading beir.g imposed on the leg, 

therefore mechanical legs are generally constructed out of rugged materials, such as steel. to 

slllVive the explosive testing Using reusable test devices is both cost effective and time 

efficient, making mechanical legs ideal for initial evaluation of protective footwear. vehicle 

occupant safety, etc, 

Testing of protective footwear was initially performed by using mechanical legs, w~h this first 

kind of surrogate leg being used by the Netherlands, United Kingdom, United Stated of America 

.. 
and Canada in the 1990's [13] These initial mechanical surrogate 

legs generally consisted of two metal tubes (representing the upper 

and lower leg) joined by a I1l€chanical joint {the knee}, Gelatir"l€ 

filled the space between the metal foot and the protection to 

represent the soft tissue of the human foot and lower leg. High

speed imaging was then used to assess the response of the 

mechanical leg Figure 2.24 shows an illustration of one of the 

earl iest mechanical legs designed by the Netherlands[1 3] 

Figure 2,24 - Illustration of the Netherlands mechanical leg {13] 
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2.5.1.1 CaniJdlan mechanical leg 

The DRDC (Defence Research and Development Canada) mechanical te.g is used by Canada 

as a screening toot and is constructed out of a combination of metaltic 

and polymeric materials(13]. The tibia is represented by an aluminium 

tube and a urethane cast represents the foO! and calt, allowing a 

combat boot to be fitted . 

An explosive charge is buried at a certain depth Or fiush with tne 

ground surface and detonated to simulate an AP landmine bias!. The 

response of the DRDC leg is measured by strain gauges attached to 

the aluminium tube and accelerometers placed in the ankle unit 

Figure 2.25 _ Photograph of the DRDC mechanical lower leg model [13] 

2.5.1.2 Crash test dummi ... s 

Cadaver and animal testing were performed trom as early as the late 1930's and yielded 

valuable information that was eventually used to construct the first representaHon 01 the human 

body in 1949 with tne creation 01 "Sierra Sam" [36] Sierra Sam was a mechanical test device 

designed to test aircraft ejection seats and pilot restraint harnesses, but ultimately paved the 

way of developing more humanlike anthropomorphic test devices (A TDs). such as the Hybrid 

series of crash test dummies. Although these ATDs are originally designed for automobile 

impact testing, the Hybrid-III dummy fitted with either the Denton lower leg or the Thor-Lx lower 

leg h~ve widely been used in the evaluation of protectIVe footwear and in assessing occupant 

loading in a vehicle subjected to an AV/A T mine bl~st[81. 

• The Denton lower leg is shown in Figure 2.26. from which it can be seen that the tibia 

shaft is offset from the centres of the knee and ankle joint[37] Dorsiftexionlplantarflexion 

aoo inversion/eversion motion originates from ~ single baN joint. 

• The design of the Thor-Lx tower leg (also shown in Figure 2.26) is based On the latest 

biomechanical data, providing the leg model with more biofide lic characteristics(37]. The 

Thor-Lx has an element to simulate biofidelic axial load response in the tib ia, the location 

of the dorsifiexionlplantarflexion and inversion/eversion joint centres 01 rotat,on IS 

separated and an Achilles tendon is included to represent the muscle resistance to 

dorsifiexion Internal and external rotation is also possible. 
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Denton lower leg 

~, .. • 
'I . 

. \ 

Thor_Lx lower leg 

Figure 2.26 _ Photographs of th" Hybrid.1I1 Denton and Thor_Lx lower legs [31,38] 

The Test Rig for Occupant Safely System (TROSS) shown in Figure 2.27 is developed by 

IABG (Lichtenau, Germany) [8] TROSS is one of the acclaimed systems used to stlldy and 

analyse the response of the Denton and Thor-Lx lower legs subjected to AV landmine blast 

loadir>g The full Hybrid-III dummy. with both the H-Itl Denton and Thor-Lx lower legs attached 

is seated on a seat that is fixed to the enclosure of the rig The feel of the dummy rest on a 

footplate attached to the base plate under which an explOSIve charge is detonated. The Moor 

structure is decoupled from the rest of the rig in order to eliminate shoc~ effects on the rJg 

enclosure and so seat motion would not affect the loading in the lower leg. A ~nown retationship 

eXists between the exptosive charge used and a real AV landmine (2kg -10kg TNT) detonated 

under a light armoured vehicle, therefore the loads induced upon the Hybrid-III dummy can be 

compared to what a human body wou ld experience[8). The response of the Hybrid-III Denton 

and Thor·Lx lower leg is monitored by accelerometers and load cells placed in stralegic areas of 

the leg 

Figurft 2.27 _ Pho~ographs 01 ~hft hst Rig lor Occupant Safety Systems (TROSS) 500wing the ~ftSt 

Sfttup 01 thft Hybrid.1I1 dummy [8] 
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Tibia force results obtained from AV landmill{l blast testing using the TROSS system and the 

Hybrid III surrogate ranged from 3709N (low severity test with a boot on the faa!) to 10740N 

(high severity without a boot on the foot) [8]. A se,ies of linear impact tests uti~sing the Hybrid III 

Denton lower leg and the Thor-L~ lower leg model were performed by WaYIl{l State University[8] 

in an attempt to reproduce the TROSS test results, The Hybrid III surrogate was positioned 

according to Figure 2.28 to conduct the linear impact tests . Footplate displacelTl€nt and the axial 

hbia force _re the key parameters that needed to be matched to ensure the lower limb was 

being subjected to a similar impact. 

-. 
Figur. 2.211-lIIustration of the positioning of surrogate for linear impact testing perlorm~d to 

com par. to impact testing utilising the TROSS system [8] 

Figure 229 and Figure 2,30 show the comparison of the data recorded during the TROSS 

tests and the linear axial impact tests . The first graph dep;cls the tibia force history recorded by 

the Hybrid-III lower leg (with boot) for the low severity tests and the second graph the tibia force 

history recorded by the Hybrid-III lower leg (wIth boot) for the high severity tests The summary 

ofthe results from the tests using the linear impactor IS displayed in Table 2.4 

H·/II Denton leg H-II/ Thor·Lx 

Avg impactor Lower tibia Upper tIbia 
S6"~ri!y "~Iociry Tibia force Ankle force force loree 

Low ina boot) 3.8m1s 6520N 8905N 2972N 2414 N 

Low (will> boot) 3.8n~'s 3B33N 4439N 2504 N 2303 N 

Medium (no boot) 4.7m/s 10017 N 137B2 N 3845 N 2910N 

Med (with booI:) 4.7m1s 6052N 7576 N 3194 N 2601 N 

High (with boc1) 8.3m!s 9897 N 12165 N "''" 3706 N 

Tabl.2.4 Results from the H , brid III Denton and Thor-Lx testin " with the linear im , actor 8 [] 
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Figure 2.29 - Graph comparing linear impactor data with TROSS tes t data, low severity load [8] 
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Flgur& 2.30 _ Graph comparing linear Impacto, data wIth TROSS test data, high severity load [8] 

The typical axial force experienced by a Hybrid III surrogate seated in a Canadian light

armoured vehicle subjected to an AV blast mine detonation is shown in Figure 2.31 below, 

\f1 
, . . ... 

~ .. ' 

• 
! • .. ~ . . . - ", • ••• 

----- .• ----------
limolo, 

Figur& 2.31 _ Graph ofth .. tibia fore. mus ur.d by H_III seated in light armoured vehicle during 

min. blast [39] 
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The Hybrid-III Denton leg has also been used in other test applications to test the effects of an 

AV landmine detonation. Canada employed the H-III Denton leg in conjunction with the 

Complex Lower Leg (a frangible lower leg model which is discussed later) in a series of tests 

using an air cannon and sled/rail system as the impact test device[39]. Compressed air is 

exhausted from the tank, pushing the piston (a rod placed inside the barrel of the air cannon) 

forwards against a sled. The sled then slides freely along the rail towards the target intended for 

impact In order to position and secure the Denton leg a femUf load cell simulator is fixed to the 

target table and the leg is inserted into the simulator 

2.5.2 Frangible lower legs 

The term frangible means that the object is capable of being broken, This implies that a 

frangible leg model approximates the human leg geometry, material properties, bone fracture 

and tissue disfuption[13]. Frangible leg models are designed specifICally to perform similar to a 

human leg under the same loading conditkms. Response of the frangible leg is monitored during 

testing using a combination of accelerometers, load cells. strain gauges and high-speed 

imaging After testing is completed. "injuries" incurred upon the frangible leg can be examined 

uSing autopsy-based procedures 

2.5.2.1 Complex Lower Leg (CLL) 

The Cll was originally developed to examine AP landmine injuries, but it was later also used 

to evaluate foot/ankle injuries induced upon occupants of an armoured vehicle experiencing an 

AV landmine blast[13;39] The main objective of the design of the CLl was to select appropriate 

synthetic materials that can represent the bone and soft tissues of the human Ieg[13]. A single 

p<llymeric bone with suitabte cross-sectional area and strength represents the tibia and fibula, 

and the foot and ankle complex incorporates a talus and calcaneous according to human 

geometry. The leg design also incorporates a nyton tendon. silicone rubber cartilage and heet 

pads. soft tissue and a latex skin layer. Although the CLl was 

designed to correspond to the geometry and materiat properties of 

the human lower leg, simplicity of the design was maintained to 

increase consistency between tests and reduce costs, Earlier 

versions of the elL included instrumentation, but currently the ClL 

is examined using an autopsy-based procedure 

Figure 2.32 - Photograph of the Comptex Low .. , Lft9 components [39] 
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Canadian researchers employed the sledlrail test rig (discussed in the Section 2.5.1) to 

simulate the impact produced by an AV mine blast on the floor of the vehicle[39]. High severity 

testing was performed by applying axial impact at a velocity of 5mls to a rectangular steel plate 

at the base oflhe 50-called heel pad of the elL. Typical results of the high-velocity impact lests 

are shown in Figure 2.33 and Figure 2,34. 

Figure 2.33 shows that calcaneous fracture occurred during two of the 18515[39] . One test 

however produced talus fracture without calcaneous damage, which is unexpected in AP mine 

injuries. Overall, the injuries predicted by the ell were not as severe and complex as the 

injurieS documented to be sustained by PMHS (Post Mortem Human Surrogates) tests 

preformed under the same impact test conditions. This can be attributed to the fact that the Cll 

model is more resistant than the cadaver leg models and the boofidelity of the bone mechanical 

properties of the Cll need to be improved[39]. Figure 234 clearly shows the high stiffness of 

the Hybrid III leg compared to the more biofidelic Cll surrogate, which suggests that a tibia 

force of approximately 17kN and 10kN woutd induce significant fracture of the foot/ankle 

complex in the H-Ilileg and Cll respecti~ely 

Figure 2.33 _ Photographs of Clls after high severity impact testing [39] 

I 
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Figure 2.34 _ Gr~ph comp~ring Hybrid III and Cll tibia axial force results from high severity 

impact testing [39] 
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2.5.2.2 Simplified Surro.qate Leg (SSL) 

DRDC in Canada developed the SSl to evaluate landmine protection[13]. The SSl model 

was essentially the starting point lor the evolution towards developill9 the Complex Lower leg 

Cll, The SSl is a simplified representation of the human leg. consisting of a central bone 

structure to represent the tibia. fibula. calcaneous and 

talus. The soft tissues of the lower leg are represented by 

a concentric volume of gelatine that surrounds the bone 

structure. Reaction of the leg during testing is recorded by 

strain gauges On the bone, high-speed imaging and x-ray 

imaging 

Figure 2.35 - Photograph of Simplified Lower Leg [13] 

2.5.2.3 Frall.qible Surrogate Leg (F$L) 

The Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO) in Australia developed the FSl 

which is an exact representation of the 50" percentile Australian male leg[131 All the major 

bones, tendons and muscies are included in the surrogate modeL The bones are manufactured 

Irom mineralised plastic. the muscles from ballistic gelatine. the tendons from elastic materials 

and the skin is simulated with a heavy nylon mesh that is melted into the outer layer 01 the 

gelatine. 

Figure 2.36 _ Photographs of DSTO Frangible Surrogate Leg, showing the accurate bone structure 

ar>d joints fitted with strain gauges. and the bones enctosed in gelatine [12] 

The Canadian Centre for Mine Action Technologies (CCMAT) started the lower Extremity 

Assessment Program (lEAP) to evaluate and categorise the effectiveness of existing mine

protective footwear and to document the process 01 the injury to the lower leg during a landmine 
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blast[12] To date the LEAP data has formed the most complete dataset pertaining to injury to 

the lower extremities. Cadavers were used in LEAP. which were very difficult to work with. as 

this type of tests could only be performed at specia lised institutions within strict legal and ethical 

borders. Some sort of replacement leg 

model that would still produce results 

similar to that of the cadavers was 

needed. therefore a number of FSLs 

were bought and tested by 

CCMAT[4;12]. As such, the ethical 

constraints were eliminated. as well as 

the need for medical staff and special 

faCilities 

Figure 2.37 _ PhDtDgraph showing th •• xp.rimental setup for FSL blast tests [12] 

Testing of protective footwear using the FSL is performed according to the test setup shown 

in Figure 2,37, Essentially the surrogate leg supports its own weight, and a sand box is placed 

underneath the leg. The landmine is placed directly below the heel of the leg and buried at a 

specific depth or flush with the surface After each test, the area needs to be combed to retrieve 

the pieces of the boot and FSL fragments Strain gauges, load cells and accelerometers are 

used to analyse the response of the leg during blast testing and the trauma to the leg is 

thereafter inspected by a surgeon using an autopsy-based procedure 

Figure 2.38 _ X-ray ;mag.s shDwing th. internal damages to the FSL with bootiovershDe 

comb;n~tion for the (a) PMA.3. (b) 50g C4 and (c) PMA_2 [12] 
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The injuries shown in Figure 2.38 are experienced by th~ FSL after being exposed to 3 

different AP landmiM detonations The pi<::tures in Figur~ 2,38 are specific to a series of tests 

conducted to evaluate the prot~ction provided by wearing a standard boot and overshoe during 

a landmin~ blast[12]. The graphs provided in Figure 2,39 shows a good correlation exists 

betwe~n the results obtained from the FSL tests with the LEAP test result s, indicating that the 

FSL can b~ used as a practical tool to analys~ the performance of a human leg experiencing an 

AP landmine blast[12] 

, 
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(a) Results for tests uSing M 141PMA-3 mines 
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(d) Resu~s for tests using PMA-2IPMN mlnes 

Figure 2.39 - FSL VS. LEAP test resutts lor using different combinations of protective footwear 

against AP t~ndmine bt~st [12] 
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2.5.3 Cadaver lower legs 

Commercial production 01 automobiles began in the 1800s. making the automobile part of 

daily life but on the other hand causing the number 01 motor vehicle deaths to become a serious 

issue. Cadaver testing started in the late 19305 at Detroit's Wayne State University to collect 

data about the effects of high-speed collisions On the human body[36]. The first biological test 

devices were human cadavers that were subjected to rudimentary test procedures, such as 

steel ball bearings being dropped on skulls and bodies being dropped down unused elevator 

shsfts onto steel plates[36] 

Blast testing using human csdavers to document the effects of a landmine explosion on the 

human body effectively only started in the Iste 1 900s with the institution of the LEAP program[6] 

Biological test devices include isolated human lower limbs and slso whole body cadavers Using 

cadaver models proves to be particularly successfUl in evaluating protective footwear, as the 

geometry and material properties ~re superb representations of the liv ing human[13] 

Mechsnical properties of the bone and soft tissue might differ slightly though from the living 

human due to the age or presence of pre-existing diseases in the donor. 

2,5,3,1 WI,oIe /xxiy human cadaver model 

Ethical constraints, availability and the ability to test with full body human cadsver models 

generally hamper testing of this nature. However, in the Umted States of America a number 01 

lull body human cadaver tests was carried out in the Lower Extremity Assessment Program 

(LEAP) with successful results[13]. Usually the cadavers are received in the "fresh frozen" state 

after which they are thawed. Instrumented and tested in a suitable time period In order to 

preserve the mechanica I and rTJ<lterial properties of the various human tissues. The response of 

the human cadaver is monitored by strain gallges in the knee and ankle regions, and a load cell 

in the tibia The instrumentation of the cadaver is illustrated in Figure 2.40. After testing, the 

trauma caused by the mine blast can be assessed throll9h an autopsy. 

'~r---- F. mur 

--Loa" C~II 

Figure 2.40 - Illustration showing instrumentation 01 the full body human cadaver mod"l [13] 
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2.5.3.2 Isolflled human lower leg model 

Researchers from the United Kingdom assessed footwear protection concepts by using 

amputated human lower legs, the amputations being either above or below-knee due to 

peripheral vaScular disease[13[. Using isolated lower limb cadavers instead of full body human 

~adavers ensure the mechanical properties of the bone and soft tissues have not degraded due 

to age; and handling of the spe~imens are much easier. The lower limb cadavers are mounted 

at or close to the knee joint for testing, and an autopsy procedure are used after the testing to 

examine the injuries 

Axial impa<::t tests on cadaver lower limbs and tne Hybrid-III dummy lower leg were also 

conducted at the Medical College of Wisconsinll0[. The main objective of the study waS to 

determine the dynamic stiffness and damping properties of the human ~adaver lower leg and 

the H-III dummy leg. as well as to characterise the axial force response ratio between the 

cadaver legs and the H-III leg. The leg specimen was attached to a mi ni-sled that waS free to 

slide on a rail after being impacted by a pendulum, as shown in Figure 241 The pendulum 

impacted the plantar surface of the foot with velocities ranging trom 2.2 mls - 5.6rn1s. In order to 

re~ord the accelerations and forces at the plantar surface at the foot and the proximal leg, load 

cells and accelerometers were alta~hed to the pendulum and the mini sled 

Figure 2.41 - Illustration of setup for tho axi~1 impact tests at thG M"dlcal ColI"ge of Wisconsin[10] 

The velocity and impact energy was kept the same in each of the ~omparative tests . The 

graph in Figure 2.42 shows that the H-III dummy lower leg experienced higher force at the 

proximal end than the cadaver lower leg during each of the tests[101. As the mass difference 

between the H-Ilileg and the cadaver leg is minimal (the H-Ilileg weighing 11.2kg and the 

~adaver leg 11 5kg). the results therefore clearly imply lhat the dynamic stiffness and damping 

properties of lhe cadaver and dummy leg differ greatlYll 0]. 
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Figure 2.42 _ Graph comparing hUman cadaver and H_lli dummy responses under similar impact 

conditions [10] 

Wayne St~te University used hum~n c~d~ver lower leg specimens and conducted axial 

impact tests in a simi lar w~y to establish hum~n response corridors[8]. All the lower limbs were 

cut roughly 7 Inches above the knee at the femur, ~ Io~d cell w~s implanted approximately 

midshaft and the cadaver leg specimen was fixed into a device specially designed to fit onto the 

Hybrid-III dummy[8] The test apparatus setup employed is shown in Figure 2 .28. The results 

obt~ined from the Hybrid III and Thor-Lx lower leg surrogates subjected to the same test 

conditions were then compared to the human response corridors. The graphs 5hown in Figure 

2.43 and Figure 2.44 illustrate th~t the Thor-Lx leg model produces a better biofidelic response 

to axial impact than the Hybrid III leg model 

1X«l I ~ . ~ 

7i 
___ T~t l -100:0 

T~t2 

"'00 T""t3 --- --T""t4 

Z 
__ T""t5 

= _lowe< con,dor -
• , _ upper COfIido< I , 
0 """ " 

= -_ .. f ,~ -
C 

0. 005 0.0 t 0015 " ~= ~ ~~ ~ 

Time 15) 

Figure 2.43 - Gf3ph comparing force_time hi510rles of Hybrid III lower leg surrogale to human 

response corrido rs [8] 
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Figure 2.44 _ Graph comparing force·time histories of Thor·Lx tower teg surrogate to human 

response corridors [8] 

2.5.4 Numerical representation of lower leg 

The mine blast essentially consists of two events fotlowing close after one another; the 

detonation of the explosives and the resulting intersction of the pressure wave with the human 

leg[13] . Experimentsl testir19 is vital in the assessment and development of landmine proteche 

wear. However, develOping protective wear purely by experimental means csn be costly and 

time consuming, snd messlKing the detailed response of the complex structures (such as the 

leg and protectIVe footwear) during an ex»osive event is very diffk:ult. 

Extensive effort is currently being put into validating numerical models of the human body 

resjXlnse to high loads over short time periods with real life data Ultimately, numerical 

modelling aims at providing a cost and time effective tool for the sssessment of mine protection 

and trauma to the human body eXjXlsed to mirJe blast. An example of the analytical value of 

utilising numericsl modellir19 to study the effects of a landmine blast is shown in Figure 245 

• Part (a) illustrates the sequence of events csused by the detonstion of an actual AP 

IsndmirJe under the foot of a person. 

• Part (b) shows results of s numericsl simulatkln of an SSL model experiencing an AP 

Iilndmine blast with the time frames cOlTelaling to that of the reall~ndmine blast event 

• Part (c) shows photographs t~ken from the high speed video footage of an SSL model 

exposed to the detonation of ~ landmine. It is generally expected that high speed video 

footage of the blast event would provide helpful informatIOn. but as Figure 2.45 shows, 

the view might be obscured during critical fractions of time[40] 
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Inv. ,liqatmq Ih" use 01 rubiJer to ilfIenu81R tM Rlir>cl of biosl /o"d opplied to 8 surrogate iow"r leg 

Correlation of the results relrie~ed from the numerical blast simulation to the physical results 

obtained from the blast tests performed using human cada~ers and surrogate leg modets is of 

utmost importance to enSUre the accurate analysis of the physics and effects of the blast e~en\ 

,., 
REAl MINE BLAST E~EHT 

'"' NUMERICAL MODEL 
SIMULATION OF 

MfN~ BLAST E~E~T 

O}IS 50p.s 

• 

\corr.I~ lion 

; olr.SUlts 

Figure 2 .• 5 _ Correlation of actual mine blast response[5[ with a numerical model[401 and the high 

speed video 01 the b last and resulling injury 10 the SSL moOOl[40J 

Figure 2.46 - Photograph ofTROSS test setup and Madymo simul~tlon setup [II] 
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One of the commercially available simulation codes used to assess occupant response in a 

veh icie subjected 10 crash loading is Madymo, which is a TNO Automotive engineering software 

tool[41]. Madymo is a multi-body computational code that is based on the Hybrid III surrogate 

fitted with the Denton Ieg[41]. The data retrieved li'om the AV landmine blast tests conducted 

using the TROSS (as discussed in Section 2.5.1) were used to validate the Madymo Hybrid III 

Denton leg model for axial impact caused by an AV mine detonation. 

l""'_"'~" .. ~ 

O'i-"--1/;"'""-=-~-1 
1:"200 I 1:...-' ... .., .. ' 
• "'". I,,·.' . ~ 1. 

t "oo '\ _ mOOr, 
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.~.!,-- . , I~'-- '-,.-- " _ ..... , 
(a) Resu~s for low severity AV mine test 

~--c" -",,-,,, 

(b) Results for medium seventy A V mine test 

• n I, I 
\ I 

I 

.'5000'!. __ •• . ~_." ~-;" ._-;" 
""'" ,m" 

(c) Resuls for high severity AV mir>e test 

The Madymo Hybrid III 50 th p€rcentile male 

dummy with Denton leg model was placed in a 

simplified modet of the TROSS, as shown in Figure 

2.46 [42]. The data from the medium severity test 

with the dlllTlmy wearing boots were used as the 

base for the validallon. The vertical acceleration 

expenenced by the foot and tibia and the 

compressive load in the tibia were considered as 

the main parameters to compare the experimental 

data to the data obtained from the Madymo 

Simulations 

Figure 2.47 shows the comparison of the results 

from the low, medium and high severity TROSS 

tests and Madymo simulations (with the Denton leg 

wearing a boot) 1421 . The results c\€arly indicate 

the increase in induced loads due to the increase 

of blast load. Varying the contact friction between 

the foot and the footplate proved to be insignificant 

but varying the contact damping showed that 

employing low damping at the foot yields the best 

results. The increased effects of contact damping 

at higher loading conditions are evident from the 

results (Figure 2.47 (el), as the difference in tibia 

fOfces increases from low severity to high severity 

testing 

Figure 2.-47 _ Graphs comparing the TROSS and Madymo results for AV mine detonation [-42] 
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Human computational impact simulation codes are also available. such as ' 

• SIMon (Simulated Injury Monitor) developed by NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration) , which is designed to aide new advanced mechanical surrogates and 

interpret the enriched experimental output data obtained from the tests[41] 

• THUMS (Total Human Model for Safety) developed and tested by the Toyota Research 

Company, which is a relatively detailed model that is based OIl Toyota research and 

models created by Wayne State University[41] 

• Madymo human mod~s, which consist of various combinations of detailed mulli·body 

and finite element segments.(41]. 

An international attempt is however being made to standardise the methodology for mod~ling 

the human body for impact biomechanics and vehicle occupant safety. in the form of the 

HUMOS project[41]. The aim is not to create specific numerical models, but rather to build a 

data base wr.ich contains characteristics, properties, guKJehnes and rules regarding geometry 

acquisition, the meshing process, material property assignment and validation of the human 

body segments A first definitiOll of a finite element mod~ of the human body (known as the H_ 

Model) in a seated driving positiOll has been developed. which was put into practice with the 

Madymo dynamic crash code, amongst others[41]_ Details of the lower extremity models are 

shown below in Figure 2.48 and Figure 2.49. 

" 
," 

...... 1 "'>I.,.' 
• ""~'"'. <IcC 

Figure 2.48 -Illustrations of the knee jOint and ligaments used in the HUMOS model [41] 

"., ~' ,. 

Figure 2.49 -Illustrations of the foot and ankle model used in Ih" HUMOS model [41] 
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2.6 LANDMINE PROTECTNE FOOTWEAR 

Although personal protective equipment (PPE) is not available to all soldiers and cfvilians 

finding themselves in a mine-threat area. demirler1i responsible for the clearance of landmines 

require protection in the case of accidental detonation of the explosive ordnance. After the first 

AP landmines were used during the early 1000's. soldier1i tried to devise their own protective 

footwear by using materials sllCh as lumber and rope(7]. A 6-inch sabot attachment for the 

combat boots was developed in the early 1950s by the U.S. Marine Corps. after which the U S. 

Army developed and assessed protective shanks in the 1960s(7]. 

Design of mine protective footwear has developed significantly since then. with the 

effectiveness being highly advertised by the manufacturers. Testing however showed that none 

of these specially designed boots are capable of preventing Severe injury to the lower leg but 

that they can provide a reduction in injury severity. especially with smaller explosive charges[?]. 

Mine protective footwear strategies are categorised according to their safety mechanism, 

although none of the boots strictly utilises only one independent method[7] The safety 

techniques employed in the boot designs are intended to: 

• Deflect the blast away from the limb in contact with the landmine; e.g WellcO'Sl Blast 

Boot alone. 

• Reduce the blast by using either certain materials that will decrease the energy 

transmitted by the blast through the change in their physical state or by the destrllCtion of 

the boot itself: eg WellcCl'tl Over Boot 

• Create a standoff distance between the limb and the mine blast by either elevation or 011-

axis detonation: e.g BFR boot and the Med-Eng Spider Boot™ 

Examples of various mine protective footwear are discussed in limited detail in the next sectioo. 

2.6.1 Standard Army Combat Bool 

The standard combat boots issued to the infantry is not designed to 

provide any protection against AP land mine blasts[7:43] Therefore. 

when 21 gram C-4 (@quivalent to 28 gram PE4) is detonated 

underneath a standard combat boo!. the result will be a severely injured 

lower limb as shown in Figure 2,50. 

Figure 2.50 - Photograph <>fthe effect of 21 gram C_4 detonated under a 

standard army combat boot [43] 
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2.6.2 WeUco® Blast Boot 

Sandw"iched between the specially shaped polyurethane outer sole and the multi-layer Kevlar 

Innersole IS a wedge of metallic hofleycomb attenuator. as shown in Figure 2.51 [43]. Blast tests 

conducted on aluminium-honey comb-aluminium sandwich specimens proved that the 

maximum deflection induced upon the rear aluminium surface (in this case the rear surface 

would be the top surface in contact with the ins~e and the honey comb) is greatly reduced due 

to the energy absorbing properties of the honey comb (refer to Section 2.8 of this report). The 

layered sole composition of the Wellco® Blast Boot therefore directs the blast away from the leg 

and absorbs energy from the blast, helping to minimise the effects of an AP landmine explosion 

Figure 2.51 _ Photographs of Wellco@Blast Boot, showing deta il of the protective sole [43] 

2.6.3 Wellco@OverBoot 

Welled!! conducted several test at the U S. Army Aberdeen 

Test Centre{43]. The surrogate landmines used during testing 

contained 21 gram of C-4 (equivalent to 28 gram PE4). Notice 

that the blast attenuator absorbed most of the energy and the 

rest of the sole is still intact 

Figure 2.52 _ Photograph 01 Wellco® Blast Boot after 21 gram C·4 

was detonated under the heel [43] 

The Over Boot shown in Figure 2.53 is designed to be worn over a standard army combat 

boot or over the Blast Boot for maximum protection[7;43) The polyurethane sole is fused 

directly to the Nylon-Kevlar upper and rubber studs are imbedded in the sole bottom to create a 

vented and cleated surface. Two layers of stainless steel covers an aluminium honeycomb 

attenuator that is sandw"iched between the outer sole and mUlti-layer Kevlar inner sole. The 

Over Boot is designed to create deflection and attenuation of the landmine blast and create 

additional standoff distance from the bias\. 
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Figu .... 2.53 _ Photograph showing thft WftllcO'!l Ovftr Boot [43[ 

The same tests that were performed On the WelleD(!: Blast Boot were performed on the 

Wellcol' Over Boot(43). The Over Boot was used in combination with a starK!ard army combat 

boot arK! also with the Blast Boot The results in Figure 2.54 showed that the aHenuator 

absorbed most 01 the btast energy. leavir.g the standard combat boot and the Blast Boot 

virtually undamaged However, as the amount of explosives increase, the BiasI Boot and Blast 

Boot-Over Boot combination does not prevent intern~llractures or traumatic amputation (Figure 

2.55) [121· 

Figure 2.54 - Photographs of blast test results of the Standard Army Combat BootIO"". Boot 

combination and the Wellco® Bias! Boot/Over Boot combination [43] 

and the Blast Boot-Over Boot combination from (b) PMA_3 (c) 50 gram C4(d) PMA_2 [12] 
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2.6.4 BFR-4Q protective combat boot 

The Blast and Fragmenl Resislant (BFR) proteclive combat boot has a unique protective sole 

system which is based on specially woven fabric bonded together with specifrcally designed 

sole and heel plates and a heel plug (shown below in Figure 2.56) [441 The materials help to 

provide a certain amount of protection against blast temperatures generated by an AP landmine 

explosion. The safety features of the BFR boot also incorporate an intermediate protection 

system in the upper lining of the Mot 

Figure 2.56 _ Photographs of the BFR protectille combat boot. showing the construction of the 

heel [44] 

The BFR boots were tested by the Royal Milital)' College of Science in the United Kingdom 

against different explosive charge sizes representing different AP landmines[441. Explosilles 

were independently detonated underneath the ball and heel of the foot The tests showed that 

although wearing the BFR protective boots were not uniformly successful. the BFR boots 

mitigate the blast injuries to such an extent that even though sofl tissue and skeletal damage 

still occur, the integrity of the lower limb might be maintained. It is therefore concluded that the 

BFR protectille boot do provide considerable protection against hot gas streams, high-velocity 

fragments and debris resulting from the explosion. 

expioslon on bal! explosion on heel 

Figure 2.57 - Photographs of the testing of the BFR protective boot against an AP landmine 

detonation [44] 
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2.6.5 Med-Eng Spider Boot'" 

The blast overpressure wave generated by the detonation of explosives is known to decay 

exponentially with Increasing distance from the explosIve source (discussed in Section 2.24) 

The Spider Boot illustrated in Figure 2.58 utilises the advantages of creating a stand·off 

dis lance in the boot design[7:45]. The Spider Boot consists of a platform mounted to a nominal 

height of 144mm on a deflector shell and two fOfWard and two rear protruding legs. each erlding 

in a rubber pod The blast wave arid fragments are vented away from the foot via the fragment 

resistant shell through the front and rear protruding pods. Most of the residual ellergy is also 

absorbed through the sacrificial materiats on the underside of the Spider Boot. 

The Spider 800t is designed to be worn with regular footwear, and the design is such that it 

permits demining operations over a diversity of terrain . 

Hinge Plate 

Top Pia," 

'00, 

Defl ec tor Shell 

C., 

Figure 2.58 _ Illustration showing the anatomy of the Med.Eng Spider Boot T. [45] 

Blast tests to evaluate the Spider Boot were performed at Defence Research Establishment 

Suffield[45]. The photographs in Figure 2.59 show tllat the two front pods were broken and the 

front end of the Spider Boot was damaged after the detonatlOO of the PMA-1 under the right 

front leg. but the standard combat boot was undamaged. Figure 2.60 shows similar results after 

the PMA-3 was detonated under the rear right leg of the Spider Boot The two rear pods were 

severed, but the combat boot sustained no damage 
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Figure 2.59 - Photographs of PMA·l AP mine 1200 gram nIT) undftr thft front right pod of the 

Spidftr Boot, showing pre.detonation and post_detonalion [451 

• AP mine 

no damage 
..... ~ comt:lat bo(,' 

Figure 2.60 - Pholographs of PMA-l AP min .. (35 gram T .. lryI) under the r .. ar right pod of Ih .. 

Spider Bool. showing pre·delonation and post-d .. tonalion [451 

2.6.6 Comparison of protective footwear 

The graph in Figure 2..61 shows the effect of charge mass on the resultant acceleration 

experienced at the ankle of the surrogate leg while each of the aoovemenlioned protective 

footwear was worn[4S1 _ The results provided are relative to a blast protective boot which is 

based on a standard military combat boot fitted with an enhanced sale. 

The resulting acceleration for a detonation under the rear right pod (RRP) of the S~der 800t 

proves to be higher than the acceleration experienced by the detonatIon of the same amount of 

explosives under the front right pod (FRP) of the Spider Boot The Spider Boot results therefore 

emphasise that a larget closer to the detonation experiences higher blast loading. 
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The test results indicates the following percentage differences in the ankle acceleration 

experienced due to the detonation of 25g C4 while wearing the various blast protective 

ooots[451' 

• Detonations under the front and rear pods of the Spider Boot while wearing a regular 

army combat boot reduced ankle acceleration by >90%. 

• Detonation under the heel of the Blast Boot with Overooot (2cm overburden) reduced 

ankle acceleration by >30% 

• Detonation under the heel of the Blast Boot with Overboot (no overburden) reduced 

ankle acceleration by .,40%. 

• Detonation under the heel while wearing only the Blast Boot increased the ankle 

acceleration by >00% 
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Figure 2.61 ---- Graph showing resultant accelerations at the ankle of the $urrogate leg w ith d ifferent 

foot protection systems [451 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

2.7 INJURY CRITERIA 

Currently there exists no universally accepted injury classification and coding system among 

any known databases[46]. The majority of the injury classification schemes focus on the 

description, severity and mechanism of the injury. The most established and widely used 

scheme is the AIS, which is an anatomical scoring system where the scores are assigned in 

terms of "threat to life" associated with a single injury[46]. As such the AIS scores do not 

represent a comprehensive measure of severity where the combined effects of multiple injuries 

on one person are taken into account. To score the overall injury severity of a single injured 

person, the Injury Severity Score and the Maximum AIS (both systems are derivatives of the 

AIS) are used[46]. 

The AIS classifies the injury according to the body region, the type of and specific anatomic 

structure, details of the wound and the severity of the injury[46]. A numerical identifier is 

assigned to each category, while the severity of the specific injury is ranked on a 6-point scale 

(given in Table 2.5). The th digit is provided to code "Unknown". 

Injury AIS Score 

1 Minor 

2 Moderate 

3 Serious 

4 Severe 

5 Critical 

6 Not survivable 

7 Unknown 

Table 2.5 - Table of AbbrevIated Injury Scale scores [46] 

2.7.1 Mechanical test devices 

Evaluating impact effects on the critical regions of the lower extremities produced criteria 

which help to indicate when fatal injury would occur due to severe loading conditions. Kuppa et 

al.[37] proposed injury criteria and limits for the 50th percentile male at 25% and 50% probability 

of experiencing AIS2+ injuries. The injury criteria attempt to assign a load limit which could 

induce moderate to serious injuries to the specific anatomic structure. The load limits related to 

the lower extremity anatomic structures are presented in Table 2.6. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

The criteria and performance limits of the Hybrid III Denton and Thor-Lx lower leg surrogates 

are also given in Table 2.6, as these two lower leg models have been successfully utilised in 

extensive automotive crash and blast load impact testing. The injury criteria shown below in 

Table 2.6 are mainly intended for assessing lower extremity injuries experienced by an 

occupant in a vehicle subjected to a land mine blast. 

som percentile rna/e[37] Denton[37] Thor-Lx[47] 

Body region Injury criteria 25% prob 50% prob Threshold Threshold 

Hip/femur/ knee Axial femur force 9040N 11150 N 9070N 9040N 

Knee ligament Kneelfibula shear - 15mm 15mm 15mm 

Tibia plateau Upper tibia axial force 5600N 7000N 8000N 5600N 

Tibia/fibula shaft (Revised) Tibia index, (R) TI 0.91 1.16 1.0 0.91 

Ankle/midfoot/ 
Lower tibia axial force 5200N 6800N 8000N 5200N 

calcaneous 

Dorsiflexion - 60Nm/35deg - 35deg 
Ankle/malleolus 

Inversion/eversion - 40Nm/35deg - 35deg 
.. 

Table 2.6 - Table of injury criteria related to human surrogate Impact testing 

2.7.2 Cadaver and FSL test devices 

The LEAP tests performed by CCMAT were used to generate the Mine Trauma Score (MTS) 

to classify the lower leg injury caused by a mine blast[6]. After each blast test was performed, 

the cadaver leg was inspected by surgeons using an autopsy procedure to record the extent 

and type of damage induced upon the lower leg. 

The MTS system is similar to the AIS system in the sense that the severity of an individual 

injury is scored using numerical identifiers. The MTS employs a nine score system, where the 

number from 0 to 4 describes the level of amputation required and the letter A or B indicates the 

level of soft tissue contamination[6]. The MTS score system is provided in Table 2.7. 

• A closed injury (using numbers 1 or 2 without a letter) does not violate the skin and pose 

a minimal risk of infection, although internal bone fractures might be present. 

• An open contained injury (denoted by letter A) is any injury where the skin is lacerated or 

torn, but contamination from external debris has been minimised because the inner 

footwear was not breached. 

• An open contaminated injury (denoted by letter B) is when the footwear was breached, 

the skin is violated and contamination by external debris is visible. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

MTSScore Contamination level Injury assessment 

0 Minimal No major surgery required 

1 Closed 

1A Open contained Salvageable limb 

1B Open contaminated 

2 Closed 

2A Open contained Below knee amputation 

2B Open contaminated 

3 Open contaminated Below or above knee amputation 

4 Open contaminated Above knee amputation 

Table 2.7 - Table with definitions of the Mine Trauma Score for the lower extremity [6] 

The chief objective of the MTS system is to assess lower leg injuries related to the direct blast 

impact of an AP landmine. The LEAP tests used three levels of explosive content to represent 

blast AP landmines: small (M-14, 29 gram), medium (PMA-2, 100 gram) and large (PMN, 240 

gram). A general range of footwear was tested, including unprotected footwear (an improvised 

sandal, standard US Army Combat Boot), mine-protected boots (Wellco® Blast Boot, BFR-40 

boot) and boot supplements (Wellco® Over Boot, Med-Eng Spider Boot™). The MTS grading of 

the various LEAP tests are documented in Table 2.8. 

Range of MTS scores obtained for AP landmine blast 

Footwear M-14 (29 g) PMA-2 (100 g) PMN (240 g) 

Combat Boot alone 3-4 Not tested 3 

Sandal 2B Not tested 4 

Blast Boot alone 2B Not tested Not tested 

BFR boot alone 2B - 3 Not tested Not tested 

Over Boot combinations 1-2A 2B - 3 2A-3 

Spider Boot combinations Not tested 2A 1-2A 

Table 2.8 - MTS results of LEAP tests with different footwear [6] 
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2.8 ATTENUA TlON PROPERTIES OF METALLIC HONEYCOMB 

The resu lts of blast impact tests performed on metallic honey comb specimens to investigate 

the blast attenuation properties of honey comb are presented in Figure 2.62 [48]. The difference 

between having the honey comb section sarJdwiched between two 1.6mm mild steel I~yers and 

U$lr1g the honey comb layer independently were assessed. The graph in Figure 2.62 shows that 

the maximum deflection experienced by the fear surface of the specimen during a high applied 

impulse is reduced by employing the mild sleel - ,,'uminium h[J()ey comb - mild sleel sandwich 

setup. The attenuating effect of the metallic honey comb is therefore an kJeal safety mechanism 

to be ulilised in the desig n 01 blasl proteclive boots 

Air vs. plate deformation under uniform loading 

," , 

• AI fklad '<Jrlace) • Air (load ~urf;oce) 
• AJ Ib3Ck surf:lcel • Air (b ock sU'f. ce ) 

,, ~ • , • , • 
'" ~ • • 
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Figure 2.62 - Graph showing attenuation eHeets of honey eomb against blast load [-481 
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2.9 UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION STRESS VERSUS STRAIN BEHAVIOUR OF RUBBER-LIKE 

MATERIALS 

Figwe 2.63 shows the range of strain lates of intelest to matelial scientists and the 

associated test methods used to obtain the particular strain rate. The research of this thesis is 

focused on the effect of blast loading, whICh falls in the 10' s" to lO's-' strain rate range. and 

using the SHPB has become the standard test method lor dynamic material 

characterisation[49]. Quasi-static material testing using conventional cross-head machines are 

also petiormed in order to generate material data over a broad spectrum 01 strain rates 

" 

Cr""p and Q,,~si·st~tic 

stress 
DytMmic 

i 
Imp;lct 

r..Ja<3t1on " • • 0 • ~ • < , , 
0 ,. 
• , 0 • 0 • K 0 ~ Conv"nl,on I oros.·hea<l • 
" • .- m , 

• 
IV «",« 

ImlJ'Os, rb/p 

',,~nl" "eg"glbl~ In~rll~ ImpDnant 

Figure 2.63 - Test techniques developed 10 obtain specific strain rale regimes [49] 

Experimental invesltgatlon 01 the mechanical stress-strain response of low impedallCe 

materials such as natural rubber polyethelene and plastics date back to the pioneering studies 

of KoIsky[50] and his contempories[50j. As with high impedance metallic and non-metallic 

materials, the response of low impedance materials are studied at various strain rates and 

temperatures However lor the present investigation, the effect 01 the strain rate on the 

mechanical properties of rubber is of more impor1ance as the material characterisation of rubber 

will be conducted 

Mobility of the polymer chain on atomic and macroscopic scale is the reason for the ~isco

~astic nature 01 amorphous rubbers. The inherent strain rate sensiti~ity of rubbers is strongly 

related to its microstructure, as the strain rate sensiti~ity is a sign of the time required for these 

polymer chains to reorientate themsel~es[51] Low strain rates give the chains ample time to 

reorientate themsel~es, whereas high strain rates ~mit delormation of the chains to bending and 

stretching of the chemical bonds. These properties of rubber materials are the cause for little 
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change being noticed in the mechanical behaviour when experiencing strain r~tes in the r~nge 

of 10" to 1 O"s", but the YOl.I1g's modulus becoming more sensitive and increasing by a factor 

of 8 when the strain rate is increased to 3xl0's" [511 , 

2.9.1 Low and medium strain rate test results 

Uniaxial low and medium strain rale testing is generally performed USing a hydraulic or screw 

driven testing machine. low strain rate testing is done by compressing the specimen ~t a r~te of 

approximately O,OOls" to 1,0s" , while medium str~in r~te testing allows the specimen to be 

compressed at a rate of approximately 50s". A static hyperelastic constitutive equation can be 

used to represent the beh~viour of rubber under quasi-static deformation[52]: 

0", = U(1- A ) )lA,J. - A, - ,1,[/, -3+ AU, - 3)1~ 
Eq,2,8 

where the relationsh ip between engineering stretch A and strain c" In the direction of the 

applied load is J. ~ I + CLI [52]. A least squares method were used to fit the data obt~ined from 

compression tests done on specimens of SHA30 (soft rubber) and SHA70 (stiff rubber) at 

O,OOls' strain rate to the hyperelastic formul~tlon (Eq, 2,8) in order to solve for the A L, A. ~nd 

A., parameters, Comparing the experimental d~ta with the analytical results proves good 

correlation. ~s shown in Figure 2.64 More experimental and analytical results of rubber U1 

quasi-statIC compression (where a visco-hyperelastic formulation is emptoyed) are given In 

Figure 2,65 ~nd Figure 2,66 
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Figure 2.64 - Graph comparing the hyperelastic rubber material model to data from quas;.static 

materiallesting of SHA30 and SHA70 performed at O,001s" [52] 
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2,9.2 High strain rate test results 

High strain rate testing of materials are generally conducted utilising the SHPB to achieve 

dynamic strain rates of up to approximately 5xl0' [491. The main purpose of the SHPB is to 

deform the specimen between two bars excited aoove their resonance, the bars staying elastic 

While the specimen is subjected to large strains, The theoretical details required to perform 

material characterisation using the SHPB are gIven in Section 2.10, 

Dynamic testing of rubber and like materials using the SHPB shOWS that the specimens 

effectively return to the same geometric state after unloading and that the residual strains are 

insignificant. indicating that the stress-strain behaviour of the rubbel specimen can readily be 

described by a visco-hyperelastic material mode~521 Visco-hyperelasticity stems from 

combining the characteristics of quasI-static hyperelasticity (.,. ' ) and dynamic rate-dependent 

vl~coelasticity (IT'), resulting in the expression below[52] ' 

Eq, 2 9 

where "-;, is equal to Eq 2 8 and }. = e" . Data obtained from uniaxial dynamic compression 

SHPB tests performed on SHA30 and SHA70 rubber specimens were used to determine the A" 

A, and A" parameters via a least-squares fit[52]. Good correlation between the experimental 

high-strain rate data from the SHA30 and SHA70 rubber specimens and the analytical results IS 

eVident from Figure 2.65 and Figure 2,66, 

, 
." " 
,~ , 

Figure 2,65 - Graph comparing the visco-hyperelastic material model to dynamic strain ralA data 

from SHPB testing of SHA30 rubber [52] 
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Various material models representing the mechanical behav;our of rubber-li ke materials exist 

which can be used in Ihe numerical simulation of the response of rubber. Quasi-statiC response 

are generally modelled by employing material laws such as those developed by Mooney and 

Rlvlin as well as Ogden[53] The Ogden material model describes a broad spectrum of strain 

hardening characteristics , but the MoorJey·Rivlin model is unsuilable for simulating responses 

that entails strong strain hardening characteristlcs[5t] However, during high-strain rate activity 

the inherenl slrain rate dependence of rubber materials becomes noticeable II also has to be 

taken into account if the strain rate varies according to the location, especially during impact 

simulatlons[53). In order to compensate for this type of characteristic behaviour of rubber 

material. viscous terms need to be inlroduced 10 generalise the Ogden material model resulting 

in a large amount of parameters that need to be idenbfied for the specific materia l[53) 

, 

• ''',~,", .. ",, ( ••. ''H''''~) 
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,. I 
Figu .... 2.66 - Graph comparing the visco.hyperelastic material model to dynamic strain rat9 data 

from SHPB ".sting of SHA70 rubber [52] 
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Figure 2.67 - Graph comparing the experimental stress· strain data of 8452 silicone rubb"r to 

numerical results using the Ogden rubber malerial model [.9] 
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2.10 MATERIAL CHARACTERISATION USING THE SPLIT-HOPKINSON PRESSURE BAR 

In circumstances where materials are exposed to sudden impacts, it is required to discern 

how the material propertieS depend on the rate at which strain is applied Knowing the 

material properties of engiooering materials at high loading ra tes is therefore of great 

imp<lrtance, since these characteristics will determine the mechanical behaviour of the 

material in question, 

Mechanical properties of materia ls are generally measured by conducting load tests in 

compreSSion, tension or torsion[54] Various testi ng methods exist that can be used to 

achieve constant loading rates for limpted plastic strains, therefore producing a constant 

engiooering strain rate, Testing at strain rates 01 above 200 s' however requires a more 

unconventional tech nique where stress-wave propagation is induced in the specimen by direct 

or indirect projectile driven impact[541. The Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar is the most widely 

used technique. as it is able to achieve the highest uniform uniaxial compressive stress 

loading of a specimen at nominally constant strain rates of the order of 1(j s' [54] . 

2.10.1Principles of the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar 

The dynamic stress-strain behaviour of materials experiencing stra in rates up to 2x10' s' 

can readily be determined in a single test by using the conventional compression Hopkinson 

bar method. The basic components that a compression Hopkinson bar test setup consist of is 

shown in F>gure 2.68, 

Figure 2.68 - Schem~tic r"present~tion of a compression Split.Hopkinson Pressure Bar [54] 

The material specimen is sandwiched between the input ( incident) and the output 

(transmitted) bar Both these bars are elastic so that the displacement measured in the bars 

can be used to determine the stress-strain conditions at each end of the specimen[54]. A 

stress wave is commonly generated by propell>ng a striker bar. consisting of the same 

material and diameter as the pressure bars. to impact the free end of the input bar The length 

--------------~'C,''''' rer 2 _ L'lerMuOC"o-,C~CC.',C-------------~", 
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of the striker bar and the impact velocity will determine the stra in rate and total strain within 

the specimen 

Impacting the input bar causes a longitudinal compressive stress wave in this bar referred 

to as H, VVhen the input wave reaches the bar-specimen interface, a portion of the putse is 

refiected, denoted by i: , The remainder of the pulse passes through the test specimen and 

enters the output bar. sllCh that the pulse is now referred to as s,. The input and output stress 

wave signals are represented by compressi~e load pulses and the refiected stress wave is a 

tensile load pulse. Strain gauges positioned along the length of the two pressure bars capture 

the magnitude and duration of these three elastic pulses. An example of the load pulses 

recorded by the stra in gauges during a Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar test of a 304 stainless 

steel specimen is shown below in Figure 2.69 
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Figure 2.69 - Graph of strain gauge data showing the compressive input and output load 

pulses and the tensile reflected pulse [54) 

2. fO.2Theory of the Split_Hopkinson Pressure Bar 

The stress-strain behaviour of the test specimen can be determined by applying the 

principles of one-dimensional <!!Iastic-wave propagatpon through the pressure bars[54]. The 

displacements andlor stresses experienced at any point along the system can b<'! found by 

measuring the elastic wave at the point of inter<!!s\, x, as it transmits through the bar. Basic 

wave theory yields the wave equation: where c, =,j f;j p is tM longitudinal wav<!! sp€ed in the 

pressure bars, u is the displacement and I the time: 

I a'" Eq. 2.10 
, , c; At 
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U~ Uj 

i EtEr Ej ·········3 
!Tr3n.."ittcd Bar I " In"':len:::r 

..... 's --
Figure 2.70 _ Schematic detailed view 01 the input ba.-specimen-output bar .egion [54] 

The subscripts 1 and 2 indicates the input and output bar ends 01 the specimen, therelore 

the displacements of the ends of the specimen are given as u, and u, The strains 

expenenced by the bars are denoted as ~',(inp ut strain). ~·,.(refiected strain) and ,;',(output 

strain) . 

Considering the input bar and using elementary wave theory. the wave equation given in 

Eq 2.10 can be written as 

Eq. 2. .1 1 

where function f describes the ",put wave shape, function g describes the reflected wave 

shape and c" is the longitudinal wave speed in the pressure bars. 

It IS known that 1-dimensional strain is given by: 

Eq.2.12 

Therefore differentiating Eq 2.11 with respect to x altows the strain in the input bar to be 

written as' 

~. = f'+g' 

=,;' +~ 

Eq.2.13 

Differentiating Eq 2 11 WIth respect to time and using Eq. 2.1 ~ gives the velocities at the 

input bar-s.pecimen interface, u, ,and the output bar-specimen interface. u,: 

Eq. 2. .14 
'" =c, (-~', +c,) 

Eq 215 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

The strain rate in the test specimen can then be related to the velocities experienced by 

each end of the specimen, u] and U 2 ,and the instantaneous length of the specimen, l" by: 

Eq.2.16 

The force in the input bar, F] , and the output bar, F 2 , are: 

Eq.2.17 

Eq.2.18 

where A is the cross-sectional area of the pressure bar and E is the Young's (elastic) 

modulus of the bars. 

The true stress experienced by the test specimen is calculated from the transmitted force 

measured from the strain gauge signal, F2 , divided by the instantaneous cross-sectional area, 

As ' over which it acts: 

aCt) = AEcl 

A, 

2.10.3Determining the stress-strain behaviour of the test specimen 

Eq.2.19 

In order to employ the SHPB equations to relate the strain gage measurement of the 

pressure bars to the stress-strain behaviour of the test specimen, the specimen needs to 

deform uniformly[54]. The stress-state equilibrium of the specimen can be verified by 

comparing the 1-wave and 2-wave stress-strain response. 

The 1-wave stress analysis represents the stress conditions at the specimen-output bar 

interface. In the waveform retrieved from the 1-wave stress analysis the back stress in the 

specimen is directly proportional to the strain in the output bar (calculated from Eq. 2.18). On 

the other hand, the 2-wave stress analysis represents the conditions at the incident bar

specimen interface. In this latter stress analysis the front stress in the specimen is directly 

proportional to the sum of the strain in the input bar and the reflected strain (calculated from 

Eq. 2.17). Figure 2.71 shows an example of the 1-wave and 2-wave stress curves obtained 

from a SHPB test of a 304 stainless steel specimen. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 
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Figure 2.71 - Graph of stress-strain response showing the 1-wave and 2-wave stress curves [54] 

When the 2-wave stress oscillates equally above and below the 1-wave stress, it shows that 

the front and back specimen faces exhibits similar stress response, verifying that the stress 

state is uniform throughout the specimen[54]. However, when the 2-wave stress diverges and 

exceeds the 1-wave stress, it indicates that the specimen does not experience stress 

equilibrium. 

2.10ASHPB testing of rubber 

Measuring the mechanical response of rubber-like materials is challenging due to the 

characteristic low elastic impedance and flow strength of such materials[55]. When using 

traditional steel pressure bars in the SHPB setup, the wave impedance of the rubber 

specimen is much lower than that of the steel pressure bars. The wave impedance mismatch 

results in the transmission of a very weak pressure pulse, making it difficult and sometimes 

impossible to resolve the transmitted pulse of the rubber. It has become more popular to use 

pressure bars with a lower elastic modulus, as it increases the signal-to-noise level of the 

strain gauges in order to efficiently aid dynamic testing of low-strength materials, provided that 

the yield strength of the pressure bars are adequately higher than that of the specimen 

material[55]. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

2.10.4.1 Pressure bar materials 

Table 2.9 provides the wave impedance properties of pressure bar materials most 

commonly used in the SHPB setup. 

Bar material Elastic modulus Wave impedance Impedance 
GPa (piCa) km.gls.cm3 relative to steel 

Steel 212 40.8 1.00 

Ti-6AI-4V 115 22.8 0.56 

Aluminium 90 13.5 0.33 

Magnesium 45 8.6 0.21 

Poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) 4 2.2 0.05 

Table 2.9 - Material propertIes of bar materials used m SHPB testmg [55] 

From Table 2.9 it is obvious that using polymeric material pressure bars is ideal for the 

SHPB testing of soft material specimens as the impedance difference is very small compared 

to that of the rubber specimen, enabling the transmitted pulse to be sufficiently large for 

measurement[52]. However, before the pressure bar material is decided upon, the roll that the 

pressure bars play in the "classic" SHPB material analysis must be understood. As the theory 

is based on utilising metallic bars (which generally displays a linear elastic response when 

loaded in the elastic regime), classic SHPB analysis relies on the wave propagation being 

undistorted such that the locally measured strain pulse would also describe the stress wave 

and particle velocity at various points along the pressure bar[54]. Polymeric materials on the 

other hand do not display ideal linear elastic characteristics, as the wave amplitude gradually 

decreases due to attenuation and the shape of the associated waveform becomes distorted 

as the wave travels down the pressure bar[55]. As such, the measured strain pulse would not 

represent the stress wave or particle velocity at another point along the pressure bar and 

complex manipulation of the data is required to extract the stress-strain behaviour of the 

specimen. The behaviour of polymeric bars is also very sensitive to temperature changes, 

creating the extra need to control the entire bar system and specimen temperature to within a 

few degrees when performing the SHPB testing[55]. 

Titanium (Ti), aluminium (AI) and magnesium (Mg) bars are low impedance metallic bars 

that are increasingly being utilised in the dynamic material testing of low wave-speed material 

specimens. The main advantage of using any of these low impedance metallic bars is that the 

classic linear-elastic SHPB theory can be applied and no data reduction assumptions or rules 

are required to analyse the stresses and strains in the test specimen[55]. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

Another technique employed to increase the signal to noise measured during SHPB testing 

of low wave-speed materials is to use a hollow high-strength aluminium alloy output 

(transmitted) pressure bar together with a pulse shaper to increase the input pulse rise time 

and filter out high-frequency components of the input stress wave at the same time[SS]. 

It must be noted though that although low-impedance pressure bars can improve the data 

acquisitioning through SHPB testing of the stress-strain material properties of low-strength 

solids, certain classes of soft materials cannot be analysed using traditional SHPB testing. 

The theory of SHPB data analysis relies on the assumption of one-dimensional wave 

propagation in the pressure bars and the specimen, therefore the specimen material is 

required to conserve its volume during deformation[SS]. 

2.10.4.2 Specimen size 

The successful analysis of the high strain rate response of low impedance material 

specimens during SHPB testing greatly depends on the size and thickness of the specimen to 

guarantee a uniform stress state, which will ensure the data to be accurate and 

repeatable[SS]. Kolsky[SO] originally demonstrated the importance of using thin rubber 

specimens in order to allow the specimen to reach a state of uniform uniaxial stress in a 

shorter time period. Also, because rubber is rather compliant and allows a very weak pulse to 

be transmitted, thin specimens need to be used else the original assumption that pressure on 

both surfaces of the specimen is reasonably the same can no longer be valid[SO;SS]. 

Figure 2.72 clearly shows the effect of the specimen size on the stress-strain data retrieved 

from the SHPB test. It is noticed that the specimens with an aspect ratio of 1 to 1 display the 

most scattered and oscillatory ringup as well as the quickest falloff in stress after the 

maximum stress state was attained[SS]. The specimens with the O.S aspect ratio however 

display significantly lower ringing amplitude and clearly show when the yield strength is 

reached. It is also proven that using specimen aspect ratios of as low as 0.2S may reduce 

wave attenuation while controlling frictional effects[SS]. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 
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Figure 2.72 - Graph showing the stress-strain response of 6.35mm diameter Adiprene L 100 

specimens as a function of specimen length compressed at high strain rate (2500s·1) [55] 

The dynamic testing of rubber-like materials using the SHPB technique is deemed valid 

when the input and output strain data measured from the pressure bars shows a stress-state 

equilibrium and when the strain rate achieved during the test was constant[55]. The conditions 

for a uniform stress-state were explained in Section 2.10.3. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

Chapter 3 - Material Characterisation 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The present investigation examines the attenuation provided by a rubber layer placed 

underneath the foot of a surrogate lower leg exposed to blast impact. The entire leg model is 

created from AI6000 series solid aluminium, the tibia is represented by a tube of A16063-T6 

aluminium and the rubber layer is taken from the rubber outer sole of a standard army combat 

boot. The design of the leg model and rubber sole is described in Chapter 5. It is required to 

construct a finite element model of the surrogate leg and the blast test setup, which entails not 

only accurate geometric modelling of the components, but also accurate material properties 

being assigned to the various components. 

When materials are used in an application where they are expected to withstand sudden 

impacts, it is important to understand how the rate at which the strain is applied affects the 

material properties, as these material characteristics will ultimately determine the mechanical 

behaviour of the specific material. Equally as important is the correct modelling of these 

material characteristics, because applying the material properties correctly or incorrectly can 

greatly affect the accuracy of the numerical simulation and the results obtained from it. 

In essence, proper material characterisation and application of the various materials forms 

the backbone of constructing a good finite element model, ensuring accurate results to be 

retrieved from the numerical analysis. 

Seeing that a standard issue A16063-T6 aluminium tube is used for the tibia of the lower leg 

model, the relevant and necessary material properties are known. However, as it is unclear 

which specific series of solid aluminium is used to construct the foot and ankle, the material 

properties required to create the numerical model of the foot and ankle is not known either. It 

is also not known which type of rubber the boot sole consist of. This section of the report 

therefore describes and discusses the techniques used to acquire the material properties of 

the solid aluminium and the rubber. 
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3.2 ALUMINIUM 

The ElastiC modutus 01 the aluminium used to construct the foot and ankle complex was not 

known. and although the material properties of the atuminium lube used lor the tibja is known. 

the density and Elastic modulus of the solid aluminium parts could not be assumed to be the 

same A wave speed test usrng a cylindrical bar of the same grade aluminium as the solid 

pieces of atuminium is performed to determine the Elaslic modulus experimentatly 

3.2.1 Wave speed test apparatus setup 

The Hopkinson Pressure Bar is used to record the wave speed of the atuminium bar. The 

1.6m long cytlndrical aluminium bar is strain gauged to measure the stress wave propagation 

in the bar and is placed in the position of the incident bar according to the setup shown in 

Figure 3.1. An aluminium striker bar is then launched via the gun barrel of the gas gun, 

impacting the atuminium bar to send a putse through the aluminium bar. Effectively, the time 

the pulse takes to Iransmlt from the slrain gauge to lhe rear end of the bar and reflect back to 

the strain gauge, will determine the wave speed of the aluminium The wave form of one of 

the putses retrieved lram the tests is shown in Figure 3.2 

Gas gun Striker bar 

/ 
(comp air) . Gil' 

Atuminium bar 
016mm 

, 
;;f)i ~ 

rT £'eflected 

Einput ~ 

Figure 3.1 - Test apparatus setup lor wave speed test s 01 aluminium bar 
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3.2.2 Determining the Elastic Modulus of the aluminium bar 

Theory states that the wave speed of a materiat is determined by the time that a sound 

wave takes to travel a certa in distance through the material[S6]. The wave speed of a materiat 

however is also dependent on the Etastic modulus and the density of the particular 

material[50:56]. These two relationships descri~ng the wave speed, C, are written as: 

Eq. 3.1 

Eq. 3.2 

The wave speed of the aluminium bar is determined to be 5t36.7m1s by considering the 

time the pulse takes to travel past and reflect back to the strain gauge placed on the 

aluminium bar. Also, the aluminium bar is found to have a density 01 2709.7kglm'. Following 

from Eq 3.2 the Elastic modulus olthe aluminium bar is calculated to be 71,5GPa. 
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Flgu,.. 3.2 - Strain gauge data to determine wave speed 01 AIGOG3 aluminium bar 
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3.3 RUBBER 

Uniaxial compression tests are performed on disk shaped ruDber specimens cut from the 

soles of a pair of standard issue army combat boots. The rubber test samples are tested at 

strarn rates ranging from O,OMs" to 4000s", Low to medium strain rate tests (10.3 to 10 's") is 

generally conducted on con~enlional mechanical test machines, while us.ng a split-Hopkinson 

pressure bar (SHPB) is an accepted test methlXi used to determine the mechanical response 

of an engineering material at hIgh strain rates (10' to 10' s' '), 

3.3.1 Quasi_static (low strain rate) experiments 

A Zwick hydraulic testing machine is uti lised for the quasi·static uniaxial compression tests 

Circular cylindrical rubber specimens of 13mm diameter and 9mm length are used 10 perform 

compression tests at strain rates of 0,004s" , 0.04s" and 0,2s", For each test the rubber 

sample is placed On the bottom platen, after which the bottom platen IS raised until the top 

surface of the specimen touches the top platen of the machine. The bottom platen ;s then 

raised at a constant speed to produce the desired slrain rate in IIl€ ruDber specimen, and 

slopped when the requ ired specimen deflection of 4mm IS reached. In order 10 achie~e a 

strain rate 01 0,004s", the bottom platen is raised at a cross· head speed of 2.16mm,s", A 

cross-head speed 0121.6mm.s" and 108mm.s' is used to produce a strain rate of 0.04s' and 

0.2s" respectively. Three tests at each 01 the aforementioned strain rates are conducted and 

the results of the stress-strain response are shown Delow in Figure 3.3. 
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3.3.2 Dynamic (high strain rate) experiments 

3.3.2.1 Test apparatus setup and procedure 

The SHPB test apparatus used for the material characterisation of the rubber sole 

specimens is of conventional design. where a compressed air gas gun is used to propel the 

striker bar along a gun barrel onto the pressure bars. The diagrammatic representation of tile 

SHPB test setup is depicted below in Figure 3 4 

Gas gun 

loomp .~) 

Striker bar 
Mg £I19 .• ~mm 

Incident bar 
MgC"9~"'m 

Figure 3.4 _ SHPB setup 

Mg01 9 .. '>01m 

Steel or aluminium pressure bars are usually used. but research has shown that if the wave 

impedance of the test specimen is much lower than that of the pressure bars, the magnitude 

of the transmitted pulse can be weak[55). Accurately determining tile high strain rate uniaxial 

stress mechanical response of po lymeriC materials USing an SHPB therefore poses to be very 

chalJenging. As such. it has become popular to use increasingly lower impedance metallic 

pressure bars (e.g. titanium, aluminium and magnesium) to attain higher resoMion signals 

from the output bar, also eliminating the need for additional data reduction techniques[55) 

Magnesium (ZK60A) extruded 19.5mm rods are used for the input and output pressure bars 

in the SHPB setup The magnesium bars were age hardened to attain the following the 

material properties ' 

• The density, p, is calcu lated to be 1.82g/cm' 

• The magnesium bars are determined to have an Elastic modulus of 44 87GPa by 

conducting a wave speed test 

• Tensile testing of magnesium specimens of the same set of magnesium rods revealed 

a tensile yield stress of 33765MPa. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

The striker bars used to apply impact and the bars used for the input and output bars in the 

SHPB test setup are from the same set of age hardened magnesium rods. The lengths and 

corresponding masses of the magnesium striker bars employed in the material testing of the 

rubber are given in Table 3.1. It is desirable to generate a square input pulse with a high rise 

time and a long duration[54]. Using the shorter striker bars (Striker 1, 2 and 3) result in the 

recorded input pulse having a short duration, as is displayed by the strain gauge recordings 

shown in Figure 3.5. Striker 4 however produced a long square input pulse which can be seen 

in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.9. 

Striker ID Length Mass 

Striker 1 50mm 27.31 9 

Striker 2 125mm 67.75 9 

Striker 3 250mm 136.80 9 

Striker 4 500mm 273.70 9 

Table 3.1 - Table of magnesium striker bar length and mass 

The gas gun is operated at 0.08-0.14MPa, generating striker bar velocities in the range of 

4m.s-1 - 6m.s-1. When the striker bar impacts the front end of the input bar, an elastic 

compressive stress wave is sent through the input bar. The displacement of the input bar 

subsequently causes the specimen, which is sandwich between the input and output bar, to 

be compressed. The specimen transmits a portion of the compressive stress wave while the 

remaining fraction of the pulse is reflected back through the input bar in the form of a tensile 

stress wave. Readings of the strain experienced by the input and output bars are recorded by 

strain gauges located halfway along each of the bars. 

3.3.2.2 Specimen size 

Polymeric materials typically have low longitudinal sound speeds, complicating SHPB 

testing of such specimens because a dramatic impedance mismatch exist between the 

specimen and the bars. In turn, this mismatch of the mechanical impedance makes it difficult 

to achieve a uniform stress state in a polymeric test specimen. Research has shown that in 

order to reach stress equilibrium in a short time at lower strain levels during SHPB testing of 

the high strain rate response of polymeric materials, an lid aspect ratio of 0.5 and a lower 

striker bar velocity need to be used[55]. Gray et al.[55] also proved that thin specimens with 

aspect ratios of 0.5 and 0.25 are able to minimise the wave attenuation, control friction 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

constraints at the specimen-pressure bar interfaces, as well as ensure that the stresses at the 

interfaces can still be assumed to be essentially the same. 

The stress-strain response of rubber test samples with aspect ratios of 0.5, 0.27, 0.2 and 

0.175 are analysed in the material characterisation process. The length and diameter 

dimensions related to the various aspect ratios of the rubber specimens are tabulated in Table 

3.2. SHPB testing of the rubber specimens with an 1/ d ratio of 0.5 demonstrated transmission 

of a negligible amount of the stress wave, therefore it was decided to pursue more acceptable 

results employing specimens with lower aspect ratios. 

Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.8 illustrate the effect of the specimen aspect ratio on the 

transmission of the stress wave. Rubber specimens with an aspect ratio of 0.27 transmit a 

weak stress wave, whereas rubber specimens with an aspect ratio of 0.2 prove to be more 

successful in transmitting a pulse. Analysing the signal to noise ratio of the applicable signal is 

also important, as a higher signal to noise ratio generally ensures a more clear and 

satisfactory signal. Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.8 show the maximum signal value with respect to 

the amplitude of the signal noise of the transmitted signals from the tests performed using 

specimen aspect ratios of 0.27 and 0.2 respectively. The signal to noise ratio of the 

transmitted signal obtained by using a specimen aspect ratio of 0.27 is 3.91, whereas using a 

lower aspect ratio of 0.2 increased the signal to noise ratio to 10.56. 

Ultimately it was decided to use rubber specimens with an aspect ratio of 0.175 since an 

acceptable transmitted stress pulse is produced and the signal to noise ratio is increased to 

13.30. The circular cylindrical specimens used to perform the material characterisation tests 

are of length 3.5mm and diameter 19.5mm. 

Aspect Length Diameter Signal to noise 
ratio (mm) (mm) ratio 

0.5 6.5 13 -
0.27 3.5 13 3.91 

0.2 4.0 19.5 10.56 

0.175 3.5 19.5 13.30 

Table 3.2 - Table of various rubber specimen aspect ratios 
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Figure 3.5 - Graph of SHPB strain gauge reading 01 rubber spqcimen with aspect ratio of 0.27 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

3.3.2.3 Interpretation of the SHPB strain data 

Dispersion correction of the recorded input, output and reflected strain gauge readings are 

performed prior to being manipulated according to the SHPB theory given in the Literature 

Survey (Section 2.10). The results of the dispersion correction of the raw signals shown in 

Figure 3.9 are displayed in Figure 3.10. 

It is known that the true stress experienced by the test specimen is determined from the 

transmitted force measured from the output strain signal divided by the instantaneous area of 

the specimen[54] (according to Eq. 2.9). The true stress experienced by the rubber specimen 

is represented in Figure 3.11 by the "1-stress" wave. The range of SHPB tests conducted 

covers strain rate conditions ranging from 1750/s to 2500/s. The stress-strain response of the 

rubber specimens experiencing strain rates of 1750/s, 2200/s and 2500/s in compression is 

compared in Figure 3.12. 

The uniformity of the stress state throughout the specimen is checked by comparing the 1-

wave stress to the 2-wave stress, as the 1-wave stress and 2-wave stress represent the 

stress state at the front and back surfaces of the specimen respectively[54;55]. Figure 3.11 

shows the dispersion corrected stress vs. strain data from the SHPB test that produced an 

approximate strain rate of 2500/s in the rubber specimen. It can be seen that the stress state 

is in equilibrium only up to approximately 0.16 strain, after which the 2-wave diverges 

dramatically from the 1-wave but converges again before the specimen surfaces loses contact 

with the pressure bars. The impact manages to induce maximum compression of 

approximately 0.38 strain in the rubber specimen. 

The dispersion corrected stress vs. strain data retrieved from the SHPB tests which 

produced 1750/s and 2200/s strain rates respectively in the rubber specimens are provided in 

Appendix A. For both of these tests the specimen is seen to exit the state of equilibrium earlier 

than the 2500/s strain rate test. During the SHPB test which produced a 1750/s strain rate 

equilibrium is maintained only up to 0.09 strain and compression of 0.09 strain is reached in 

the rubber specimen. Test data from the 2200/s strain rate testing showed that the specimen 

is in equilibrium only up to 0.075 strain and that the impact produced 0.075 strain in the 

specimen. 

Considering all the facts mentioned above, it is clear that the data from the 2500/s strain 

rate test is the most suitable to employ in the creation of the rubber material model when 

constructing the finite element model of the rubber sole layer. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

Chapter 4 - Experimental Details 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of a mechanical surrogate leg is to measure the physical forces applied on the 

lower leg as a result of particular loading conditions[13). In the case of blast loading, 

employing a mechanical lower leg model is desirable for initial evaluation of the blast effects 

on the leg as well as the foot protection used. Using a surrogate leg for mine blast testing 

provides a relatively inexpensive method to measure the load experienced by the lower leg 

while the surrogate leg can also be used for multiple tests if the explosive charge is limited. 

The main structure of a mechanical leg model usually consists of metal components, which 

is instrumented according to what loading effects are to be analysed[13): 

• Strain gauges are used to measure tension, compression and/or bending of the leg, 

serving as an indication of the possibility of bone fracture due to blast-induced flailing. 

• Accelerometers are used to measure the shock transmitted to the leg, indicating the 

chance that the bones in the leg will shatter. 

• A linear transducer placed at the top of the test rig is used to measure the vertical 

movement and the energy transmitted to the leg. 

Given the vertical loading conditions induced by the mine blast, injuries are most commonly 

seen to the calcaneous and lower portion of the tibia and fibula[8). As such, special attention 

is given to the design of the calcaneous and ankle area of the lower leg model. 

This chapter contains the details pertaining to the blast loading experiments of a simplified 

mechanical lower leg model. The horizontal ballistic pendulum is utilised to accommodate the 

instrumented leg model in order to perform the blast loading. Disc shaped plastic explosives is 

used to transmit the blast load onto the lower leg. Using the horizontal ballistic pendulum 

enables the impulse transmitted to the leg model to be measured. The aim of the experiments 

is to investigate the attenuation effect of a rubber sole on the load experienced by the lower 

leg model during the blast event. 
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4.2 DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL FOOT-ANKLE MODEL 

The mechanical lower leg model is a simplified ~ersion of a human foot. of which the design 

is based on an existing loot model designed and tested as part 01 an undergraduate 

project[S71_ X-f8Ys were taken of the hum8n foot and imported into a drawing program 

(AutoCAD) in order to acquire the rele~ant measurements needed to design the foot and 

ankle complex[571 _ The X-ray images portraying the dimensions are displayed in Figure 4, 1, 

Top "i." or foOl (X-~ay) 
Sjd~, ie", or root (X-~ay) 

L --==-=, '_" ---l ,,-' 

Figure 4.1 - X-rays of the top and side view of Ihe human fool. dimensions in mm [57] 

The design of the foot model 8110ws the imp8ct to be 8pp1ied through the pressure points of 

the foot: at the bottom of the ca/caneous (heel) and the front end of the metatarsals[57] 

Figure 4.2 -Illustration of the pressure pOints of th& foot 

Chaplof 4 _ E'p"fim'mlal Del~ils 
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A photograph of the assembled fool-ankle-tibia model is shown in Figure 4 3. The final 

model used to obtain experimenta l data consists of four fundamental sections 

• The foot 

• The ankle complex, comprising of four parts 

• ne tibia 

• A rubber representation of a boot sole 

Figure 4.3 - Photograph of the assembled foot model featuring the rubber sole 

4.2.1 The foot 

The foot is machined from a solid aluminium plate, the aluminium being of the A16000 

range The "bridge' of the foot is modelled as a fiat section connecting the metatarsals to the 

calcanoous, with the metatarsals being represented by an arc and the calcaneo<1s as a 

hemisphere at the rear althe foot. 

4.2.2 The ankle 

The desOgn of the ankle complex resembles the essential functional features of the human 

ankle. Firstly the human ankle represents a mortise and tenon joint (shown in Figure 2 18) and 

secondly only dorsifiexion and plantarflexion of the ankle is important in the current 

investigation As such, the ankle is model is represented purely by a hinge which is limited to 

allow 30" dorsiflexion and 40· plantarilexion. The bottom part of the hinge models the lalus 

H 
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and the top part of the hinge models the tibia and fibula as a connected segment. These two 

parts (machined from Ihe solid aluminium) hinges around a pin (machined from the solid 

aluminium) The pin runs inside a brass bush and the inner walls 01 the bottom and top parts 

of the hinge are separated by two Tefton washers 

(aJ Bottom ,;ew afloat show,,'9 eaK:aneous 
",,0 melalars~ls 

• 

(bJ Ankle hir>ge 0/ model compared With human an~le 

Ie) FleXIOn limits 01 ankle 

Figure 4,( - Details of fool and ankle design 

4.2.3 The tibia 

The tibia is an aluminium (AI6063-T6) tube whiCh has a 25mm and 22mm outer and inner 

diameter respectively _ The tube is 500mm long to provide suffiCient time for the stram gauges 

to record a satisfactory reflected signal. The lube is mounted into a 25mm diameter recess 

made in the top part of the ankle hinge and is fixed in position by a small pin 

eMpler 4 - Ex,..,n'menlo! De!",!, 
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4,2.4 Rubber sale 

A pa" of standard army combat boots was sacrificed lor the noble sake of research, The 

ideal setup would have been to u!ilise the combat boot as is during the blast testing. However, 

constructing a numerical mode! involves ger.erating material models that will accurately 

rep resent the material properties related to the parts used in the numerical model, Taking the 

combat boot apart reveals the combat boot sole to consist 01 an inner sole, a cardboard-like 

mid-layer, a short metal strip that shapes the sole from the heel into the mid-foot section. nails 

holding the heel section together and finally the edernal rubber sole and thickened heel 

Material properties and the relevant interaction between all the boot sole comJXlnents 

therefore Il€ed to be established in order to ensure the accuracy of the Illlmerical model. As 

such, Including the complete boot model in the numerical simulation of the blast tests 

introduces complexihes that are beyond the scope 01 this project 

It IS therelore decided to only use the external rubber layer to serve as an anenuator during 

the blast tests, The shape of the rubber sole is based on the shape of the foot as viewed from 

above, The sole consists 01 a flat 9mm thick piece of rubber (taken from the army combat 

boot) and a double layered rubber section at the rear end to represent the heel of the boot 

4.2.5 Muscles, tendons and ligaments 

A blast event occurs in a matter of approximately 2ms ~ 8ms [8]. which does not render 

enough time for the muscles supporting the lower extremities (such as the call muscle) to 

react to the impact[4?], Therefore the call muscle IS assumed to be passive 

during the blast event and that reaction 01 the Achilies tendon is not 

activated, The paSSive state of the Achilles tendon Increases the 

dorsiflexion stiffness and superimposes axial force on the tibia. as noticed in 

the response 01 a human lower leg[47]. In order to maintain simplicity and 

eliminate as many unknowns in the model of the lower leg, the Achilles 

tendon was not included in the present model 01 the lower leg 

Figure .(,5 - Effect of calf muscle and Achilles lendon On lower leg response to axial impact [47] 

Chapte,4 _ E.po,ifrn,"iol Dotoils 
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4.3 INSTRUMENTA TlON OF THE EXPERIMENTAL LEG MODEL 

Strain gauges certified for use on aluminium are used to record the strain experienced by 

the tibia during the blast event Two strain gauges are ~aced just above the ankle hinge 

60mm upwards on the aluminium tube. one on the front surfsce and One On the back surface 

of the tube (shown in Figure 4 6 (a») . 

(a) Position of strain gauges on tIbia shaft (b) Hair bridge configuration of strain gauge 

Figur. 4.6 -Inslrumentalion of tibia shaft using strain gauges 

4.3.1 Strain gauge configuration 

The application of a specific strain gauge depends on the particular bridge configuration and 

unbalanced modes in the strain gauge design. Three bridge configurations exists[S8] 

• The quarter bridge is employed where axial strain Or tension In a uniaxial stress field 

are to be measured. In this arrangement only one arm is unbalanced . 

• In the half bridge configUfi.ltion, two of the arms are unbalanced VVhen two opposite 

arms are unbalanced, the strain gauge is used to measure axisl strain. tension or 

compression in a uniaxial stress field. On the other hand, if two adjacent arms are 

unbalanced, the strain gauge is used to meaSure pure bending with one arm in tension 

and the other arm in equal compression . Figure 4.6 (b) shows the wiring disgram of the 

hslf bridge configuration. 

• Alt foul arms are unbalanced in the full bridge configuratIOn. where two opposite arms 

are in tension and the other pair is in compression This configuration is employed to 

meaSure bending, torsion and shear. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

4.3.2 Output conversion of strain gauge signals 

In the present investigation it is desired to obtain the stress-time history recorded by the 

strain gauges; however the output of the strain gauges is in voltage (V). The voltage output of 

the strain gauges can be converted into stress (~ by the following equation[58]: 

Eq.4.1 

where the strain Cm is: 

4Vout [; = ----="--
m ABFV;n Eq.4.2 

Substituting Eq. 5.2 into Eq. 5.1 renders: 

4EVout cr = ----'==--

Eq.4.3 

ABFV;n 

This yields the theoretical K factor by which the output voltage needs to be multiplied in 

order to obtain the experimental stress output: 

K= 4E 
ABFVin 

The theoretical Kfactor is calculated to be 12.759. 

Variable Property 

E Young's modulus of material on which strain gauge is placed 

A Amplification 

F Strain gauge factor for Aluminium 

B Bridge factor 

Yin Bridge excitation voltage 

YOU! Test results output voltage 

Value 

68.9 GPa 

1000 

2.16 

2 

5 

From test 

Table 4.1 - Variables necessary to convert strain gauge voltage to stress 
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4.4 THE BALLISTIC PENDULUM 

4.4.1 The test rig 

Blast testing on the foot model is performed using a horizontal ballistic pendulum The test 

rig built 10 accommodate the surrogate lower leg during the bl~st testing is based on ~n 

existing template of a horizontal ballistic pendulum The rig assembly consists of a 25mm mild 

steel detonation plate. a 20mm mild steel backing plate and two 20mm m~chined mild steel 

plates used to position the lower leg model. The four rig plates are held squarely in place by 

four angle bars and four fi~t b~rs The two positioning plates ~re constructed out of four parts 

that ~re machined to form five holes. one hole is machined off-centre to align the tibia shaft. 

four holes to align the four Silver steel Hopkinson bars and all five noles are fitted with a Tefion 

bush to reduce friction. The Hopkinson b"rs ~re bolted to the detonation pI"te ~nd the ends of 

the b"rs are not to touch the backing plate prior to the detonation of the explosives. A 3mm 

rubber mat is glued to the backing plate to act as a buffel if the Hopki~on bars impact the 

b"cking pI"te during the bl"st event. The base of the foot is placed fiush with the detonation 

plate before detonating the explosives to ensure maximum transmission of the impulse 

generated by the blast event The position of the foot is such that the centre of the detonation 

plate is aligned with the midpoint between the pressure points (the metatarsals and the 

calcaneous) of the foot The rig design and pOSitioning of the foot is shown in Figure 4.7 

balancmg 

Figure 4.7 _ Photograph of the horizontal ballistic pendulum ~nd foot model setup 

---------------c,~~"""~, 4 _ Expetitr",nll!i 0"1,,,", 
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4.4.2 The test apparatus setup 

The horizontal ballistic pendulum is suspended by four cables from the ceiling of the blast 

laboratory. Each of the cables has an adjustable screw which is used to level the pendulum 

vertically and horizontal,,_ Balancing of the pendulum is also aided with the addition of weights 

at the rear end 01 the pendulum. A well ·balanced pendulum is important in order lor· 

• the lour cables to carry approximately an equal amount of weight: 

• the impulse from the blast event to act Ihrough the centroid 01 the pendulum: 

• lhe pendulum to swing along its axis without any rotation 

The horizontal displacement of the pendulum is recorded on a piece of tracing paper by a 

marker pen that is attached to the bottom of the rear end of the pendulum. The impulse 

transmitted through the system dUring each blast test Can then be calculated by uSing the 

relevant measured displacement. 

4.4.3 Horizontal ballistic pendulum theory and equations 

Figure 48 shows an illustration of the ballistic pendulum and the geometric relationships 

associated With the theory 

Figure 4.8 - Diagrammatic "'pre .... ntation of the horizontal ballistic pendutum 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

The amplitude recorded by the pen on the tracing paper underneath the ballistic pendulum 

is directly proportional to the impulse applied to the lower leg positioned in the pendulum. This 

relationship is shown by applying the linearised equation of motion of the pendulum. While 

assuming viscous damping of the system, the linearised equation of motion of the ballistic 

pendulum is given by: 

Eq.4.5 

where: 

P=%.M 
Eq.4.6 

Eq.4.7 

where: 

P = damping constant 

C = damping coefficient 

M = total mass of the entire pendulum (the rig, test specimen, balancing weights and the 

explosive charge) 

T = natural period of the pendulum motion 

The solution to the linearised equation of motion (Eq. 4.5) is given by: 

Eq.4.8 

where: 

Xo = initial velocity of the pendulum, and: 

Eq.4.9 
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If XI is the horizontal displacement at t = % and x2 is the horizontal displacement at 

t = 3% ' substitution into Eq. 4.8 yields the following relationships: 

Dividing XI by x 2 : 

yields the damping constant: 

. -fJT 

Xo Te 4 
X----
1- 2JL 

. -3fJT 

Xo Te 4 
X 2 = 

2JL 

Eq.4.10 

Eq.4.11 

Eq.4.12 

Eq.4.13 

Substitution and simplification of Eq. 4.10 - Eq. 4.13 renders the following relationship for 

the initial velocity of the ballistic pendulum: 

. 2JL fJT 

xo=-xe 4 

T I 
Eq.4.14 

The average time it takes for the ballistic pendulum to complete a number of oscillations is 

used to obtain the natural period T of the pendulum. 

XI (forward displacement) and x 2 (backward displacement) of the ballistic pendulum motion 

are determined by using the amplitude of the pen recordings marked on the tracing paper. 

However it is noted that the pendulum moves in a circular arc, and therefore the displacement 

recorded by the marker pen on the tracing paper will not be the same as the actual horizontal 

displacement of the pendulum. It is important to take this discrepancy in account in order to 

determine the true displacements XI and x 2 • The true displacement of the horizontal ballistic 

pendulum is determined by the following approach. 
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From Figure 4.8, the horizontal displacement from the end of the stationary pendulum to the 

tip of the marker pen is written as: 

Eq.4.15 

and at maximum amplitude of the oscillation the horizontal distance from the end of the 

pendulum to the tip of the pen decreased, and is written as: 

Eq.4.16 

Since the angle () remains very small during the experiment, it can be assumed that: 

which yields the vertical displacement: 

Eq.4.17 

Inspection of the diagram presented in Figure 4.8 shows that the displacements Xl and X 2 

can be written as: 

Eq.4.18 

Eq.4.19 

Substituting for d l and d 2 in Eq. 4.18 and Eq. 4.19 gives the true forward and backward 

displacements of the ballistic pendulum: 

Eq.4.20 

x, = AL -.J z' - a' + z' - [ a + ;~ J Eq.4.21 

The displacements Xl and X2 calculated in Eq. 4.20 and Eq. 4.21 is used to determine the 

value of p, which enables the initial velocity of the pendulum to be calcualted from Eq. 4.14. 

The impulse imparted onto the lower leg is calculated by: 

I=M Xo 
Eq.4.22 
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4.5 EXPLOSIVES 

4.5.1 Setup of the explosives 

The type of explosive used to provide the blasl loading on the tower leg model is plastic 

explosives. PE4. The PE4 is shaped into a 20mm diameter disc and is placed onlo a circular 

polystyrene piece which is 110mm in diameter and 12mm Ihick The polyslyrene piece 

including the explosives is in lurn positioned on the detonation plate, as shown in Figule 4 9 

Crealing a siand-off distance between the explosIves and tt>e delonation plale hetps 10 

prevenl pitting of Ihe mild sleel delonation plate 

The lolal mass of the explosives consists of the charge mass that ultimately produces the 

Impulse plus Ihe one gram explosives which is used to allach Ihe delonator 10 the main 

charge. The series of lotal charge masses used in the present invesligation is 6g, 7g and 8g 

PE4, The charge mass is limited so as not 10 exceed the yield slress of Ihe aluminium tube 

(represenling the libia of the tower leg model) during the blast loading 

Model or 
h\Jm~n foot 

""1----- Polystyrene 

; ;;;;::::: ::::~ charge of f'E4 
19ram PE4 le"de' 

Delo~alor 

Figure 4.9 - Illustration ofth .. s .. tup ofth .... xp lo sives to p .. rform blast lest 

Clmpler 4 _ Expcrim<>nj;]! D<>lail. 
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4.5.2 Burn and impulse duration 

Burn duration of the explosive is dependent on the burn speed (velocity of detonation) of the 

particular explosive and the charge radius, as illustrated in Fig. 4.10. The impulse duration is 

taken to be effectively equal to the duration over which the resulting impulse is transmitted to 

the blast test specimen. 

The burn duration Tburn of the plastic explosive is approximated by: 

T, _ Dcharge 

burn-2x~ 
burn 

Eq.4.23 

The explosive charge diameter Dcharge is chosen to be 20mm for all the blast tests. PE4 has 

a detonation velocity Vburn of approximately 8200m/s and a density of 1.6g/cm3 [13; 15]. The 

burn duration is therefore calculated to be in the range of 1.2J.ls. 

19leader 
charge 

* 8200m/s 
burn speed 

Figure 4.10 - Illustration of explosive detonation velocity 

4.5.3 Blast loading scenarios 

In performing the series of blast tests, the variation in the load experienced by the lower leg 

model is investigated when placing the explosives at different impact positions. The explosive 

charges are positioned in the centre of the detonation plate during one portion of the tests and 

the remainder of the blast tests is performed with the explosives placed in line with the heel of 

the foot model. 
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The effect on the load experienced by the lower leg model by introducing a rubber sole as 

blast attenuator is also invesbgated For the second part 01 the series of blast teslll the two 

loading conditions (explosives in the centre and in line with the heel) are repeated. the only 

difference being the mclusion 01 an elementaly representation 01 a rubber sole 

Figure 4,11 illustrates the four different blast loading conditions and the amount 01 explosive 

charges used with each selup 

• $+lg PE4 

• 6+1g PE4 

• 7+1g PE4 

(e) LoiJdmg condJI,on 1 

• 5+1g PE .. 

• 6+19 PE .. 

• 7+1g PE4 

• 5+1g PE .. 

(b) Loading comNion 2 

• 5+1g PE" 

'1+1g PE .. 

(d) Loading condllion 4 

Figure 4.11 - tttustration 01 the four blast loading conditions 
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4.5.4 Relationship between the impulse, force and pressure induced by the 

detonation 

The manner in which the load is applied to the detonation plate can be viewed in two 

different ways: 

• The first method is to apply a uniform load over the surface area in contact with the 

detonating explosives. The pressure applied to the detonation plate is in this case 

represented by a square stress pulse. 

• The second method is to apply a non-uniform load which decreases in magnitude at a 

certain rate outwards from the centre of the detonated explosives. The pressure 

applied to the detonation plate is defined as a peak pressure corresponding to the 

position of the explosives, with the pressure decaying radially outwards towards the 

edges of the detonation plate. 

The results using either of the two load applications should however be reasonably the 

same, as long as the impulse and the duration (L1t) over which the load is applied is the same 

for both applications. The load duration L1t is assumed to be equal to the burn duration Tburn . 

The impulse generated by the detonation of the explosives is determined by applying the 

theory explained in Section 5.4.3. The force induced by the impulse is related by: 

Given that: 

1= f: Force.dt 

:.Force= ~t 

Force 
Pressure = --

Area 

the uniform pressure applied would be calculated by: 

I 
Pressure = ---

/).t x Area 
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4 .6 R esul rs FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL BLAST TESTS 

4.6. ' re$1 $eh(Jdu/ff 

Taole . 2 snows tile test s.c;l"\edule of the blast leS! performed on lhe lower lag model in which the horaOnlal balli$tre pendulum r$ 

employOO The charactenstlcs of the pendulum ,;etup and the data measured flom lne pendulum marker pen after each tesl is also 

Pfovidlld The calculated true drsplacemf!nl. damprng constant and inllia! velocity of the pendulum rs grven. as wetl as lhe resultmg impulse 

The full set 01 blast lest InfOffllatlon IS provdeo;l In Appendl~ B 
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4.6.2 Stress-time results obtained during the experimental blast tests 

For the purpose of studying the general behaviour of the stress propagating through the 

lower section of the tibia, only the results for the blast tests performed using 5+1g PE4 is 

discussed in this section of the report. Comparison of the three different analyses (analytical, 

experimental and numerical) is also based on comparing the results obtained using 5+1g 

explosives. All of the stress-time results recorded while performing the series of experimental 

blast tests are however provided in Appendix B. 

4.6.2.1 Blast loading performed excluding the rubber sole 

The stress-time results obtained from the data recorded by the strain gauges are shown in 

Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13. The initial portion of the graphs is mostly taken up by signal 

noise due to the interference caused by the electrical signal being sent through the detonator. 

As the stress wave is also only expected to propagate through the strain gauges from roughly 

40llS at the earliest, it is decided to present only the section of the graph that is of significance 

to the investigation. 

Two of the tests performed while detonating 5+1g explosives in the centre of the foot model 

are presented in Figure 4.12. The maximum stress recorded for the two tests is 16.8MPa and 

20.3MPa respectively. A 9.6% standard deviation exists between these two tests, indicating 

acceptably good repeatability of the series of experimental blast tests. A curious event is 

noticed in the second test (DU_110107a), namely the unexpected peak occurring at 

approximately 120IlS. Even though it is possible that this sudden peak in the stress may 

purely be due to signal noise, earlier research has pointed out that applying an impact load in 

the centre of the foot model would cause a second peak in the stress results[8]. The numerical 

analysis will however be scrutinised for an explanation. 

Figure 4.13 shows the stress-time results obtained during two blast tests which were 

performed by detonating 5+ 1 g explosives axially in line with the calcaneous of the foot model. 

A maximum stress of 27.7MPa and 32.7MPa is recorded for the respective two blast tests. 

Once again an acceptable standard deviation of 8.2% exists between the two maximum stress 

results. 
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The shape of the stress-time graphs obtained for blast loading performed excluding the 

rubber sale is as predicted in the analytical solution (Section 4), i.e, elongated with the peak 

stress fading off gentty. The time domain predicted in the analytical solution for blast loading 

at the heel is also similar. However, the time domain for blast loading in the centre of the foot 

is notably extended. The finer details of these stress results are discussed later in this section 

of the report 

< 
5+1g centre orroot, no rubber 
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lUJMP, 
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Figure 4.12 - Graph of blast test results for 5+1g PE. placed in the centre of the foot model , 

uciuding th .. rubber sole 
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Figure 4.13· Graph 01 blnt tesl re~ults for 5+1g PE4 placed in line wilh the heel 01 the 1001 

model, excluding Ihe rubber sole 

4.6.2.2 Blast loading performed includmg the rubber sole 

Figure 4.14 shows the stress-time results obtained when 5+1g explosi~es are detonated in 

the centre of the loot with the rubber sole included In the test setup. Two dlstmct pesks on the 

stress sfgnsl sre observed. The first pesk stress 014 2MPa occurs in the time span estimated 

in the analytical solution (Chspter 4) which the oompressive stress wsve is expected to tske to 

propagste through the loot and tibia . The second pesk stress 01 5.4MPa occurs sfter 

approximately twice the time span as the first. implying that a second compressive stress 

wa~e propagating through the foot model caused an exaggeration in the maximum stress 

Maximum stress values 01 4.8MPa and 5.2MPa are recorded lor the first pea~s and 8.6MPa 

and 12.3MPa are recorded for the second peaks occurring during the other two centre blast 

tests . The magnitude 01 the initial peak stresses differs by roughly 3.9%, whereas the 

maximum stress values 01 the secOlld pea~s differs by a standard deviation 01 17 .7''\' 

The stress-time graph lor the blast test perionned with 5+1g explosives being detonated in 

line with the heel with the rubber sole included io the setup is g1ven in Figure 4.15 The 

maximum stress found lor this blast test setup is 6 .6MPa . 
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The shape of the stress-time graphs obtained for the blast tests where the rubber sale is 

included is as predicted by the analytical solution. i.e. the graph is characterised by a peak 

stress of short duration. 

" 
H 

~+1 g centre 011001. WIth ruDll., sol. 

" ! , 
" '., .. ,P. , 

• t , 
i 0 -

\ 

III :::::c",,"-o;;;-;;;;"=,""',C"·'''"'''l ___ J~~~ _______________ _ , 
T1mo 1,..1 

Figure 4.14 - Graph of blast test results for 5+1 9 PE4 p laced in Ih ~ centre of the foot model, 

including the rubber sole 
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Figure 4.15 _ Graph of blast test results for 5+19 PE4 placed at the heel of the fool mod"I, 

inCluding the rubber sole 
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4.6.3 Investigating the effect of blast loading position 

The positioning of the blast load is naturally expected to affect mainly two aspects of the 

stress-time results: 

• The magnitude of the maximum stress transmitted through the strain gauges placed on 

the tibia is affected, because the impact load applied in line with the calcaneous of the 

foot model is expected to induce a higher stress in the tibia than when the load is 

applied in the centre of the foot model. 

• The time at which the stress starts to rise sharply while approaching the maximum 

stress value is also affected. This is due to the stress wave needing less time to 

propagate directly through the calcaneous and the ankle complex to reach the strain 

gauges on the tibia. When the impact load is applied in the centre, the stress wave 

needs to travel further via the detonation plate, calcaneous and metatarsals before 

reaching the strain gauges. 

4.6.3.1 Impact load applied excluding the rubber sale 

The stress-time comparison between applying the blast load in the centre with respect to 

applying the blast load in line with the calcaneous of the foot model is shown in Figure 4.16. A 

maximum stress of 16.BMPa is induced during the centre blast load and 27.7MPa during the 

heel blast. Comparing these maximum stress values yields a 65% increase in stress if the 

impact load position is moved from the centre of the foot to the heel of the foot. A 61% 

increase in stress is observed when the test results from test DU_110107a (centre blast, 

20.34MPa) and test DU_110107e (heel blast, 32.69MPa) is compared. The time delay for the 

onset of reaching the peak stress for an impact in the centre is approximately BOilS with 

respect to impact applied in line with the calcaneous. 

4.6.3.2 Impact load applied including the rubber sale 

Figure 4.17 shows the comparison between the stress-time results obtained for centre and 

heel blast loading conditions where the rubber sole is included in the test setup. Blast loading 

in the centre of the foot model results in a maximum stress of 5.4MPa recorded by the strain 

gauges, whereas blast loading at the heel of the foot induced a maximum stress of 6.6MPa in 

the tibia. Comparing these results shows that blast loading at the heel results in a 22% 

increase in maximum stress experienced by the lower region of the tibia than for blast loading 

applied in the centre of the foot model. An approximate 2751ls delay in onset of reaching the 

peak stress is observed for centre impact with respect to heel impact. 
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4.6.4 Investigating the attenuation effect of including the rubber sole 

The degree of attenuation supplied by including the rubber sole layer in the test setup is 

evaluated in terms of the amount of stress transmitted to the strain gauges. A delay in the 

transmission of stress as a result of the dissipative nature of rubber material (energy 

dissipated by the rubber material) is also expected to be observed in the stress-time results. 

4.6.4.1 Blast loading in the centre of the foot model 

A collection of results obtained from the various blast tests performed with the explosives 

placed in the centre of the test setup is presented in Figure 4.18. Including the rubber layer in 

the blast tests performed using 5+1g explosives decreased the maximum stress experienced 

by the tibia by 68%. For the blast tests performed using 6+1g and 7+1g explosives, an 

attenuation of 76% and 55% respectively is observed in the stress recorded by the strain 

gauges. Introducing the layer of rubber is noticed to cause a time delay of 90l1s in the onset of 

reaching the initial maximum stress and approximately 340l1s in reaching the second peak 

stress. 

4.6.4.2 Blast loading at the heel of the foot 

Results from the blast tests performed with the explosives placed axially in line with the 

calcaneous of the foot model is given in Figure 4.19. In order not to induce plasticity in the 

Aluminium (A16063-T6) tube used to represent the tibia, it was decided not to continue heel 

blast testing using more than 5+1g PE4 when the rubber sole is excluded. However when the 

rubber sole is included in the test setup, the rubber proved to provide enough attenuation to 

increase the amount of explosives used to 7+1g. Unfortunately blast loading using 7+1g 

explosives generated an unexpected maximum stress of 3.8MPa which is lower than the 

maximum stress of 6.6MPa generated by the blast loading performed using 5+1g explosives. 

As such, the opportunity to draw a comprehensive comparison between the results produced 

by different impact loading conditions is lost. Nevertheless, the attenuation provided by the 

rubber layer is observed to be approximately 76%. Including the rubber layer in the test setup 

is noticed to create a time delay of 170l1s in the onset of reaching the maximum stress. 
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4.6.5 Comparison of results from aI/loading conditions 

In order to readity compare the effect produced by blast loading using a certain amount of 

explos ives positioned in the centre or at the heel of the foot surrogate and excluding 01 

including a rubbel layer. Table 4 3 is conslructed. The values given in Table 4 3 represent lhe 

percentage by which the stress resu lts from the yellow section differ with respect to the blue 

section. For example: the stress resu lting from 5+1 g (no rubber. centre blast) is 17% less than 

the stress resu lting from 6+1g (no rubber. centre blast); whereas the stress resu lting Irom 

7+1g (no rubber, centre btast) is 33% higher than the stress resutting from 5+1g (no rubber, 

centre blast) . 

The cel ls of Tab le 4.3 marked in green and red indicates the comparison in the blast impact 

scenarios wh ich represent the opposite corners of the scale. The green ce lt shows that the 

stress resulting from a blast load in the centre of the loot when the rubber sa le is included 

resu lts in 82% less stress expenenced by the lower tibia than duri ng a blast load appl ied at 

the heel of the foot model when the rubber sole is not included in the test setup. The red cell 

simply shows the opposite, i. e. that a blast load at the heel of the foot exclud ing the rUbber 

layer results in a 466% higher stress than during a blast load applied in the centre of the foot 

when the rubber layer is included 

No rubber With rubber Wilh nlbber 
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Chapter 5 - Analytical Model of Stress Wave Propagation 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section of the report describes the attempt to model analytically the stress-wave 

propagation through the foot. The system is essentially represented as a series of "bars" in full 

contact with each other, each bar of its own particular cross-sectional area. 

The first part of the impact loading is performed using only the aluminium foot model. 

Aluminium and mild steel are linear elastic solid materials, therefore the basic equations for 

linear elasticity can be used to analyse the stress-wave propagation. 

The second part of the impact loading introduces a rubber layer wedged between the 

detonation plate and the base of the aluminium foot model. However, rubber is not a linear 

elastic material, which implies that the constitutive equations for linear elasticity cannot be 

used to derive the stress-wave propagation through the rubber "bars" in the analytical model. 

A hyperelastic strain energy potential is incorporated to analyse the stress-wave propagation 

through the rubber material. 

It is important to remember that the results from this analysis serves to indicate the 

estimated stress propagation through the foot model components (from the base of the 

detonation plate up to the top of the tibia) and not the stress propagation through the strain 

gauges. The graphs representing the stress propagation is however still plotted with respect to 

time and not distance, as it takes a specific time for the stress to travel through each 

component. The point at which the stress passes through the strain gauges is indicated on 

each graph so that the peak stress values obtained from the experimental blast tests and the 

numerical simulations can eventually be compared and validated (see Chapter 7). 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

5.2 ONE-DIMENSIONAL STRESS WAVE PROPAGATION 

5.2.1 Linear elastic solid material 

The theory of one-dimensional stress wave propagation in uniform bars is used to obtain the 

analytical solution to the impact loading problem under investigation. The analysis is based on 

the set of constitutive equations for a linear elastic solid material in which a relationship 

between stress and strain is constructed[59]. Considering a Cartesian coordinate system, for 

i, j = 1,2,3, the constitutive equations of linear elasticity are[59]: 

8Tji 
-8- + phi = pai 

Xj 

T.. =~[E .. +(_v )EkktS .. ] 
If 1 + V IJ 1- 2v If 

Eij = ; [(1 + v)T;j -VTkktSij] 
y 

Eq.5.1 

Eq.5.2 

Eq.5.3 

Tji = Cauchy stress component in the j direction, acting on the plane with an outward 

normal in the i direction 

Eij = strain component in the i direction, acting on the plane with an outward normal in the 

j direction 

Xj = position in the j direction 

hi = body force acting in the i direction 

ai = particle acceleration in the i direction 

p = density of the material 

Ey = Modulus of elasticity (Young's Modulus) of the material 

v = Poisson's ratio of the material 

= Kronecker delta, which is defined by tSij = {~ if 
if 

i = j 
i:l; j 
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Figure 5.1 - Illustration of one-dimensional impact loading of a uniform bar [56] 

In order to analyse the one-dimensional stress wave propagation, a long slender bar of 

specific density, p, and Elastic Modulus, E y, is considered. of which the impact loading is 

illustrated in Figure 5.1, 'MIen a stress is rapidly applied to the one end of the bar, a 

compressive stress wa~e is set up which propagates along the length of the bar. If the 

presence of body forces is neglected, Cauchy's equation of motion given in Eq 5. t 

becomes[59]-

~." ~ , 

5'.!..u. = p~ 
Ux, ot' 

From Eq. 5.2 and Eq 5.3, considering a one-dimensional case: 

i'T" = E ?EII = E D'u, 
. , y 1 

OX, ilx, Ax. 

Eq.5.4 

Eq.55 

Equatmg Eq. 5A and Eq. 5.5 yields the wave equation, where c is the wave speed The 

wave speed IS a material property which represents the velocity at which a slress wave travels 

along the bar[59] 

D'" , 6'u, __ , = ( 

At' ~ , ';x, 
c=fi- Eq,5,6 

Referring to the Impact loading illuslraled in Figure 5,1 at a specific lime /, the momenlum 

is equal 10 lhe Impulse transferred via the impact[56[, 

m,- xv_,,,, =F~ XI 

(p"", A",,/I)I' ,.,._ = (a",..."" A",, )1 

As such the stress due to the impact IS 

Eq,57 
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Knowing that the density and the wave speed are material constants, it is implied that the 

stress experienced by the bar is directly proportional to the change in particle velocity in the 

bar[56] The wave speed and particle velocity are in the same direction (and therefore have 

the same sign) for a compressive stress wave, while the opposite is true for a tensile stress 

wave, 

In the case of the impact of two uniform bars of the same material but with different cross

sectional areas, the following assumptions are made[56] 

• Full contact is made over the entire contact area of the smaller bar 

• The two bars remain in total contact during the duration of the impact. Implying that the 

overall particle velocity at the two contact surfaces is the vector sum of the particle 

velocities at the input and output interfaces[56]: 

cr 0 
= ----"'- -t ---""'-

Eq.5.8 

{'Jl ('Jl 

The forces at the interface are in equilibrium, therefore 

Eq_ 5.9 

Rearrangement of Eq_ 5.8 and Eq 5_9 enables the stresses in each bar to be written in 

terms of the particle velocity at the interface and the ratio of the cross·sectional areas of the 

two bars[56]: 

, Eq.510 
(T = '" l~'v 

",. A,,,,, + A,. -' 

Figure 5.2 - Illustration of one-dimensional impact of two uniform bars 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

5.2.2 Hyperelastic incompressible solid material 

It is a well-known fact that the mechanical behaviour of rubber is rate dependent[52;60]. 

Hyperelasticity is commonly used to model the mechanical behaviour of rubber-like materials, 

as rubber is an ideally elastic material which possesses isotropic and nonlinear material 

properties[60]. Hyperelastic behaviour is described by a strain energy potential, which relates 

the strain energy stored at a certain point in the material to the strain experienced at that point 

in the material. Various mathematical strain energy models exist which can be used to model 

the hyperelasticity, of which the polynomial model (and other derived models such as the Neo

Hookean, Mooney-Rivlin and Yeoh models) is the most popular strain energy function 

generally utilised[60]. The polynomial strain model for the strain energy function is[60]: 

~ (- Y(- \i ~ 1 2' U = L,.Cij I, -3) 12 -3) + L,.-(Jel- 1) I 

i+j~' i~' Di 
, v J' Y J 

Eq.5.11 
Deviatoric part Volumetric part 

It has been found that using a polynomial strain energy function with three terms in the 

resulting polynomial series is sufficient to create an adequate stress-strain fit of the available 

test data[52]. It is also reasonable to assume that rubber-like materials are incompressible, 

which means the volumetric part of the strain energy function may be ignored[52;60]. This 

results in the polynomial strain energy function to be written as[52]: 

Eq.5.12 

where CIO, COl and Cll are material parameters determined by using available one

dimensional test data. 

During uniaxial loading of a specimen, l indicates the stretch in the loading direction. The 

stretches in the principle directions and the resulting first and second deviatoric strain 

invariants are[52; 61]: 

II = l2 + 2l-1 

- -2 
12 =l +2l 

The engineering strain 611 in the direction of the uniaxially applied load is related to the stretch 

l by the equation l = 1 + 6ll [52;61]. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

In order to determine the nominal stress-strain relationship of the hyperelastic material, the 

principle of virtual work is applied. The change in potential energy is related to the change in 

stretch, which yields the stress 0"11 that is acting on the particle in the uniaxial loading 

direction[61]: 

T= au 
aA 
au all au al2 =--+--
all aA al2 aA 

= 2(1- x3 )[A a'!. + a,!] 
all aI2 

0"11 = 2(1- x 3 )[CIOA + COl + clI (II - 3 + A(12 - 3 ))] 
Eq.5.13 

The experimental stress-strain data obtained from the SHPB testing of the rubber 

specimens for dynamic compression at a strain rate of 2500s·1 (as provided in Section 3.3.2 of 

this thesis) is used to ascertain the material parameters CIO, COl and CII. A simple linear 

least-squares fit is employed to match the empirical data to the existing experimental data. 

The values for the three material parameters are calculated to be: 

CIO = 71.6 MPa 

COl = -61.8 MPa 

CII =-85.2MPa 

The nominal stress-strain relationship of the rubber used in this investigation experiencing 

dynamic compression at a strain rate of 2500s·1 is therefore given by: 

Eq.5.14 

Following the strain energy potential theory, if the amount of strain induced upon the 

hyperelastic material at a specific strain rate is known, the stress transmitted by the 

hyperelastic material can readily be determined. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

5.3 ANALYTICAL MODEL OF THE BLAST LOADING OF THE FOOT MODEL, EXCLUDING THE 

RUBBER SOLE 

The blast loading test setup of the ballistic pendulum and foot model is analytically 

represented by a series of uniform "bars" of varying cross-sectional area. The one

dimensional stress wave propagation theory relating to linear elastic materials is employed to 

obtain the stress-time curve which indicates the approximated maximum stress experienced 

by the various interfaces as the stress pulse travels through the foot. The estimated stress

time plot for each loading condition (in the centre of the foot and at the heel) is determined for 

blast loading using 5+ 1 g explosives. 

As this is a simple first order approximation, a few important aspects and assumptions that 

are made need to be pointed out: 

• Full contact is assumed to exist over the total contact surface of the bar with the 

smaller cross-sectional area. 

• A state of force equilibrium is assumed at each contact interface; as such Eq. 5.9 

applies. 

• The stress pulse applied to the system is taken to be a square planar stress wave that 

propagates without change in amplitude from the front end to the rear end of each bar. 

• The stress pulse applied to the front surface of each bar is assumed to travel at a 

constant wave speed specific to the material of each particular bar. 

• Even though the density of the detonation plate (mild steel, p=7800 kg/m3
) differs to 

that of the aluminium used to construct the foot model (A16000 range, p=2710 kg/m 3
), 

Eq. 5.9 indicates that only the stress experienced by one of the contact surfaces and 

the ratio of the areas of the two bars need to be known in order to determine the stress 

experienced by the second contact surface. The magnitude of the planar stress pulse 

applied to the front surface of the detonation plate is known, and the rear surface of the 

detonation plate is assumed to be subjected to the same magnitude of stress. The 

stress experienced by the surface in contact with the rear surface of the detonation 

plate can therefore be easily calculated using Eq. 5.9. The same principle is applied to 

each of the interfaces in order to determine the stress experienced by the contact 

surfaces. 

• The impact loading problem is solved by means of a purely one-dimensional model. 

The stress distribution over the impact surface is therefore not taken into account, and 

the stress applied to the front surface of each bar is modelled as a uniformly distributed 

load acting over the total cross-sectional area of each bar. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

The wave speed of the aluminium used to construct the foot and ankle model was 

determined in Section 3.2 to be 5137 m/s. Knowing that mild steel has a Young's Modulus of 

207 GPa and a density of 7800 kg/m3
, the wave speed for mild steel is calculated using Eq. 

5.6 to be 5152 m/s. The shock wave caused by the detonation of the explosives is assumed to 

travel via two paths, pass through the strain gauges and then at the end of the aluminium tube 

reflect back through the strain gauges. With the distances between each interface and the 

wave speed of the material of the particular "bar" being known, the time it will take for the 

stress wave to travel from interface to interface can be estimated by: 

t=% Eq.5.15 

5.3.1 Blast loading in the centre of the foot 

Figure 5.3 illustrates the two paths along which the stress wave caused by the blast loading 

is assumed to travel, as well as the various interfaces the stress wave encounters. The 

approximate distance from the detonating explosives to the strain gauges is 279mm via Path 

1 and 441 mm via Path 2. It will therefore take the stress wave an estimated 541..1s via Path 1 

and a longer 861..1s via Path 2 to reach the strain gauges after the detonation of the explosives. 

It will be a further approximately 1651..1s before the reflection of the shock wave passes through 

the strain gauges again. 

As explained earlier, the components of the system is considered to be uniform bars with 

the contact surfaces in full contact. Table 5.1 documents the characteristics pertaining each 

of the "bar" components: 

• the given area is the area of the surface in contact with the neighbouring components; 

• the distance provided is the length of the component (Le. the distance the stress wave 

travels from the first to the second surface of the component); 

• the time provided is the total time the stress wave has taken to propagate to the 

second surface of the particular component; 

• ultimately the stress experienced by the contact surfaces of the particular component is 

produced. 

Although the pressure caused by the detonation of the explosives is actually decaying 

radially outwards at a certain rate from the centre of the detonation (explained in Section 

2.2.4), it is deemed sufficient for this first order analysis to represent the applied pressure as a 

uniformly distributed stress acting over the total area of the detonation plate. In performing the 

blast tests, the impulse induced by the detonation of 5+1g PE4 is calculated to be in the order 

of 7.7Ns. According to the equations discussed in Section 4.5.4, the force applied to the 
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system is therefore approximatety 6.3MN. which in turn yields the magnitude of the uniform 

stress applied to the detonation plate to be lS7,SMPa 

The magnitude of the stress acting on the surfaces of each interface as the stress wave 

travels along the system is plesented in a tabular fashoon in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. Figure 

SA shows the dramatic difference in the amount 01 stress experienced by the calcaneous 

surface (in contact with the detonation plate) with respect to the stress experienced by the 

metatarsat su rface (in contact with the detonation plate). In reatity the calcaneous surface is a 

point in contact with the surface of the detonation plate. tn order to employ the theory of stress 

propagatiOil throogh uniform bars, the calcaneous surface is approximated to be a circular 

surface 01 diameter 1,2mm, As such, the calcaneous contact surface is estimated to 

experience a stress of 419SMPa and the metatarsal contact surface only 2.7MPa 

A closer look is taken in Figure 5,5 at the stress behaviour in the ankle complex and the 

tibia. The stress fiow through the contact interfaces of the ankle compOflents is clearly shown 

by a short series of stress variatiOl1s, with the stress peaking at 10.6MPa at the contact 

surfaces of the ankle hinge pin, The stress wave reaches the ankle region approximately 30vs 

later via Path 2, as the detour via the metatarsals increases the distance travelled by the 

st less wave. Finally, a maximum average stress 01 36MPa is determined to transmit aloog the 

tibia . The maximum average stress displays a stress "plateau" which lasts roughly 147~s 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

5.3.2 Blast loading at the heel of the foot 

Figure 5.6 illustrates the two paths the stress wave is assumed to travel. The setup is 

similar, only in this case the detonated explosive responsible for the impact load is positioned 

at the heel of the foot model. As such, the distances of Path 1 and Path 2 differ to the 

distances relating to the centre impact loading condition. Following the detonation of the 

explosives, the stress wave travels an approximate distance of 198mm in 39IJs along Path 1 

to reach the strain gauges, and roughly 522mm in 102IJs along Path 2 before reaching the 

strain gauges. Once again the stress wave transmits along the tibia and reflects back to the 

strain gauges in 1651Js. 

The results documented in Table 5.2 are similar to the results shown in Table 5.1. The 

impulse transmitted during the heel blast loading conditions is of the same magnitude as what 

is calculated for the centre blast loading conditions. As such, the uniform stress acting over 

the surface of the detonation plate is also 158MPa. The position of impact is however moved 

from the centre of the setup to be axially in line with the calcaneous of the foot model, which 

alters the distance travelled by the stress wave through the detonation plate via Path 1 and 

Path 2. Therefore the time related to the stress propagation through the series of interfaces 

along Path 1 and Path 2 differs significantly, which is also clearly seen in Figure 5.7 and 

Figure 5.8. 

It is observed in Figure 5.7 that the maximum stress transmitted to the calcaneous and 

metatarsal contact surfaces is the same as for the centre impact loading position. This is due 

to the assumption that the stress wave is planar and does not change in amplitude as it 

travels along the uniform bar. However, the stress wave reaches the metatarsal contact 

surface roughly 30IJs later than the calcaneous contact surface. 

Figure 5.8 also demonstrates the time lag in stress transmission via Path 2 relative to Path 

1. The stress wave travelling along Path 2 reaches the ankle region 63IJs later than the stress 

wave travelling along Path 1. The stress flow through the ankle hinge components is again 

clearly identifiable by the short series of stress variation, with a peak stress of 10.6MPa 

experienced by the contact surfaces of the hinge pin. 

The maximum average stress propagating along the tibia is found to be 36MPa, although 

the duration of the "plateau" of the maximum average stress for the heel impact loading 

condition is only 116IJs compared to the duration of 147IJs observed in the centre impact 

loading condition. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

5.4 ANAL YTICAL MODEL OF THE BLAST LOADING OF THE FOOT MODEL, INCLUDING THE 

RUBBER SOLE AS A TTENUATOR 

In the second section of the blast testing a layer of rubber is wedged between the 

detonation plate and the base of the aluminium foot to investigate the blast attenuation 

attributes. The rubber attenuator is introduced in the analytical model as a "bar" component of 

non-linear elastic material, characterised by a hyperelastic material model. 

The one-dimensional stress wave propagation theory relating to linear elastic materials is 

applied to the detonation plate, where the induced stress wave is assumed to propagate as a 

planar stress pulse with a wave velocity of 5152 mls through the mild steel detonation plate, 

until it encounters the first surface of the rubber layer. After reaching the first rubber surface, 

some of the stress is dissipated due to the release of energy as the stress wave travels 

through the thickness of the rubber component. The strain energy potential theory relating to 

the behaviour of hyperelastic materials is therefore employed to estimate the amount of stress 

transmitted by the rubber layer due to the impact loading. Equation 5.14 yields the stress

strain relationship particular to the rubber undergoing compression at a 2500s-1 strain rate. 

The wave speed of rubber is taken to be approximately 1500m/s [62]. Knowing the wave 

velocity of the rubber, the time it takes for the stress wave to transmit through the thickness of 

the rubber layer can be determined. In turn the strain (and therefore the stretch) induced upon 

the rubber in that transmitting time can be calculated. The stretch value is used in Equation 

5.14 to determine the stress transmitted by the layer of rubber. Stress wave propagation along 

the remaining series of aluminium components is once again analysed according to the linear 

elastic theory of stress wave propagation, with the wave velocity of the aluminium being 

5137m/s. 

An important aspect to take note of is the paths along which the stress wave is assumed to 

travel. As for the analyses performed on the impact loading without the rubber layer, the 

stress wave travels along two distinct paths (Path 1 via the calcaneous and Path 2 via the 

metatarsals of the foot model). However, in the situation including the rubber layer, the stress 

wave is assumed to split a second time along each path when the rubber sole is reached. 

Path 1 separates in the heel of the rubber sole, travels along the mid-section of the sole, exits 

through the toe section, transmits along the metatarsals and unites at the bottom surface of 

the hinge component. Path 2 diverts in the toe section of the rubber sole, travels along the 

mid-section of the sole, exits through the heel surface of the rubber sole, transmits trough the 

calcaneous of the foot model and reconnects also at the bottom surface of the hinge. The 

second separation of the stress path is clearly illustrated in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.14. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

5.4.1 Blast loading in the centre of the foot 

Figure 5.9 illustrates the two paths and their respective diversions along which the stress 

wave is expected to travel. The sequence of contact interfaces encountered along these paths 

is also indicated. 

The stress wave induced by the impact loading is expected to travel approximately 661-1s 

along the 297mm of Path 1.1 to reach the strain gauges, and roughly 2081-1s to transmit along 

the 624mm of Path 1.2. The stress wave will travel the 450mm of Path 2.1 in roughly 921-1s 

before reaching the strain gauges, and more or less 170l-ls to propagate along the 453mm of 

Path 2.2. The duration of the stress propagation along Path 1.2 and Path 2.2 differs 

substantially with respect to Path 1.1 and Path 2.1 due to the "detour" of Path 1.2 and Path 

2.2 through the mid-section of the rubber sole. The wave speed of rubber is much lower than 

the wave speed of mild steel or aluminium, increasing the duration of the stress wave 

propagation. As for the previous loading scenarios, it will take a further 1651-1s for the stress 

wave to transmit along the tibia and reflect back to the strain gauges. 

Table 5.3 details the propagation of the stress wave as it encounters the various interfaces 

associated with Path 1.1, Path 1.2, Path 2.1 and Path 2.2. From Table 4.3 and Figure 5.10 it 

is observed that an estimated 2MPa is transmitted through the rubber heel when the stress 

wave follows Path 1.1, inducing a maximum stress of 3716MPa upon the contact surface of 

the calcaneous. It is further noticed that an estimated 0.9MPa is transmitted through the toe 

section of the rubber sole when the stress wave follows Path 2.1, causing the metatarsals to 

experience a maximum stress of 2.3MPa. 

Similar to the analytical results of the loading conditions excluding the rubber sole, the 

distinctive short step-like stress propagation occurring through the interfaces of the ankle 

hinge is clearly noticeable in Figure 5.11. The only difference is that when the rubber sole is 

introduced in the analysis, a second pair of short step-like stress propagations is observed, 

which occurs due to the delayed stress wave transmission along Path 1.2 and Path 2.2. The 

maximum stress experienced by the pin is 9.4MPa and is caused by the stress wave travelling 

along Path 1.1. 

It is found that the tibia feels a maximum stress of 31.9MPa which is induced by the stress 

wave propagating down Path 1.1. However, the maximum average stress transmitted along 

the tibia is 21.3MPa and it peaks between 1901-ls and 2301-ls. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

5.4.2 Blast loading at the heel of the foot 

The propagation paths and their relevant series of contact interfaces along which the stress 

wave is expected to transmit is demonstrated in Figure 5.12. 

The stress wave induced by the impact loading is expected to travel the 216mm of Path 1.1 

in approximately 511-1s before reaching the strain gauges, and the 543mm of Path 1.2 in more 

or less 1921-1s. The stress wave is expected to travel approximately 1081-1s along the 531 mm of 

Path 2.1 to reach the strain gauges, and about 1861-1s to propagate along the 534mm of Path 

2.2. As for the previous loading scenarios, it will take a further 1651-1s for the stress wave to 

transmit along the tibia and reflect back to the strain gauges. 

The results of the stress wave propagation through the range of contact surfaces associated 

with Path 1.1, Path 1.2, Path 2.1 and Path 2.2 are documented in Table 5.4. Table 5.4 and 

Figure 5.13 shows that the stress wave induces the same magnitude of maximum stress in 

the contact surface of the calcaneous (3716MPa) and the metatarsals (2.3MPa) after 1.9MPa 

and 0.94MPa is respectively transmitted through the heel and toe section of the rubber sole 

layer. However, because the impact loading position is at the heel, the stress wave travelling 

along Path 2.1 takes approximately 261-1s longer before transmitting through the metatarsal 

surface. 

Considering the graph shown in Figure 5.14, it is noticed that the stress wave reaches the 

ankle region 571-1s later if travelling via Path 2.1 than Path 1.1. Interesting to note is that the 

stress wave travelling along Path 1.2 and Path 2.2 reaches the ankle region at approximately 

the same time (1681-1s via Path 1.2 and 1621-1s via Path 2.2). This is unlike the results found for 

the centre impact loading condition where the stress wave following Path 1.2 and Path 2.2 

reaches the ankle region at 1841-1s and 1461-1s respectively. Once again, the maximum stress 

induced upon the ankle hinge pin is 9.4MPa. 

A maximum stress of 31.9MPa generated in the tibia by the stress wave propagating along 

Path 1.1, although the maximum average stress felt by the tibia is 21.3MPa which peaks 

between 1761-1s and 2141-1s. 
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5.5 DISCUSSION OF ANAL rrlCAL RESULTS 

5.5.1 Maximum stress 

The maximum stress 8cting on the surfaces of e8ch component is c81culated to be of the 

same magnitude when the centre and heet impact loading conditions are analysed, although 

the time at which the maximum stress is initially experienced by the component differs 

accordir19 to the choice of loadir19 condition. The magnitude of the maximum stress 1S 

therefore onty infiuenced by the pmsence of the rubber sole layer. The results pwvided In 

Table 5.5 indicates that including the rubber sole layer i ~ expected to reduce the maximum 

stress experienced by the calcaneous. ankle hinge pin aoo tibia by approximately 11%. The 

stress acting on the metatarsals is shown to be reduced by 15%. 

Stress (MP~) Stress (MP~) 

component s 

5.5.2 Averagestress 

The strain gauges are placed on the front surface (in the direction of the metatarsals) and 

on the back surface (in the direction of the c8lcaneoos) of the aluminium tube. The strain 

g8uge sign81 obtained from the blast experiments is the average of the stress recorded by the 

two strain gauges, hence the average stress resu~s obtamed from the analytical model is of 

significant importance 
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Table 5.6 provides the magnitude of the maximum av~rage stress propagating along the 

tibia as well as the duration (the ·plateau" duration) of the maximum average stress in the 

tube The average stress ' plateau' duration is easily obselVed in Figure 5.15. The results 

indicate that the presence of the rubber sole is expected 10 reduce the maximum average 

stress in the tibia from 36MPa to 21.3MPa, Which is an attenuation of approximately 41 %. It is 

also noticed that the ·plateau· duration is much shorter for impact loadir.g when the rubber 

sole is included than when the rubber layer is excluded, serving as an irldication of the 

expected shape of the graphs obtained for the experimental and numerical stress-time results 

The stress-time graph for the blast loadir.g without the rubber sale is therefore expected to be 

of a more elongated shape, whereas the stress-time graph for the blast loading with the 

rubber is expected to ha~e a shorter more definite peak in maximum stress 

Impact loading condition Avg Stress (MPa) Start - Finish 0( "plateau" (duration) 

Excluding 
Centro impact 

" 
70j.Js - 218j.Js (148ps) 

rubber sale Heel impact eo", 202j.Js (116j.Js) 

Including 
Centre impact 

21.26 
193j.Js 230/!s (37j.Js) 

rubber sale Heel impact 177j.JS 214/!s (37j.Js) 

Table 5.6 Table detailing the maximum av .. r~ge stress tr~n ~ mltted 1M the tlbl~ . . .. 
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F~ur .. 5.15 - Graph showing the average stress "plateau" experienced by the tibia during the 

four loading conditions, also the time at which the stress reaches the strain gauges In the tibia 

Although the strain gauges will only start to record stress vailles from approximately 38~s 

onwards arld therefore not the stress experienced by the rubber sole surfaces, calcaneous or 

metatarsals. it is of interest to note from Table 5.7 and Figure 5.16 that the introduction of a 

rubber sole is expected to red lICe the maximum average stress experienced by the 

calcaneous by approximately 54% 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

Chapter 6 - Numerical Foot-Ankle Model 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Finite Element Method is an approximate numerical technique used to determine the 

solution of a physical system. The physical system is described by an underlying 

mathematical governing equation to which physical properties, geometry, loading and 

boundary conditions are assigned. The governing equation is solved in order to obtain the 

desired results. Finite element modelling has become a powerful tool in the investigation and 

understanding of both static and dynamic problems, as intricate details of the physical system 

can be studied, which is generally difficult to do by performing practical experimentation only. 

The finite element software package used to perform the numerical analyses of the 

experimental blast tests is ABAQUS [63]. A finite element model of each of the two 

experimental test setups is constructed, the first model with the rubber sole excluded and the 

second model with the rubber sole included in the test setup. The various loading conditions 

are then simulated according to the experiments performed in the blast test schedule 

(provided in Section 5.6.1). 

This chapter details the construction of the numerical model of the horizontal ballistic 

pendulum and foot model test setup. It will be noted that in order to minimise the runtime and 

size of the simulations, the whole ballistic pendulum is not modelled, but only the detonation 

plate and the Teflon alignment bushes. Applying the correct boundary conditions to the 

detonation plate and alignment bushes inherently reproduces the behaviour of the pendulum. 

The interactions between the parts and the material properties relevant to the components 

used in the test setup is provided, with special attention being given to the material model 

used to simulate the behaviour of the rubber sole. 

Finally the results retrieved from the finite element simulations carried out for each loading 

condition, where the rubber sole is excluded and included, is presented and discussed. 
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6.2 DESIGN AND MESHING OF THE INDIVIDUAL PARTS 

6.2.1 Assembly of the numerical model 

Table 6.1 lists the parts and their sub-components that the numerical model consists of. 

along with the relevant material properties Figure 6.1 shows views of the two finite element 

models used in the ABAOUS simulations of the experimental blast tests 

Numerical mod~1 pari Model component Material 

Foot '00' Soi<d Aluminium 

An< ie BoUom hinge compOM:nt Solid Alurr.nium 

Top hinge component Soiid Aluminium 

Hing8 pin Solid Alummium 

Hing" pin bush Brass 

Inner T "fIon l;usi1es Tef/on 

Tibia TibiJ 60133-T6 Aluminium lube 

TibiJ connocting pin Steel 

A i gnment bush Alignment biJ.'h T6ilon 

Boot sole Bool sole Rubber 

Detonation plate Detonation plate Mild steel 

Tabte 6.1 Tabte of components COmpr15lng the numerical model 

, 

Figur. 6.1 _ Au.mbty of th. two num .. rical mod .. ls 
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6.2.2 Foot 

The numericsl model of the foot is ad<lpted from the physical foot component used in the 

blast testing . There are two differefICes between the experimental and the finite element fool 

component ' 

• In the experimentsl model the edges of the metatarsal <Ire are chamfered. The edges 

of the numerical foot model are not chamfered in order to simplify meshing of the 

component 

• The four holes for the four screws fixi"9 the bottom component of the hinge to the fool 

are omitted from the numerical model of the foot, although the surfaces of where the 

holes would h<Jve been are identified in the numerical model 

Figure 6.2(a - b) shows how the numerical foot model is partitioned in order to achieve the 

desired mesh which contains a total of 8186 C3D8R and C3D6 elements. 

, 
f--, , 

(a) Top cf foot (b) Bottom oI' foot 

Ie) Top 01' fOOl m.,hed Id) Botton; 01 1M! meM'ted 

Figur,. 6.2 - D,.,igl'l 01 th,. loot 

6.2.3 Ankle 

Figure 6.4 shows that the finite element model of the ankle consists of three primary 

components; the bottom and top sections of the hinge and the hinge pin The brass bush is 

included in the oottom and top part models as a section to which the material properties of 

t:>rass is assigned Incorporation of the two Teflon spacers in the model of the top part of the 

hinge is also done by giving the malerisl properties of Teflon 10 the two specifically assigned 

sections. The inclusion of the brass bushes and the Tenon spacers are shown in Fig ure 6.3. 
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InvQ.O;!ig~ling Ihe U.,", " ",bOOr In ~enu~le I"" elf",,! of bias! !oOO app~.d 10 a sutmg.Ole lower log 

(b) Bras" ttu.h in Top hinge (0) Tefton bu>h in Top hinge 

Figure 5.3 - Inclusion of the sub-components in the numerical model of the an~le parts 

PartitionirJg of these three parts to obtai n the optimum element mesh is shown in Figure 

6.4(a -I). The bottom part of the hinge consists of g0882 C3D8R elements. the top part of the 

hinge has a total of 7283 C3D8R and C3D4 elements. and the pin has 5832 C3D8R elements 

-

• , 1 
. \ . 

(") Banom "ecMn afth e h "~ 

(d) I\onocn t"i t>;je sec, on ,,;;;;;; (e) Too t"inge .ectioo me>h ed 

Figure S.4 - Design of the ankle 
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6.2.4 Tibia 

The numerical model of the tube and the pin connecting the tube to the hinge is the same 

as the physical parts. The tube is meshed to contain 22256 C3D8R elements and the pin 

1920 C3D8R elements. 

I') Tiboa 

(e) Tibi. me>hed 

Figure 6.5- Design of the tibia 

6.2.5 Blast pendulum alignment bushes 

Ib) Pin coonecting tibia to the top 

,ecl>on of the hinge 

The bushes employed in the blast pendulum rig to guide the movement of the physica l fool 

model are also included In the numerica l model The numerical model of the alignmenl bushes 

is partitioned in order to obtain the mesh containing 1480 C3D8R elements as shown in 

Figure 6.6, 

, 
,1-, 

(0) AlgI'Hll{!n( bus~ 

.--...: -. • • , : 
• ... "' 

Figure 6.6 _ Design oft~e bushes aligning t~e tibia in t~e ballistic pendulum rig 
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InvestirJ8I.i"fJ the lise 0( fl/brer to 811e nll8ie the effect of bl8s1 !oM ,'Wlied 10 ~ surrogate lower leg 

6.2.6 Bootsole 

The physical boot sole used in the blast tests is cut according to the profile of the top view of 

the foot but is not moulded or machined to have a specific shape when viewed from the side. 

Two different configuratfons for the design and placement of the numerical rubber sole model 

were therefore considered. as the precise shape and contact conditions between the foot, sole 

and detonation plate is not known. 

Initialty the first configuratfon (shown in Figure 6,7(a» was used in the numerical model, but 

inadequate numerical results were obtained as the simulation showed that negligible stress 

were transmitted through the rubber contact surfaces Using the second configuration (Figure 

(} .7(b» resulted in more realistic stress transmission through the rubber contact surfaces. The 

comparison between the stress results obtained for when the first and second rubber sole 

configurations are used is presented in Section 6.10,1 1 in Figure 6 18 and Figure 6 19 

, 
,-l 

FI .. """'· .. . 
oj .... , ,~ . .. "o th. • ..-1",,,,,,,,,,,,, 

, 
-l 

(0) RutJl::.er Ix>ot sole coof9J'.tloo 1 

R"""",.010 ,h>p.d."" 
00 • ...," .m"", to ." .... ,""""' .. ,. , .. , ~ 
"",nO',.,,,, ''''ing ,;,;:~ • • ,,, ''',J 

1/",, ' 

(b) Rubbor boot so~ con1\guration 2 

Figure 6.7 - Design and positioning of thft rubber boot SOIQ 

The numerical model of the rubber sole is displayed in Figure 6,8 and consists of 9160 

C3D8R elements, It must be noted that the finite element model is not an exact representation 

of the rubber sole utilised in the blast tests . The experimental sole is made of the rubber layer 

from a standard army combat boot sole which was separated from the rest of the boot and cut 

according to the desired shape Shallow grooves are present underneath the sole, the 

thickness of the rubber layer is not constant and the curve of the sole (viewed from the side) is 

not specificalty defined The bottom surface of the numerical model of the sale however has 

Cm,pter 6· Numerk;al Foot·Ankle Model 
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Invos/igating tho use of rubOOr to allenuat" U .. " If 0<1 of bI~s! I=d ~pp""d 10 ~ surmg&(~ klwor lag 

no grooves, the thickness of the layet is a constant 9mm and the sole has a defined curved 

shape when viewed from the side, Also, the heei section in the finite element model is a solid 

piece, whereas the heel in the experimental sole coosists of a smaller second layer of rubb€r 

glued onto the top rubb€r layer, 

, 

J--
(0) Boot . c ", 

(b) Boot sol~ m~she<t 

Figure 6.8 _ Design of the rubber boot sole 

6.2.7 Detonation plate 

The detonation plate is modelled according the plate used during the biast tests, The finite 

element model consists of a total of 7780 C3D8R elements, 

, 

J 
(» Detonatk>n plat~ (b) Detonaticn pI.t~ m~.hed 

Figure 6.9 - Design of the detonation plate 
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6.3 ELEMENTS USED TO CONSTRUCT THE NUMERICAL MODEL 

Stress/displacement solid (continuum) elements in ABAQUS and large deformations are 

expected[64] 

• C308R (HEXAHEDRAL) 

Hexahedral 
"brick" element 

.1 " order 8·node linear brick element, reduced integration with 

hourglass control 

.1 "" order hexahedral solid elements provide constant volumetric strain 

throughout the element. which ultimately prevents "mesh locking" 

when the material response reaches an almost incompressible state. 

• Reduced integration essentially employs a lower-order integration to 

construct the element stiffness. Using reduced integration also 

reduces the running time to complete the numerical analysis. 

• Hourglassing is generally a problem encountered in 

stress/displacement analyses when 1" order red uced Pntegration 

elements are used. The elements have a singular inlegration poml. 

making il possible for lhe elements 10 distort in such a way that the 

strains calculated al that point are all zero. which in turn may result in 

the uncontrolled distortion of the mesh. Although hourglass control is 

included in the 1" order reduced integration elements, these elements 

should preferably be employed in a sufficiently fine mesh 

Figure 6.1 0 - IIluslralion of tha Slructura of a h&xah .. dral ("brick") element [65] 

• C30G 

Triangular 
"prism" element 

L(i3l 

(TRIANGULAR! 

• 1" order 6-node linear triangular prism element 

• The use of I"" order triangular solid elements are generally not 

recommended in stress analysis simulations as the tetrahedral solid 

elements are excessively stiff and display slow convergence. The 

incorporation of tetrahedral elements could however not be avoided in 

the present numerical model. As such, the mesh was refined to a 

considerable e><lent in order to achieve satisfactory resu Its. 

Figure 6.11 -Illustration of the structure of a Iriangular ("wadga"') alament [65] 
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6.4 MA TERIAL PROPERTIES 

Each of the parts in the model is assigned material properties corresponding to those of the 

parts used in the experimental foot model. The effect of the blast event did not induce 

plasticity in any of the parts during the experiments, therefore a plasticity model such as the 

Johnson-Cook model is not included in any of the material models employed in the finite 

element representation of the foot and rubber sole. 

The material properties used to construct the various material models are given in Table 

6.2. The Young's modulus, density and Poisson's ratio of all the materials except the rubber 

were either taken from a material catalogue or experimentally determined. The material model 

for rubber is however constructed by using stress-strain data obtained from SHPB tests, 

density which is calculated and a Poisson's ratio which is determined by trial and error. 

Material Property Value Reference 

Mild steel Young's Modulus, E (GPa) 207 [66J 

Density, p (kg/m;$) 7800 [66J 

Poisson's ratio, v 0.3 [66J 

SOS3-TS Aluminium tube Young's Modulus, E (GPa) 68.9 [66J 

Density, p (kg/m3
) 2700 [66J 

Poisson's ratio, v 0.33 [66J 

Solid Aluminium Young's Modulus, E (GPa) 71.5 Found experimentally 

Density, p (kg/m3
) 2709.7 Found experimentally 

Poisson's ratio, v 0.33 [66J 

Brass tube Young's Modulus, E (GPa) 115 [66J 

Density, p (kg/m;$) 8750 [66J 

Poisson's ratio, v 0.3 [66J 

Teflon Young's Modulus, E (GPa) 0.46 [66J 

Density, p (kg/m3
) 2160 [66J 

Poisson's ratio, v 0.46 [66J 

Rubber Stress vs. Strain data Table A.1 SHPB test data 

Density, p (kg/m3
) 1200 Found experimentally 

Poisson's ratio, v 0.495 [60J 

Table 6.2 - Table of material properties used In the finite element model 
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6.4.1 Construction of the rubber material model 

A hyperelastic material is an ideally elastic material which possesses isotropic (orientation 

of molecules is initially random) and nonlinear material properties. Hyperelasticity is valid for 

the modelling of elastomeric materials such as rubber, which demonstrates instantaneous 

elastic response up to large strains[60]. 

Hyperelastic materials derives from a strain energy potential, U(&). The strain energy 

potential relates the strain energy stored in the elastic material per unit volume (and therefore 

the stress-strain relationship) to the three strain components at that particular point in the 

material, disregarding factors such as the deformation history, heat dissipation and stress 

relaxation[60]. In order to employ any of the strain energy potentials available in ABAQUS, the 

relevant material constants or experimental test data need to be assigned to the particular 

strain energy potential model. Seeing that none of the material parameters are known, the 

stress-strain data obtained from the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar uniaxial compression tests 

performed on the rubber specimens are used to generate the rubber material model. 

Essentially, the SHPB tests are reproduced in ABAQUS in order to validate the rubber 

material model which is eventually utilised. An axisymmetric finite element model of the rubber 

specimen is wedged between two rigid surfaces representing the magnesium pressure bar 

surfaces in contact with the front and rear surfaces of the specimen. The velocity applied to 

the top surface will produce the same rate of axial compression experienced by the specimen 

during the dynamic testing. Afterwards the stress-strain curves from the numerical analysis 

are compared to those obtained from the SHPB tests. The rubber material model is validated 

for strain rates of 1750s-1
, 2200s-1 and 2500s-1

. 

ABAQUS is prompted to evaluate the experimental test data provided in order to determine 

the most favourable form(s) of strain energy potential to be used. The strain energy potentials 

revealed to be most suitable for the application include the Marlow, the Yeoh, the Mooney

Rivlin, the Ogden and the Polynomial form. 

• The Marlow strain energy potential is given by[60]: 

U = U dev (~ ) + U vol (J el ) 
Eq.6.1 

The deviatoric part of the strain energy potential is defined by assigning either planar, 

uniaxial or equibiaxial material test data. The volumetric part is defined by assigning a 

Poisson's ratio to the material, by defining the volumetric test data, or by providing the lateral 

strains together with the planar, uniaxial or equibiaxial material test data. 
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• The Mooney-Rivlin form is defined by a polynomial strain energy function[60]: 

The initial shear modulus of the material is defined by 1'0 = 2( CIO + COl) . 

The bulk modulus of the material is defined by Ko = ~. 
DI 

• The polynomial strain energy potential is given by[60]: 

The initial shear modulus of the material is defined by 1'0 = 2( CIO + COl) . 

The bulk modulus of the material is defined by Ko = ~ . 
DI 

• The Yeoh form is a type of reduced polynomial strain energy potential[60]: 

- - 2 - 3 
U = CIOUI - 3) + C20 U I -3) + C30 U I -3) 

12 1 4 1 6 +-(J -1) +-(J -1) +-(J -1) D el D el D el 
I 2 3 

The initial shear modulus of the material is defined by 1'0 = 2.CIO • 

The bulk modulus of the material is defined by Ko = ~. 
DI 

• The form of the Ogden strain energy potential is defined by[60]: 

N 

The initial shear modulus of the material is defined by 1'0 = L I'i . 
i=1 

The bulk modulus of the material is defined by Ko = ~. 
DI 
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Eq.6.5 
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The definitions of the symbols used in the formulation of the strain energy potential 

equations are listed below[60]: 

U = strain energy per unit of reference volume 

Udev = deviatoric part of the strain energy potential 

Uvo1 = volumetric part of the strain energy potential 

II = first deviatoric strain invariant, which is defined as II = 1( + Ii + X; 

12 = second deviatoric strain invariant, which is given by 12 = ;:;<-2) + ~-2) + ~-2) 

A.i = principle stretches, given by I; = J-X .A.i 

J = total volume ratio 

Jel = elastic volume ratio, which relates the total volume ratio J to thermal volume ratio Jth 

Eth = linear thermal expansion strain 

= temperature dependent material parameters 

N = material parameter 

The five different strain energy potentials provided in the ABAQUS material package are 

employed in the rubber material model to be investigated and compared. Figure 6.12 displays 

the difference in behaviour of the rubber specimen under compression when the rubber 

material model incorporates each of the five strain energy potentials. 

The red curve in Figure 6.12 depicts the true stress-strain data taken from the SHPB tests 

performed on the rubber specimens. The black curve in Figure 6.12 represents the trendline 

plotted through the experimental stress-strain curve. The stress-strain data taken from the 

trendline curve is input into the ABAQUS rubber material model with the intention of obtaining 

a similar stress-strain curve from the numerical analysis of the compression procedure. 

It is observed from Figure 6.12 that employing the Mooney-Rivlin and Yeoh strain energy 

potentials in the rubber material model produces stress-strain curves that differ significantly 

from the experimental stress-strain curve, while the stress-strain data generated by employing 
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the Marlow, Ogden (with n=3) and polynomial (with n=2) strain energy potentials displays a 

cklser relation to the experimental rubber material data 

. ,--------
FEM volidation of stress vs .• trnin datn for rubber 

• 
TrlMOn. ,oo,lion 

; " yo J21 ,14.' .• :;:r,01x' + &J.4.4, . O ,06J~ 
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Figure 6.12 - Comparison of various rubber material model" used in the numerical analysis 

Thus far a Poisson's ratio of OA9S is used while investigating the response provided by 

using the various strain energy potentials in the rubber material model. A Poisson's ratio of 

OA95 is the upper limit suggested by the ABAQUS documentation manual. Although it is 

generally advised to use a lower POisson's ratio in the region of 0.47, if the rubber material is 

highly confined between stiff metal surfaces and only a small surface area of the rubber is 

unconstrained. using a low Poisson's ration will generate inaccurate resuits[60]. However, 

accOlding to the ABAQUS documentation manual, it is possible that in such a confined case 

where the rubber is subjected to high compression. using a high Poisson·s ratio may also not 

Pfovide accurate resul!s[50]. As su~h, even though the validation of the ~ompression stress· 

strain results gi~en in Figure 6,12 is taken to be good, the stress results obtained during the 

simulations of the blast loading may not be accurate. 

The effect of using a low (v = 0.46) and high (V" 0.495) POisson·s ratio in the rubber 

material model is investigated in Section 6 10.12 
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6.5 INTERACTIONS BETWEEN PARTS IN THE ASSEMBL Y 

Frictional properties between the various materials need to be simulated to ensure correct 

interaction between the individual parts of the assembly. A "penalty" friction formulation is 

used to imitate the tangential behaviour of the materials and the frictional coefficients are 

given in Table 6.3. Pressure over-closure in the normal direction between all parts is 

simulated in ABAQUS by a "hard" contact function while allowing separation of the surfaces 

after contact. The "hard" contact formulation minimises the penetration of the nodes of the two 

surfaces in contact. 

In the experimental model the rubber sole is glued onto the bottom surface of the 

metatarsals and the calcaneous, therefore a similar fixture has to be simulated in the 

numerical model. A "rough" friction formulation is aSSigned to simulate the tangential 

behaviour between the rubber and aluminium surfaces in contact, together with a "hard" 

contact function in the normal direction allowing no separation of the surfaces after contact. 

Combining these tangential and normal behaviour specifications ensures that no relative 

motion of the surfaces will occur. 

Tangential frictional 
Material 1 Material 2 coefficient 

Aluminium Aluminium 0.9 

Aluminium Steel 0.47 

Aluminium Brass 0.4 

Aluminium Teflon 0.1 

Steel Rubber 0.2 

Table 6.3 - Table listmg friction coeffiCients between materials used m the foot model [67] 

It is stated previously that the four holes for the four screws fixing the bottom hinge 

component to the foot is excluded from the numerical model, meaning the four screws are not 

modelled either. However, in the finite element model, the surfaces where the four holes are in 

the experimental model are identified in the top surface of the foot as well as the bottom 

surface of the bottom hinge component. A "tie" constraint is assigned to each of the surface 

pairs, which ties the nodes of the two selected surfaces. This procedure simulates the effect of 

having the foot and bottom part of the hinge fixed by four screws. 
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6.6 BOUNDARYCONDJnONS 

Instead of constructing the entire horizontal ballistic pendulum. only the detonation plate and 

the Teflon alignment bushes are included in the finite element model of the test setup. In 

dOing so. the runtime and size of the simulations are minimized. Although a simplified setup 

now represents the ballistIC pendulum. the inherent behaviour of the pendulum is still 

maintall1ed by assigning the correct boundary conditions. 

Two sets of boundary conditions are employed in the numerical simulation of the blast 

event. as illustrated in Figure 6.13. Firstly. the Teflon bushes from the rig are encastred 

(allowing no translation or rotation of the bushes) m order to guide the movement of the tibia 

Secondly. a displacemenUrotation boundary condition is app~ed to the detonation plate. 

allOWing translation only along the tibia axis and no rotation is permitted . 

bI .. t 1""0 

pI.t. 

• _~ doton,tlon pI.t. i. only oIlow.d 
tro n.lotion in tho J <Sirocbon . 00 
Iny rot.tlon M ~ohillhd 

Figure 6.13 - Boundary conditions and load application 

6.7 LOAD APPLICATION 

The impact resulting from the detonation of the explosives is applied to the total area of the 

bottom surface of the detonation plate (as shown in Figure 6.13) in the form of a pressure 

pulse The load is defined as a square pressure pulse (see Figure 6.14) which is applied 

", 

If 1 " , 
" • , , " 

81 •• t bod ooplleotton ------, exponentially over the bottom sur/ace of the detonation 

" 
" 

plate. The duration over which the square pulse is 

applied is taken to be equal to the burn duration of the 

ptast>c explosives. The burn duration is calculated in 

Section 5.5 2 to be approximately 1 22,lLS. 

Figure 6.14 - Graph showing applied pressure vs time 
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The peak pressure is applied in the centre of the plate which decays exponentially towards 

the edges of the detonation plate (explained in Figure 6 15) . The peak pressure is calculated 

according to the magnrtude of the impulse transmitted by the specifIC blast loading condition 

being simulated 

The load application is assigned by a user-defined subroutine written for each of the loading 

conditions. The peak pressure is assigned to act in the centre of the detonation plate for the 

blast loading applied in the centre of the foot model. The peak pressure of the decaying load 

is assigned to act at an offset which is axially in line With the calcaneous of the foot model for 

the blast loading applied at the heel. 

Exponentl.lly d.cIOylng 
lo~d 'pplic"!i"" " ,-,-_ _ -"C ___ ~_---, 

o~~____=:;_~-~ 
""" .., '" '" 100 

__ --"Radius (mm) 

Figure 6.15 _ Gr~ph showing th" "xponentially d"caying blast load 

6.8 H,STORY OUTPUT 

In order to compare the results obta ined from the experimental blast tests to the results 

obtained from the finile element simulations, a consistent feature needs to be used In the 

experimental test setup. a pair of strain gauges are placed 80mm above the base of the 

aluminium tube which records the strain experienced in that region of the tube. The strain 

signal recorded by the stram gauges during every blast test is then converted to provide Ihe 

stress-time results. Hence it is decided to select elements in the numerical model of the 

aluminium tube which correspond to the position of the strain gauges in the experimental 

setup. The elements selected in the tube are hereon referred to as the "strain gauge" 

elements. In the course of the numerical simulation, the "strain gauge' elements are 

requesled to record the slress experienced in them at each interval, therefore generating a 

stress signal which can be compared to the slress signal oblained from Ihe experimental blast 

tests. 

Ch~plt!r 6 - Num',,1CtJi fOOl-M/o:I . /,f(J(k! ". 
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6.9 RESULTS FROM THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF BLAST LOADING PERFORMED, 

EXCLUDING THE RUBBER SOLE 

This section of the report contains the stress-time results obtained from the finite element 

analyses performed to simulate the blast loading conditions where the rubber sole was not 

included in the test setup. 

6.9.1 Blast loading in the centre of the foot model 

The stress results obtained from the numerical analyses performed to simulate blast loading 

in the centre of the foot model are shown in Figure 6.16. The impulse applied to the centre of 

the detonation plate in the numerical simulation is taken from the experimental data (provided 

in Section 3.6.1) and relates to the detonation load as follows: 

• 5+1g PE4 

• 6+1g PE4 

• 7+1g PE4 

7.6Ns impulse 

8.9Ns impulse 

8.9Ns impulse 

Simulation of the 5+1g explosives load applied to the centre of the detonation plate 

indicates a maximum stress of 26.23MPa to be experienced by the "strain gauge" elements in 

the tibia. The impulse used to simulate the detonation of both 6+1g and 7+1g explosives is 

roughly 1.2Ns higher than the impulse used to simulate the detonation of 5+1g explosives, 

which is clearly observed in the results given in Figure 6.16. The results show that a maximum 

stress of 30.50MPa and 31.25MPa is induced in the "strain gauge" elements for the 6+1 g and 

7 + 1 g numerical simulation respectively. 

It is noticed in Figure 6.16 that the finite element simulation produced multiple peaks in the 

compressive stress wave passing through the "strain gauge" elements. As briefly discussed in 

Section 5.6.3.1 pertaining the experimental results of blast loading in the centre without the 

rubber sole, the multiple peaks in the stress curve may be due to cyclic stress caused by the 

flexion of the foot during the blast event. This phenomenon is discussed in more detail in 

Section 7.2.1.2 of this thesis. 

6.9.2 Blast loading at the heel of the foot model 

Figure 6.17 presents the stress-time results retrieved from the finite element analyses 

performed to simulate blast loading of 5+1g PE4 at the heel of the foot model. The impulse 

applied axially in line with the heel of the numerical model of the foot surrogate is 7.8Ns. The 

maximum stress recorded in the "strain gauge" elements is seen in Figure 6.17 to be 

39.36MPa. 
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6.10 RESUL TS FROM THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF BLAST LOADING PERFORMED, 

INCLUDING THE RUBBER SOLE 

This section of the report contains the stress-time results retrieved from the finite element 

simulations executed for the different blast loading conditions relevant to the blast tests 

performed where the rubber sole is included in the test setup. Firstly the aspects taken into 

account during the construction of the rubber material model and the effect of those 

parameters on the outcome of the finite element results are discussed. After the rubber 

material model is established, the eventual finite element results of the various blast loading 

conditions are examined. 

6. 10. 1 Preparation of the rubber material model 

It is concluded in Section 6.4.1 that the material characteristics resulting in the most 

favourable rubber material model includes using the determined density of 1200kg/m3
, a 

Poisson's ratio of 0.495 and employing the Ogden (n=3) or polynomial (n=2) strain energy 

potentials for a strain rate of 2500s·1
. As such, the rubber material model used to model the 

rubber sole is initially constructed by employing the main characteristics mentioned above. 

The results obtained by altering the parameters investigated in this part of the report are 

therefore all compared to the results obtained by using the rubber material model initially 

decided upon in Section 6.4.1. 

6. 10. 1. 1 Rubber sole configuration 1 vs. configuration 2 

As explained in Section 6.2.6, the exact shape (viewed from the side) of the rubber sole 

used during the experimental blast tests is not defined, because the rubber sole is not shaped 

by any moulding or machining technique. Therefore, different shapes representing the rubber 

sole in the finite element model is initially tried out in order to examine the stress response 

provided by each of the models. The two models with most varying shape (shown in Figure 

6.7 (a) & (b)) yielded the most varying stress-time results, which are presented in Figure 6.18. 

The numerical results obtained using these two different rubber sole configurations is 

compared to the experimental results obtained for the same loading condition in Figure 6.19. 

From Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 it is clearly noticed that the final configuration leads to the 

optimum stress transmission, whereas the initial configuration of the rubber sole yielded 

negligible stress transmission. 
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Figure 6.19 - Graph comparing the FEM results obtained when using the two rubber sole 

configurations to the experimental results obtained when detonllling 5+1g explosives in the 

centre of the foot model 
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6,10,1,2 Effect of varying the Poisson's ratio of the rubber maten'a! model 

Most solid rubber-like materials ha~e very little compressibility compared to thei r shear 

fiexibility, which implies that modelling the rubber as an incompressibie moterial would leod to 

the most fa~ourable results. However, in ABAQUSIExplicit if the rubber material is highly 

confined (as in this particular case), it is not possible to assume full incompressibility because 

the program has no meanS of forcing such a constraint at each material calculation point[60J_ 

Therefore enough compressibility must be provided for the ABAQUS code to work, which may 

meon that the bulk behaviour of the rubber material is softer thsn thot of the actual rubber 

material. 

Solid rubber-tike materials have Poisson's ratios varying between 0.490 and 0_497, but an 

upper limit of Poisson's ratio of 0.495 is suggested by the ABAQUS documentotion, oS the 

use of excessively smoll time increments is required[60] tt is unfortunately possible in the 

case where the rubber is in contact with stiff metal ports and has a small omount of free 

space. that USing ABAQUS/Explicit will not yietd accurate results[60J 

It is observed from Figure 6,20 that providing more compressibility (v'" 0.46) resulted in 

much less accurate resutts than when the suggested upper timit of v= 0.495 is used , 

However, eVen using such a high Poisson's ratio of 0.495 does not yield sufficient results to 

accurately reproduce the experimental results 
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Figure 6_20 _ Graph showing the effect of varying the Poisson's ratio of the rubber 
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6.10.1.3 Effect of employing various strain rale data in file rubber material model 

The material characterisation of the rubber used in the experimental blast test setup IS 

explamed and discussed in Section 5.3.2 of this report The material characterisation involved 

exposing the rubber specimens to a range of dynamic strain rates employing the compression 

Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar. The strain rates anatysed in Section 5.3.2 for the rubber 

specimen in compression are 175Os", 2200s" and 2500s" 

It is initially assumed that employing the stress-strain data from the higher strain rate in the 

rubber material model wOLlid provide the most favourable finite element anatysis results. 

However, it is deCided to inspect the finrte element results obtained by using stress-strain data 

from strain rates of 1750s" , 2200s" and 2700s" as well, and the results are presented in 

Figure 6.21 AlthOllgh stress-strain test data for a strain rate of 2700s" does not exist, the 

stress-strain test data obtained for the strain rates of 175Os'" 2200s·1 and 2500s·1 was 

extrapolated in order to generate hypothetical stress-strain data for rubber subjected to a 

strain rate of 2700s" . 

The results in Figure 6.21 indicates that using the lower strain rate (1750s") data results in 

a negligible amount of stress to be transmitted through the rubber layer, whereas using the 

higher strain rate (hypothetical 27005") data yields the most appropriate stress transmiSSion 

Comparing the maximum stress recorded by the 'stram gauge" elements, u ~i ng a higher strain 

rate of 2700s" than the original 2500s" proves to provide the most favourable results when 

compared to the experimental stress results 
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Figure 6.21 - Graph showing the effect of using different st ... in ... te data in the rubber modal 
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6.10.1.4 Employing different strain energy potentials in the construction of the rubber 

material model 

As explained in Section 6.4.1 of this thesis, the hyperelastic behaviour of the rubber material 

is modelled by employing some form of strain energy potential. It is subsequently revealed the 

Ogden (with n=3) and the polynomial (with n=2) strain energy potentials to provide the 

optimum results in the finite element analyses. Each of the strain energy potentials discussed 

in Section 6.4.1 are employed in the rubber material model and the results are compared. The 

stress-time results obtained from the numerical analysis of blast loading applied in the centre 

of the foot is shown in Figure 6.22 and the results for blast loading applied axially in line with 

the heel is shown in Figure 6.23. 

The results from the finite element simulations indicates that the Ogden (with n=3) and 

polynomial (with n=2) strain energy potentials yield the most favourable stress-time results. 

The results from the finite element simulations of the different impact loading conditions also 

indicate (as noticed in Section 6.4.1) that employing the Ogden (with n=3) and polynomial 

(with n=2) strain energy potentials arrive at essentially the same stress-time results. 

Figure 6.22 shows that the numerical analyses for blast loading in the centre of the foot 

using the Ogden and polynomial functions do not accomplish the same maximum stresses as 

recorded during the experimental blast tests. 

However, it is seen in Figure 6.23 that the numerical results for the maximum stress 

obtained during the analyses of blast loading applied at the heel of the foot employing the 

Ogden and polynomial functions shows very good correlation to the maximum stress recorded 

during the experimental blast tests. The results obtained by using the hypothetical stress

strain data of the 2700s-1 strain rate during the numerical analysis of blast loading applied at 

the heel is also included in Figure 6.23. The enhanced stress transmission through the rubber 

layer is observed in the quicker rise in the stress curve in order to reach the peak in the stress 

curve, as well as the higher maximum stress recorded by the "strain gauge" elements. 

The difference in maximum stress experienced by the aluminium tube is discussed in more 

detail in Section 7.3. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

6.10.2Blast loading in the centre of the foot 

The results obtained from the finite element analyses performed to simulate the blast 

loading in the centre of the foot with the rubber sole included in the test setup is presented in 

Figure 6.24. The various impulses applied to the detonation plate in the numerical model are 

once again taken from the experimental data provided in Section 3.6.1, and relate to the 

relevant explosive loading as follows: 

• 5+1g PE4 

• 6+1g PE4 

• 7+1g PE4 

7.5Ns impulse 

8.7Ns impulse 

9.1 Ns impulse 

The stress-time results shown in Figure 6.24 indicate the occurrence of two compressive 

stress waves passing through the "strain gauge" elements in short succession. The shape of 

the second compressive stress wave carries a distinct resemblance to the shape of the stress 

wave obtained during the numerical simulation of the blast loading in the centre of the foot 

model with the rubber sole excluded from the test setup. The origin of these two compressive 

stress waves is examined later in Section 7.3.1.2, and only the peak stress values are 

investigated for now. 

During the first compressive stress wave passing through the "strain gauge" elements, a 

maximum stress of 0.51 MPa, 0.46MPa and 0.44MPa is observed for blast loading using 5+1g, 

6+1g and 7+1g explosives respectively. 

The maximum stress which occurs during the second compressive stress wave passing 

through the "strain gauge" elements is recorded to be 2.11 MPa, 2.31 MPa and 2.49MPa for 

the blast loading using 5+1g, 6+1g and 7+1g explosives respectively. 

6.10.3Blast loading at the heel of the foot model 

Figure 6.25 presents the results obtained from the finite element analyses executed to 

simulate the blast loading applied in line with the heel of the foot mode with the rubber sole 

included in the test setup. The impulse applied in the numerical model to simulate the 5+1g 

PE4 detonating at the heel is taken to be 7.6Ns and 8.5Ns to simulate 7+1g PE4 detonating at 

the heel. The maximum stress experienced by the "strain gauge" elements in the tibia for blast 

loading using 5+1g explosives is observed to be 7.09MPa and 8.02MPa for blast loading 

using 7+1g explosives. 
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6.11 COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT BLAST LOADIIIG POSmONS 

6.11.1Simulation of blast loading performed exc:luding the rubber sole 

The stress-time results obtained from the numerical simulations of blast loading in the 

cenlre of the foot model and blast loading at the heel of the foot model when the rubber sale is 

excluded, is compared in Figure 6,26. As blast loading at lhe heel is only performed using 

5+1g exploSives, the results with respect to impact loading position is only compared using the 

results relating to the 5+1g simulations, According to the finite element simulations. applying 

blast loading at the heel of the foot results in a 50% increase in stress recorded by the "strain 

gauge" elements selected in the lower region of the atuminium tUbe_ The time delay in the 

onset of reaching the peak stress, which is noticed between the heel and centre blaslloading, 

is observed to be approximately 150>,s 
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Figur. 6.26 - Graph comparing the FEM results for blast loading in the centre and at the heel of 
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6.11.2Simulation of blast loading performed inGluding the rubber sole 

A comparison of the results obtained from the finite element ~nalyses performed to 

simulate the blast loading applied in the centre of the foot and at the heel of the fool when the 

rubber sole is included in the test setup, ~ presented in Figure 6.27_ The numerical simulation 

stress-time results indicate that blast loading at the heel increases the maximum stress 

recorded by the "strain g~uge' elements by 236% for the 5+1g explosive loading condition, 

and by 222'", for the 7+1g loading condition, The percentage increase in stress is calculated 

by using the maximum stress value of the second peak occurring during the blast loading in 

the centre of the foot model. 

The time delay is obse ..... ed to be approximately 50.lls between the onset of reaching the 

maximum stress for the heel blast and the onset of reaching the ~rst compressive maximum 

stress for the centre blast. A time delay of roughly 3oo.llS is obse ..... ed to exist between the 

onset of reaching the maximum stress for the heel blast and the onset of reaching the second 

compressive peak stress for the centre blast loading condition 
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Figure 6,27 _ Graph comparing the FEM results foe blast loading in the centre and at the heel of 

the foot mOdel, including the eubber sol& 
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6.12 INVESTIGATING THE ATTENUAnON EFFECT OF INCLUDING THE RUBBER SOLE 

The attenuation provided by including the rubber sole in the finite element model is 

quantified in terms of the m~ximum stress experienced by the ·strain gauge" elements 

selected in the lower region of the tibia tube. In the c~se of the loading conditions where the 

rubber sole is included, the maximum stress from the second compressive stress wave is 

used in the comp~rison. The time delay obselVed in the transmission of the stress wave 

during the blast loading applied in the centre of the foot model is ~Iso inspected. 

6.12.1 Simulation of blast loading performed in the centre of the foot model 

The series of results obtained from the finite element simulations of blast loading ~pplied in 

the centre of the foot. excluding and including the rubber sole layer. is presented in Figure 

6.28. Including the rubber sole in the finite element model of the test setup is seen to reduce 

the maximum stress experienced by the "strain gauge" elements by 91% for the blast loading 

simulated for 5+1g explosives. The results from the simulations of the 6+1g and 7+1g 

explosive blast loading shows that the maximum stress experienced in the lower region of the 

tibia is reduced by 92.4% and 92% respechvety, It fs also noticed from Figure 6.28 that the 

onset of reaching peak stress when the rubber sole is included in the test setup occurs 

approximately 200ps later than when the rubber sole is excluded from the test setup. 
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Ci. 1l.2Simul.rion of b1u ' ioadifffJ pcrlorml:d.t the heel o ( lhe 1001 motHl 

The stress·hme 'e5ulls obtaIned from the finite element simulations 01 the blast loading 

applied axially in line with the t alcaneous of the fOOl model. excludIng and including the 

rubQer sole, is provided in Figure 6.29, According to the Jel;l.ltts glvlJ'I ,''' Figure 6.29, 

introducing the rubber sole la~er ,n the tltSt setup reduced the stress recorded by the ·slraln 

gauge' elements b~ 82% in the simUlation of the blast loading performed using 5+1 \1 

e~~os lves, II is observed that the Ontiet of reachIng the peak strel;S occurs roogh~ 160~s 

later In the case of the loading condItion where ttle rubber sole is meliJded In 1M l est setup 

than when ttle rubber sole is excluded 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a su"ogate lower leg 

Chapter 7 - Comparison and Discussion of Results 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section of the dissertation contains the discussions pertaining to the major 

comparisons drawn while investigating the experimental and numerical results blast test 

results. 

The discussion is divided into four main topics: 

• Blast loading performed with the rubber sole excluded - The analytical, experimental 

and numerical results are compared. The phenomenon of the stress wave propagation 

along the components of the aluminium surrogate leg is examined. These two matters 

are discussed for blast loading applied in the centre of the foot and blast loading 

applied in line with the heel of the foot. 

• Blast loading performed with the rubber sole included - The same procedure as 

mentioned above is followed for blast loading performed when the rubber sole is 

included in the test setup. 

• Attenuation properties of the rubber sole - The reduction in the stress experienced by 

the aluminium tube and the time delay in the occurrence of the maximum stress in the 

tibia are examined and compared for blast loading applied in the centre of the foot and 

at the heel of the foot. 

• Comparison with results from previous studies - In order to create a more 

comprehensive understanding of the results obtained during the blast tests, the results 

are compared to test results from previous studies where mechanical surrogate lower 

legs were used. 

In essence, this section of the report is designed to set the milieu in which the concluding 

chapter is founded. 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

7.2 BLAST LOADING PERFORMED EXCLUDING THE RUBBER SOLE 

7.2.1 Blast loading applied in the centre of the foot model 

7.2. 1. 1 Comparing the analytical, experimental and numerical results 

The stress-time results obtained during the analytical solution, the experimental blast tests 

and the numerical simulation of the blast loading of 5+ 1 g PE4 in the centre of the foot model is 

compared in Figure 7.1. Although the stress curve of the analytical solution plots the stress 

values as the stress wave propagates through the interfaces of the foot model, the section of 

the curve from approximately 541-ls to 250l-ls predicts the maximum average stress that can be 

expected to be transmitted along the tibia. As such, the analytical solution serves as tool to 

compare and verify the maximum stress recorded by the experimental blast tests and the 

numerical simulation. 

The comparison of the experimental and numerical stress-time results retrieved for blast 

loading applied in the centre of the foot model using 6+1g PE4 and 7+1g PE4 is presented in 

Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 respectively. 

Overall, the shape of the numerical stress-time curve compares well to the general shape of 

the experimental stress-time curves. In the results for the 5+1g blast, a significant correlation 

is observed between the numerical curve and the DU_11 01 07a experimental curve, as all the 

peaks and valleys of the two curves coincide. The DU_090107c stress curve may possess a 

much smoother nature, but the time at which the maximum stresses are recorded in both the 

experimental and numerical results corresponds at approximately 250l-ls. In the results for the 

6+1g and 7+1g blasts, the first and second peaks apparent in the numerical representation of 

the compressive stress curve is distinctly present in the experimental stress curve, although 

the experimental stress curve gradually slopes off after this point while the numerical curve 

shows a third peak to arise just before the end of the compressive stress wave. 

It is also noticed from Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 that the experimental and 

numerical results show a consistency in the total time taken by the compressive stress wave 

to transmit along the foot model before returning to the strain gauges as a tensile stress wave. 

The compressive stress wave transmits in an average time span of 390l-ls. 

The maximum stress recorded during every experimental blast test and numerical 

simulation performed of the centre blast loading is provided in Table 7.1. The percentage 

average standard deviation between the stress results is also calculated. It is evident from the 

results in Table 7.1 that the numerical simulations yields an excessive over-prediction of the 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a sUffogate lower leg 

maximum stress recorded in the lower region of the aluminium tube. It should be noticed 

though that a 10.4% standard deviation in maximum stress exists between the two 

experimental blast test results, which in turn indicates the probability of a significant deviation 

to exist between the maximum stress values for the 6+1g and 7+1g load conditions. The 

percentage standard deviation in the maximum stress found during the analytical analysis, the 

experimental tests and the numerical simulation is calculated to be 18.3% for the 5+1g load 

condition. 

The material properties for the mild steel and aluminium tube are taken from the 

manufacturer specifications, and the properties for the solid aluminium which the foot and 

ankle are machined from are experimentally determined. The only material properties of which 

the accuracy is uncertain are those assigned to the Teflon rig alignment bushes. However, the 

Teflon rig bushes mainly effect the translation of the tibia but not the amount of stress being 

transmitted in the tibia. As such, the over-predicted maximum stress values recorded by the 

"strain gauge" elements during the numerical simulation of the blast tests may be attributed to 

the following aspects: 

• The interaction properties assigned in the finite element model may be inconsistent 

with the actual interaction occurring between the components of the foot model. 

• Interaction of the base of the metatarsals and calcaneous with the detonation plate is 

important. Full contact between the bottom surfaces of the foot and the detonation 

plate is assumed in the finite element model, where full contact of these surfaces may 

not have existed in the experimental blast test setup. The foot model rests in a 

horizontal position in the horizontal ballistic pendulum. Therefore gravitational loading 

cannot be relied on in the experimental setup to ensure full contact between the base 

surfaces of the foot and the detonation plate. Employing a mechanism to keep the base 

in full contact with the detonation plate would however have impeded the free 

translation allowed to the foot model. 

Blast load 
Analytical Stress Experimental Numerical Stress % standard 

(MPa) Stress (MPa) (MPa) deviation 

5+19 PE4 18 16.5 I 20.3 26.23 18.3 

6+19 PE4 - 20.3 30.50 20 

7+19 PE4 - 22.3 31.25 16.8 

Table 7.1 - Table comparmg maximum stress values retrieved from experimental and numerical 

results for blast loading applied in the centre of the foot, excluding the rubber 
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7.2. 1 2 Inv..,stigilfion of stress WilV.., prO(:mgafion Ihrough the fool model 

According to the simplified analytical model of the ~ast load applied to the foot setup. the 

stress wa~e is expected to transmit through the foot and tibia and refiect back to the strain 

gauges in approximately 25O"s. However, it is evident from the experimental and numerical 

results that the compressive stress wa~e transmits approximately 140l-'s longer. In an attempt 

to explain the extended time period as well as the multiple peaks present in the stress curve, it 

's decided to scrutinize the finite element simulation of the blast event 

Output files displaying the stress distribution in the finite element model are generated at 

specific intervals throoghout the numerical simulation Screen shots of a selection of the 

ootput files are presented in chronological order in Table 7.2 in order to illustrate the stress 

propagation through the foot model during the blast event The stress output files 

corresponding to the main events in the stress cur~e (i.e. the peaks and the valleys of the 

stress curve) are then displayed on an enlarged version of the stress-time graph (Figure 7.5) 

in order to enhance visual understanding of the meaning of the stress-time graph . 

From Table 7.2 and Figure 7.5 it is observed that the first peak in the stress curve relates to 

stress propagating ~ia the calcaneous of the foot, the second peak relates to stress 
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propagating via the metatarsals of the foot and the third peak again relates to stress 

propagating via the calcaneous. As such. three main events are identified: 

• Initially the stress wave caused by the detonation of the explosives in the centre of the 

detonation plate arrives at the same time at both the calcaneous and the metatarsal 

surfaces However, the distance to the strain gauges on the tibia is shorter from the 

calcaneous than from the metatarsals. Although the stress wave starts to transmit from 

the metatarsals along the foot bndge. the upward motion of the calcaneous causes the 

metatarsals to be pushed down on the detonation plate. 

• Forcing the metatarsals down on the detonation plate in turn causes a superimposed 

stress wave to be reflected back through the metatarsals_ The magnified stress wave 

travels from the metatarsal surface along the foot bridge, through the ankle joint and 

rejoins the calcaneous stress wave in the tibia, inducing the maximum stress in the 

tibia_ 

• The stress wave now transmits back down through the ankle joint, but the portion of the 

stress wave travelling via the calcaneous reaches the detonation plate prior to the 

portion travelling via the metatarsals. The reflection of the stress wave through the 

calcaneous surface is deemed to cause the third peak in the stress curve. 

Modifying the analytical model to simulate the events described above in a simplified 

manner yielded the results shown in Figure 1.4 The extended duration of the stress 

transmiss>on is also explained hereby. as the occurrence of a second stress wave reflecting to 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a sUffogate lower leg 

7.2.2 Blast loading applied axially in line with the ca/caneous of the foot model 

7.2.2.1 Comparing the analytical, experimental and numerical results 

The analytical, experimental and numerical stress-time results obtained for the blast loading 

of 5+1g PE4 positioned axially in line with the calcaneous of the foot model is compared in 

Figure 7.6. The results from the analytical stress propagation analysis is included to serve as 

an indication of the expected maximum stress to be experienced in the aluminium tube. 

It is seen in Figure 7.6 that the results from the finite element simulation correlate well with 

the stress results obtained from the experimental blast tests. The shape of the experimental 

and numerical stress curves agrees well, with the maximum stresses in each curve occurring 

at essentially the same time (approximately 90J.ls). The duration of the compressive stress 

transmission through the foot complex and the tibia as observed for the experimental and 

numerical results also coincides, where the compressive stress wave changes into a tensile 

stress wave after approximately 225J.ls. The transmission duration of roughly 225J.ls is close to 

the expected duration of 265J.ls predicted by the analytical model. 

The values of the maximum stress experienced by the aluminium tube during the blast 

event as recorded in the experimental blast tests and the numerical simulation are given in 

Table 7.3. The percentage standard deviation between the analytical, experimental and 

numerical stress results is calculated to be 12.7%. Once again it is noticed that the numerical 

simulation of the blast event yields a substantially over-predicted result for the maximum 

stress in the tube; however the percentage deviation between the analytical, experimental and 

numerical maximum stress is 6% lower than the percentage deviation observed for blast 

loading in the centre of the foot. 

The over-prediction by the numerical simulation of the blast event can also be associated 

with the probable causes discussed previously in Section 7.2.1.1. 

Blast load 
Analytical Stress Experimental Numerical Stress % standard 

(MPa) Stress (MPa) (MPa) deviation 

5+19 PE4 36 27.7 I 32.7 39.36 12.7 

Table 7.3 - Table comparmg maximum stress values retrieved from experimental and numerical 

results for blast loading applied at the heel of the foot, excluding the rubber 
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Figure 1.6· Graph comparing the analytical, experimental and FEM results obtained for applying 

blulloadjng at the h8,,1 of the foot, excluding the rubber, using 5+1g explosives 

7.2.2.2 Investigallon of the sires .• wave propagation through the fool model 

Applying a blast load axially in line with the heel of the foot induces a clearly defined and 

comprehensible stress curve. It is however still interesting 10 study the means of the stress 

wave propagation . 

As shown in the analytical solution in Section 4.3.2, blast loading at the heel results in the 

stress wave to be mainly transmitted via the calcaneous region of the foot The portion of the 

stress wave that transmits via the metatarsals joins the in itial portion of the stress wave in the 

tibia, amplifying the stress in the tibia into attaining a peak value. This process is il lustrated in 

Tab le 7.4 by means of a series of screen shots taken from the stress outpul files generated 

during the numerical simulation of the blast loading of 5+1g explosives positioned at the heel 

of the foot mod~ A selechon of these screen shots that correspond to the in itiation, rise, peak 

and decay of the stress wave propagation are also depicted in an enlarged version of the 

numerical stress curve (Figure 7.7) 
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7.3 BLAST LOADING PERFORMED INCLUDING THE RUBBER SOLE 

7.3.1 Centre blast loading 

7.3.1.1 Comparing the analytical, experimental and numerical results 

The stress-time results obtained during the analytical solution, the experimental blast tests 

and the finite element simulation for blast loading of 5+ 1 g explosives applied in the centre of 

the foot with the rubber sole included are compared in Figure 7.8. The analytical stress curve 

representing the stress propagation through the foot model is included to compare and verify 

the maximum stress values obtained from the experimental and numerical stress-time curves. 

The comparison of the experimental and the numerical stress-time curves for the blast 

loading using 6+1g PE4 and 7+1g PE4 are presented in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 

respectively. 

From the stress curves plotted in Figure 7.8, Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 it is evident that 

although the specific shape of the curves do not agree, the general trend of the stress curve 

generated during the numerical simulation follows a similar trend as displayed by the 

experimental stress curve. Also, the peaks of the initial and secondary compressive stress 

transmissions observed in the numerical stress curve coincide reasonably well with the two 

peaks observed in the experimental stress curve. The peak of the initial compressive stress 

wave occurs at approximately 310jls and the peak of the secondary compressive stress wave 

occurs at approximately 575jls. 

The magnitude of the maximum stress values corresponding to the two compressive peaks 

retrieved from the experimental and numerical stress curves are compared in Table 7.5. The 

percentage by which the numerical results vary from the experimental results is also 

calculated for each blast load. The results provided in Table 7.5 indicates an excessive under

prediction supplied by the finite element analyses of the blast loading applied in the centre of 

the foot when the rubber sole is included in the test setup. Over-prediction is generally 

favourable when designing against failure; hence obtaining an under-prediction of up to 75% 

is discouraging. 

In the previous section it is observed that results from the numerical simulations of the blast 

events yielded over-predicted maximum stress values, which means the major problem 

originates in the inclusion of the rubber sole in the numerical model. A range of difficulties 

related to the finite element modelling of the rubber sole exist, and all of them may have 

contributed to the atrocious results obtained from the numerical simulations of the blast 
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loading performed with the rubber sole included. The main problem areas related to the 

numerical modelling of the rubber sole are the following: 

• Firstly, as discussed in Section 6.2.6, the exact geometry of the rubber boot sole is not 

defined. This in itself causes a big problem, as the area that is in contact with the 

detonation plate cannot be accurately defined in the finite element model. The amount 

of stress transmitted across each interface relies on the area ratio of the surfaces in 

contact. As such, the amount of stress transmitting across the surfaces of the rubber 

sole in contact with the detonation plate cannot be accurately modelled in the finite 

element model. 

• The contact properties existing between the rubber surface and the mild steel and 

between the rubber surface and the aluminium surfaces are debatable. 

• The compressive strain rate induced upon the rubber material during the blast event is 

not known, causing uncertainty as to which strain rate data should be used in the 

construction of the rubber material model. In this investigation, dynamic compression 

tests at strain rates up to 2500s-1 were performed on the rubber using the Split

Hopkinson Pressure Bar. Therefore the stress-strain data obtained from the 2500s-1 

strain rate SHPB tests are used in the construction of the rubber material model. 

• Only four strain energy potentials are investigated in the construction of the rubber 

material model, which lead to the conclusion that employing the Ogden (with n=3) or 

the polynomial (with n=2) strain energy potentials yields the optimum results. Although 

the other strain energy potentials available in the ABAQUS database seem 

unfavourable for the present application, it may prove useful to study their response as 

well as part of a more detailed project in the future. 

Initial peak compressive stress Secondary peak compressive stress 

Blast load 
Analytical Exp FEM % std. Analytical Exp FEM % std. 

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) dev. (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) dev. 

5+19 PE4 3.8 4.2 0.51 58.2 5.6 5.4 2.11 36.7 

6+19 PE4 - 2.4 0.46 67.4 - 4.9 2.31 35.9 

7+19 PE4 - 3.4 0.44 77.1 - 10 2.49 60.2 

Table 7.5 - Table comparmg maximum stress values retrieved from experimental and numerical 

results for blast loading applied in the centre of the foot, including the rubber 
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7.3.1.2 Inves/igation of the stress wave propagalion through the foot and rubber sole 

The twD compressive stress waves following One another in short succession calls for an 

explanstion. In order to aid the investigation, the numerical simulation is once again 

scrutinised Even though the stress results from the numerical simulations are not successful , 

the trend of the stress curve remains similar to that of the experimental stress cur~e, which 

means the reason or cause of the successive compressive stress waves can still be 

determined 

Fifteen screen shots from the stress output files generated during the finite element analysis 

are displayed in series in Table 7.6 in an attempt to depict the course of the stress 

propagation through the rubber sole, fool complex and libia. Six of the screen shots are 

strategically selected and used in an enlarged version of the numerical stress curve in order to 

assist the reader visually in understanding the stress propagation (Figure 7_ t 2) 

• The first compressive stress curve originates from the stress wave travelling through 

the foot components as per usual, with only a small magnitude of stress propagating up 

and down the aluminium tube. It appears that the rubber layer acts as a dashpot 
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damping the amount of stress being transmitted, and in turn sending a reflected wave 

back towards the detonation plate 

• The second compressive stress curve is initiated by two events occurring in the same 

time span. After the initial compressive stress wave returned past the strain gauges in 

the aluminium tube, the compressive stress wave becomes a tensile stress wave, 

However before the tensile stress wave could be transmitted in its totality, the energy 

absorbed by the rubber layer is now being dissipated with the rubber acting as a 

spring_ The reflected wave from the initial compressive stress wave also starts to 

propagate forward through the foot components, These two events cause an enhanced 

compressive stress wave to be transmitted through the foot comple~ and tibia It is 

noticed that the shape of the secondary enhanced compressive stress curve exhibits 

similarity to the shape of the compressive stress curve produced during the blast load 

applied in the centre of the foot with the rubber sole excluded from the test setup, 

implying that the stress wave follows the same propagation pattern which is expected. 

A simplified analytical model is generated to attempt to model the events described above 

and the result is shown in Figure 7_11 A closer relationship between the maximum stress 

values from the analytical and experimental stress results is observed (also documented in 

Table 7.5)_ 
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Figure 1.11 . Graph showing the comparis on between the experimental, FEM and modified 

analytical results for the blast loading applied in the centre of the foot, including the rubber, 

using 5+1g e.plosives 
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7.3.2 Heel blast loading 

7.3.2.1 Comparing the analytical, experimental and numerical results 

Figure 7.13 contains the comparison of the stress-time results obtained in performing the 

analytical solution, the experimental blast test and the finite element simulation for blast 

loading using 5+1g PE4 positioned at the heel of the foot model with the rubber sole included 

in the test setup. Once again, the propagation of the stress through the foot components as 

produced by the analytical solution is included in Figure 7.13 to compare and verify the 

maximum stress values generated by the experimental tests and the numerical simulations. 

The comparison of the experimental blast test and the numerical simulation performed for 

detonating 7+1g PE4 in line with the calcaneous of the foot model is provided in Figure 7.14. 

As noted in the results of the blast loading applied in the centre of the foot model where the 

rubber sole is included, the shape of the numerical stress curve does not correlate well with 

the experimental stress curve. However, the general trend of the two stress curves essentially 

agrees when comparing the initiation of the stress increase, the stress peak and the stress 

decay. The time at which the maximum stress occurs in the experimental and numerical 

stress coincides at approximately 300IlS. 

The magnitude of the maximum stresses observed in the blast tests performed using 5+1g 

and 7+1g explosives are compared in Table 7.7. The percentage difference between the 

maximum stress experienced in the tibia during the experimental blast tests and the numerical 

simulations are also provided in Table 7.7. The analytical, experimental and numerical 

maximum stress results obtained for blast testing performed using 5+1g PE4 compares well, 

with a standard deviation of 9.7% existing between the values. Conversely, the deviation 

between the experimental and finite element simulation results for the blast test using 7+1g 

explosives is 35%. It must be noted though that the experimental maximum stress value for 

the 7+1g blast test is much lower than the experimental maximum stress value for the 5+1g 

blast test, which is not consistent as the higher explosive load should lead to a higher 

maximum induced stress. 

Blast load Analytical Stress Experimental Numerical Stress 
% std.dev. 

(MPa) Stress (MPa) (MPa) 

5+19 PE4 5.6 6.6 7.09 9.7 

7+19 PE4 - 3.8 8.02 35.8 

Table 7.7 - Table comparmg maximum stress values retrieved from experimental and numerical 

results for blast loading applied at the heel of the foot, including the rubber 
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Taking note of the good approximation of the maximum stress magnitude produced by the 

numerical simulations of the blast loading applied at the heel with the rubber sole included in 

the setup, implies that the problem in the simulations with the blast loading applied in the 

centre of the foot lies in the modelling of the toe section (and possibly the mid-section) of the 

rubber sole. This observation is consistent with the difficulties of modelling the rubber sole as 

discussed in Section 7.3.1.1. As the contact area for the toe section of the rubber sole is not 

precisely defined, the accuracy of modelling the stress propagation through the toe section is 

compromised. 

7.3.2.2 Investigation of the stress wave propagation through the foot and rubber sole 

Blast loading at the calcaneous of the foot model with the rubber sole included results in a 

stress curve of similar shape to the stress curve obtained for blast loading at the calcaneous 

with the rubber sole excluded from the test setup. This observation is expected, as the main 

portion of the stress wave travels via the calcaneous during heel blast loading conditions, 

whether a rubber sole is included or not. 

The only difference in the stress curve when the rubber layer is included is the slow rise in 

stress until roughly 200IlS. The duration of this plateau region in the stress curve is 

approximately 150IlS, which corresponds to a single stress wave propagating along the foot 

components towards the end of the aluminium tube and back down the tibia towards the strain 

gauges. This observation compares well to the phenomenon of the initial compressive stress 

wave noticed when applying the blast load in the centre of the foot with the rubber sole 

included. 

The slow rise in the stress curve can therefore be attributed to the compressive stress wave 

travelling along the foot components as per usual, with the rubber sole acting as a dashpot, 

damping the amount of stress being transmitted. The stress wave reflected back towards the 

detonation plate in this time then starts to propagate along the foot components. At the same 

time, the heel section of the rubber sole starts to dissipate the built-up energy, inducing an 

enhanced compressive stress wave to propagate along the aluminium tube and back down 

past the strain gauges. 

The events discussed above is visually described as a series of screen shots taken from the 

stress output files generated during the numerical simulation of the blast loading applied at the 

heel of the foot model with the rubber sole included, using 5+1g PE4. Table 7.15 and Figure 

7.16 contain a selection of the screen shots, demonstrating the stress propagation through the 

foot model during the blast event. 
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7.4 COMPARING THE A TTENUATION PROPERTIES OF THE RUBBER SOLE OBSERVED DURING 

THE EXPERIMENTAL BLAST TESTS AND THE NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

The rubber sole is employed in the blast test setup to serve as an attenuator to the blast 

loading applied to the foot model. The attenuation provided by the rubber layer is investigated 

in both the experimental blast tests and the finite element simulations. Section 5.6.5 of this 

report discusses the attenuation properties observed in performing the experimental blast 

tests and Section 6.12 discusses the attenuation provided by the rubber as observed in the 

numerical simulations of the various blast loading applications. 

The attenuation characteristics of the rubber layer are observed in the form of stress 

reduction and a time delay in attaining maximum stress. For the experimental results, Figure 

5.20 and Figure 5.21 demonstrates the attenuation provided by the rubber layer for blast 

loading applied in the centre and at the heel of foot respectively. The reduction in the stress 

experienced by the aluminium tube (given as a percentage) and the time delay in 

experiencing the maximum stress are documented in Table 7.8. It is observed that the 7+1g 

blast in the centre of the foot produced a 55% reduction in stress compared to the 68% and 

76% noticed in the 5+1g and 6+1g blasts in the centre of the foot. Referring to Figure 5.20, it 

is noticed that the peak stress for the 7+1g blast is taken to be 10.03MPa. However, if it 

assumed that the 10MPa peak stress is actually caused by signal noise and the 6MPa peak 

stress occurring just prior to the 10MPa peak stress is used to calculate the stress reduction, a 

73% attenuation of the maximum stress is observed, which is more consistent with the 5+1g 

and 6+1g attenuation results. In turn, the standard deviation between the experimental and 

numerical stress attenuation would decrease from 25.3% to 11.7%. 

Table 7.8 is once again proof that the numerical simulations performed for the heel blasts 

provided more consistent and accurate results when compared to the numerical results 

obtained during the simulations of applying blast loading in the centre of the foot. Only a 3.8% 

deviation exists between the stress reduction observed during the experimental blast tests 

and the numerical simulations of the heel blast loading, whereas an average variation of 

16.6% is noticed between the experimental and numerical attenuation results for blast loading 

performed in the centre of the foot model. 
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Attenuation of stress 
Time delay in onset of 

Loading Mass of experienced by tibia (%) 
reaching maximum stress 

condition PE4used in tibia (JIS) 

Exp. FEM Variation Exp. FEM Variation 

5+19 68% 91% 14.8% 

Centre of 
foot 6+19 76% 92% 9.8% 340J.1S 290J.1S 50J.1S 

7+19 55% 92% 25.3% 

Heel of foot 5+19 76% 82% 3.8% 170J.1S 160J.1S 10J.1S 

Table 7.8 - Table comparing the attenuation properties of including the rubber sole, as provided 

by the experimental blast tests and the FEM simulations 

The improved accuracy of the numerical simulations of the heel blast loading applications is 

also noticed when comparing the time delay in attaining the maximum stress. A 50~s 

difference in the time delay is observed between the experimental and numerical results 

obtained for the blast loading applied in the centre of the foot, where a mere 1 O~s difference is 

observed between the experimental and numerical results for blast loading applied at the heel 

of the foot model. 
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7.5 COMPARING THE RESUL TS FROM THE PRESENT INVESTIGA TION TO RESUL TS PROVIDED 

BY PREVIOUS STUDIES 

In an attempt to put the results obtained during the present study in better perspective with 

respect to other similar studies, the peak stress results from this investigation are converted to 

force values and compared to the peak force results obtained during similar studies previously 

conducted (as described in Section 2.5 of this report). It is decided to view the results in terms 

of impact severity, as this will exhibit whether a trend exists in the amount of force 

experienced by the lower tibia during increasing axial impact loading. 

The results published on the study performed by Sir et al.[8] in which the TROSS results 

were verified by using a horizontal impact rig are used in the current comparison, because the 

testing principle is similar to using the horizontal ballistic pendulum and force results over a 

relatively broad spectrum of impact severity is provided. The impact loading is rated as "low", 

"medium" and "high" severity impact (see Section 2.5.1.2), of which each impact severity is 

translated to a specific amount of impulse transferred during the impact to the surrogate lower 

leg. Seeing that both the Hybrid-III and Thor-Lx lower leg surrogates were used during the 

testing conducted by Sir et al.[8], the force results for both surrogate legs are included in the 

comparison. 

Figure 7.17 shows the comparison between the peak force values obtained for the H-III 

surrogate leg, the Thor-Lx surrogate leg and the aluminium surrogate leg utilised in the 

experimental blast testing performed during the current investigation. It is noted that a peak 

force value for "high severity" testing of the H-III leg is not included, as the force experienced 

by the H-III leg exceeded the limit of the load cell used to record the force in the tibia of the H

Ili surrogate leg[8]. From the force values plotted in Figure 7.17 it is clear that the axial force 

experienced by the tibia in the both the H-III and Thor-Lx lower legs increases linearly as the 

severity of the impact is increased, as expected. Extending the lower portion of the trendlines 

indicates that the peak axial tibial force documented in the present study is consistent with the 

general trend. 

Figure 7.18 compares the force values obtained when using the three different surrogate 

lower legs with an army combat boot fitted to the H-III and Thor-Lx lower legs and the rubber 

sole placed underneath the aluminium lower leg used in the current study. It is observed that 

the peak axial force in the tibia seems to increase logarithmically with increasing impact 

loading when a boot is included in the test setup. This logarithmic instead of a linear increase 

may be expected due to the hyperelastic nature of the rubber combined with the interaction of 

the remaining layers that the combat boot comprises of. 
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Figure 7,17· Graph comparing the peak tibial force recorded by the Hybrid-III and Thor-Lx 

surrogate lower legs (excluding the boot) to the peak force recorded during the present study 

(excluding the rubber sole) 
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Chapter 8· Conclusions 

A series of blast tests uSirJg the horizontal ballistic pendulum was conducted. in which an 

aluminium surrog<lte lower leg was exposed to blast loading The tests were dMded into two 

categories, in which the first series of tests saw only the surrogate leg beirJg impacted aoo the 

second series of tests included ~ layer of rubber to sct as a boot sole. A finite element model 

of the surrogate leg arid rig was created aoo simulations of the blast tests were executed. The 

results from these numeric .. 1 simulations were comp<lred snd verified. As a result, the 

attenuation properties provided by the rubber layer during blast load could be examined. From 

the findings of th is investigation, the following conclusions are made' 

8.1 NON-INJURIOUS BLAST IMPACT TESTING 
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Figure 8.1 - Graph comparing the peak tibial fore<! recorded by the Hybrid-III and Thor-L~ 

surrogate lower legs (excluding and including the boot) 10 the peak force recorded during the 

present study (excluding and inc luding the rubber sale) 

Referring to Figure 8.1, it is dearly shown that the blast testing performed in the present 

investigation is of a vel)' low impact se~erity compared to impact tests conducted by other 
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researchers[8]. The peak force plotted to represent the peak force experienced by the 

aluminium surrogate leg is taken from the blast tests performed with the explosives positioned 

axially in line with the heel of the foot, seeing that the impact testing conducted by Sir et al[8] 

is also aligned axially with the heel of the H-III and Thor-Lx surrogate legs. Furthermore, the 

peak stress values recorded during the 5+1g blast tests are used, as blast testing without the 

rubber sole was not conducted with more than 5+1g explosives positioned at the heel. As was 

commented in Section 7.5, the results from the present investigation integrate well with the 

trends shown by the results taken from the tests performed by Sir et al.[8]. 

According to Table 2.6 provided in the Literature Review, the H-III and Thor-Lx surrogate 

legs are designed to experience a threshold of 8000N and 5600N respectively, which would 

indicate the probable occurrence of an AIS2+ injury. From Figure 8.1 it is evident that the peak 

axial force experienced by the tibia is below 2000N, indicating that minor injuries are expected 

in the lower leg. 

8.2 EFFECT OF POSITIONING OF THE EXPLOSIVE 

The differences in the stress wave travelling through the aluminium surrogate foot caused 

by varying the positioning of the explosives with respect to the foot is tabulated in Table 8.1. 

Explosive in centre offoot Explosive in line with heel of foot 

When the rubber sole is excluded, When the rubber sole is excluded, 
the peak stress is roughly 39% the peak stress is roughly 65% 
lower than when the explosive is higher than when the explosive is 

Magnitude of peak stress placed in line with the heel. placed in the centre of the foot. 

experienced in tibia When the rubber sole is included, When the rubber sole is included, the 
the peak stress is roughly 18% peak stress is roughly 21% higher 
lower than when the explosive is than when the explosive is placed in 
placed in line with the heel. the centre of the foot. 

When the rubber sole is excluded, the tibia experiences the peak stress 
approximately 80JlS later than when the explosive is placed in the centre 

Time when peak stress is of the foot than when it is placed in line with the heel. 

experienced in tibia When the rubber sole is included, the tibia experiences the peak stress 
approximately 275J1S later than when the explosive is placed in the centre 
of the foot than when it is placed in line with the heel. 

Two peaks are noticed in the Only one distinct peak is noticed in 
Number of peaks present stress curve, both when the the stress curve, both when the 
in stress curve rubber sole is excluded and rubber sole is excluded and included 

included in the test setup. in the test setup. 

Table 8.1 - Table documenting the effects of varying the positioning of the explosives with 

respect to the surrogate foot in the blast test setup 
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8.3 A TTENUATION PROVIDED BY THE RUBBER LA YER 

From the experimental blast test results it is noticed that the rubber layer provides two forms 

of attenuation to the blast stress. Including the rubber layer at the base of the surrogate foot 

caused a delay in the time at which the tibia experiences the peak stress, and as expected, 

the magnitude of the peak stress experienced by the tibia is significantly reduced. Referring to 

Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19, a time delay of approximately 170llS up to 340lls is observed 

when the rubber sole is used in the test setup. The percentage amount of attenuation in the 

peak stress recorded in the tibia ranged from 54% up to 75% for blast impact with the 

explosives placed in the centre of the foot, and approximately 76% for blast impact with the 

explosives placed in line with the heel of the foot. 

The attenuation provided by the standard army combat boot used in the impact testing of 

the Hybrid-III and Thor-Lx surrogate lower legs are calculated from the information published 

by Sir et al[8] to be: 

• Hybrid-III surrogate leg[8]: 

41 % (low severity impact) 

39% (medium severity impact) 

• Thor-Lx surrogate leg[8]: 

15% (low severity impact) 

17% (medium severity impact) 

27% (high severity impact) 

The amount of stress attenuation provided by wearing a standard army combat boot 

appears to vary to a large extent. However, the stress attenuation recorded when wearing the 

combat boot is significantly lower than the attenuation achieved in the present investigation by 

utilising only a rubber layer. This difference can be directly related to the following factor: 

• The most obvious contributing factor is the fact that a combat boot constitutes layers of 

different material glued and nailed together to form a strong support for the foot. These 

layers include rubber for the outer sole, a spongy yet strong material layer making up 

the inner sole, a cardboard-like layer which is placed in between the outer and inner 

sole, a thin metal plate nailed to the heel to give shape to the base of the boot, and 

lastly hard set glue and nails holding the entire boot sole together. This arrangement is 

bound to transmit more of the stress wave than a layer of rubber, which would result in 

higher stress being experienced by the tibia and as such, lower stress attenuation is 

observed. 
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8.4 VALIDA TION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

The attempt to validate the experimental blast test results by creating a finite element model 

was partly successful. The finite element model constructed to simulate the aluminium 

surrogate leg without the rubber layer yielded essentially good results, as the shape of the 

stress curves and the magnitudes of the peak stresses for all the blast loading conditions 

correlated well with the experimental results. 

However, the finite element model created to simulate the blast loading of the surrogate leg 

with the rubber sole included in the setup proved to be less successful. The same general 

trend in the shape of the stress curves could be observed, with the peaks coinciding at 

approximately the same time. The magnitudes of the peak stresses yielded by the numerical 

simulations for blast loading in the centre of the foot were greatly under predicted. In contrast, 

the magnitudes of the peak stresses given by the simulations of blast loading performed in 

line with the heel of the foot agreed reasonably well. This interesting observation leads to the 

conclusion that the numerical modelling of the front (metatarsal) portion of the rubber sole 

requires more detailed examination. It must however be remembered that the ABAQUS 

documentation manual on the modelling of rubber did warn that when the rubber layer is 

highly confined and/or subjected to high compression rates, accurate results may not be 

provided by the numerical simulation[60]. 
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Appendix A- SPLIT-HoPKINSON PRESSURE BAR DATA 

A.1 SHPB TESTING OF RUBBER AT 1750s·1 STRAm RATE 

Figure A.l shows the stress curves (I-wave. 2-wave and average stress wave) obtained 

from analysing the data recorded during the SHPB testing of the rubber specimens at a strain 

rate of t7501s. The 2-wave is seen to oscillate equally above and below the I-wave up to a 

strain of 0.09. indicating that the stress at the front and rear surfaces attained a uniform stress 

state After 0.09 strain the 2-wave is seen to diVerge from and converge again to the 1-wave 

just before the rubber specimen surfaces loses contact with the surfaces of the pressure bar 

Compression inducing an approximate strain of 0.28 is reached in the specimen before 

surface contact is lost. An essentially constant strain rale of t 750Is is achieved during the 

SHPB testing of the rubber specimen. 
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A.2 SHPB TESTING OF RUBBER AT 2200s-1 STRAIN RATE 

Figure A 2 shows the stress curves ('-wave, 2-wave and average stress wave) obtained 

from analysing the data recorded during the SHPB testing of the rubber specimens at an 

approximate strain rate of 2200/s. The 2-wave is seen to oscillate equally above and below 

the 1-wave up to a strain of 0.075, indicating that the stress at the front and rear surfaces 

attained a uniform stress stale. After 0.075 strain the 2-wave is Seen to diverge from and 

converge again to the ' -wave just before the rubber specimen surfaces loses contact with the 

surfaces of the pressure bar. Compression inducing an approximate strilin of 0. 33 is reached 

in the specimen before surface contact is lost. The achieved strain rate increases slightly from 

2000ls to 2400/s , however the stra;" rate shows a very SffiiIII oscillating amplitude. 
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Figure A.2 - Graph displaying the I-wave, 2-wave, average stress wave and the strain rate data 

as a function of strain, retrieved from SHPB testing of rubber specimens (tength 3.5mm, 

diameter 19.5mm) performed at a strain rate of 2200ls 
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A.3 SHPB TESTING OF RUBBER AT 2500s·1 STRAIN RATE 

Figure A.3 shows the stress curves (I-wave, 2-wave and average stress wave) obtained 

from analysing the data recorded during the SHPB testing 01 the rubber specimens at an 

approximate strain rate of 25(lO/s. The 2-wave is seen to oscillate equally above and below 

the I-wave up to a strain of 0.16, indicating that the stress at the front aM rear surfaces 

attained a uniform stress state. After 0.16 strain the 2-wave is seen to diverge from aM 

converge again to the I-wave just before the rubber specimen surfaces loses contact with the 

surfaces of the pressure bar. Compression inducing an approximate strain of 0.375 is reached 

in the specimen before surface contact is lost. The strain rate achieved during the SHPB 

testing increases steadily from 2100/s to 29OO/s, although once again the ampijtude at ....nich 

the strain rate oscillates is very small. 

Rubb" ot" .. " . train dot. 
1.,,,n,· .. 

"" " " " II ." 

01 ' 

Figure A.3 _ Graph displaying thft l-wavfl, 2_wavfl, avftragft stress wave and the strain rate data 

as a function of strain, rfttrieved from SHPB testing of rubt.er specimens (length 3.5mm, 

diameter 19.5mm) performed at a strain rate of 250015 
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Investigating the use of rubber to attenuate the effect of blast load applied to a surrogate lower leg 

A.4 STRESS VS. STRAIN DATA (2500s·1 
STRAIN RATE) 

Table A.1 contains the stress vs. strain values taken from the curve fitted through the 

experimental stress vs. strain data taken from the SHPB testing performed on the rubber 

specimen at 2500/s strain rate. The stress-strain data from the fitted curve is employed in the 

rubber material model constructed in the finite element model of the rubber sole. 

Strain Stress (Pa) Strain Stress (Pa) Strain Stress (Pa) 

0 0 

0.0037 214822 0.1258 3653540 0.2479 4150111 

0.0074 420707 0.1295 3686529 0.2516 4161096 

0.0111 617909 0.1332 3717275 0.2553 4172427 

0.0148 806682 0.1369 3745914 0.259 4184122 

0.0185 987272 0.1406 3772577 0.2627 4196197 

0.0222 1159924 0.1443 3797392 0.2664 4208662 

0.0259 1324880 0.148 3820483 0.2701 4221526 

0.0296 1482377 0.1517 3841972 0.2738 4234791 

0.0333 1632650 0.1554 3861975 0.2775 4248460 

0.037 1775928 0.1591 3880606 0.2812 4262530 

0.0407 1912438 0.1628 3897976 0.2849 4276993 

0.0444 2042405 0.1665 3914192 0.2886 4291839 

0.0481 2166048 0.1702 3929356 0.2923 4307056 

0.0518 2283582 0.1739 3943568 0.296 4322627 

0.0555 2395222 0.1776 3956925 0.2997 4338530 

0.0592 2501177 0.1813 3969518 0.3034 4354741 

0.0629 2601652 0.185 3981438 0.3071 4371234 

0.0666 2696849 0.1887 3992769 0.3108 4387976 

0.0703 2786967 0.1924 4003594 0.3145 4404934 

0.074 2872201 0.1961 4013990 0.3182 4422068 

0.0777 2952743 0.1998 4024034 0.3219 4439338 

0.0814 3028781 0.2035 4033795 0.3256 4456697 

0.0851 3100499 0.2072 4043343 0.3293 4474097 

0.0888 3168078 0.2109 4052741 0.333 4491485 

0.0925 3231697 0.2146 4062051 0.3367 4508806 

0.0962 3291528 0.2183 4071328 0.3404 4526000 

0.0999 3347742 0.222 4080628 0.3441 4543005 

0.1036 3400507 0.2257 4090000 0.3478 4559752 

0.1073 3449984 0.2294 4099491 0.3515 4576173 

0.111 3496335 0.2331 4109144 0.3552 4592194 

0.1147 3539715 0.2368 4118998 0.3589 4607738 

0.1184 3580277 0.2405 4129089 0.3626 4622724 

0.1221 3618170 0.2442 4139451 0.3663 4637067 

0.37 4650681 

Table A.1 - Table of the fitted curve values of the stress vs. stram data retrieved from the SHPB 

testing of the rubber specimen at 2500/s strain rate 
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Appendix B- EXPERIMENTAL BLAST TEST DATA 

The first two sections of Appendix B contain the graphs which portray the stress-time history 

recorded during the series of blast tests performed on the surrogate lower leg_ The last two 

sections of Appendix B contains the test data noted down prior to and after conducting the 

blast tests. The test data comprises the ballistic pendulum characteristics as well as the initial 

velocity, impulsB and force values ca lculated for each individual blast test. 

B.1 RUBBER SOLE OMITTED FROM BLAST TEST SETUP 

8.U 5+1g PE4 posilioned in the centre of the foot model 

DU 090107c -
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Figure B.l- Graph of st .... ss vs. time history of blast test DU_090107c 
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Figure B.2 . Graph 01 stress vi. time history of blast test DU _ 1101 07a 
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B,I .2 6+1g PE4 positioned in Ihe centre of/he fool model 

'" 110101b -

'" ---- - --
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-----_.-

Figure 8 .3 . Graph of stress vs . time history of bl~st test DU 110107b 

B 1,3 7+1g PE4 positioned in the Gentre of the fool model 
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Figu .... B." Graph of stress vs_ time history of blast t .. st DU_ l10107c 

B.I.4 5+1g PE4 positioned in line with the heel of/he foot model -----
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Figure 8.5 - Graph of stress vs. time history of blast test DU_l10107d 
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Figure B.6 • Graph of 51ress vs. time hi s tory 0' blast lesl DU_ 11 01 Ole 

B.2 RUBBER SOLE INCLUDED IN IHE BLAST TEST SETUP 

B.2.1 5+1g PE4 positiOfled in tile cenlre oflhe fool model 
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Figure B.7· Graph of slress VS. time hislory of btasllesl DU_150107a 
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Figure B.8· Gr,ph of slress vs . timQ hislory of blut lesl DU_150101b 
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Figure B.9 _ Graph of stress "'10 . time hislory of blast test DU_ 150107c 

B.2.2 6+19 PE4 positioned in the centre of/he foot model 
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Figure B.10 • Graph of stress "'s. time history of blast lesl DU 150107g 
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Figure B.11 _ Graph of stress "'s. time history of blasll .. st DU .. 150107h 
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B 2.3 '.'g P£4 posirroned in me cenlre of/he foot model 

DU_l&0101l .. 
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Figu.e B.12 • G.".,.., 01 suess va. lime " is looy of b last test 00 IS01071 

B,2.4 5+ 19 PE4 positioned in line wrlh the heel of /he foot model 
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B .3 TEST OIlTIl ':OR 8 LII ST TESTS PERFORMED EXCLUDING THE RUBBER SatE 

TnT pATA ~.d"""',, ' 
Choo!I.~"" . 

Bu ..... .,.", · 

" 

Table B. ' _ Table 0' biaS! ",sl data f'" lests perl",med ucluding tIM .ubbe. sole 

------------------, ..... ~'"c, •. ",c ...... "" ~f~DM··".-------------------------------c,O',·, 
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B.4 TEST DATA fOR BLAST TESTS PERfORMEO INCLUo/NG THE RUBBER SOLE 

TEST DATA 0.02 m 

0.000314159 m' 

7:1<):) ",is 

Table B.2· Table of blast test data for tests performftd inctuding the rubber sote 
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Appendix C - MANUFACTURING DRAWINGS 

The horizontal pendulum lest rig used to conduct the blasl testing is based on the Slandard 

design of tesl rigs previously used to perform tesling in the BISRU blasllaboralory. A new lest 

rig frame was designed and manufactured 10 incorporate existing rig plates (number 3 in the 

Pendulum Rig assembly, drawing number PENOOOOAS) and Tefion bushes (numbers 14 and 

15 in the Pendulum Rig assembly, drawing number PENOOOOAS), The silver steel alignment 

bars are guided by the Tefion bushes numbered 14 (drawing number PEND(09) and the tibia 

of the surrogate leg is guided by the Tefion bushes numbered 15 (drawing number 

PENOO10). The manufacturing drawings for the pendulum test rig are ~ovided in drawings 

PENOO01 to PENOO13. 

The assembled foot model is shown and labelled in assembly drawings FOOTOOOAS and 

FooTOO1AS. The part drawings for the manufacturing of the surrogate foot. ankle and tibia 

are given in drawings FooTOOI to FOOTOO9. 

Assembly drawing TESTRIGOO1 shows the Foot assembly placed in the Pendulum Rig as 

during the experimental test setup. 
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